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A series of quotations, synthesized, offers the fore-
word necessary to introduce the creative effort hereinafter 
described, for these three quotations, taken together, 
embody the need and the process whence stem.med the produc-
tion of Appendix A, "When the World Was Young!.': 
Fortunately for the science .63'sychologY7 
there are sources of objective psychological 
knowledge, which become accessible at the very 
point where the experimental method fails us. 
There are certain products of the common life in 
which we may trace the operation of determinate 
psychological motives. Chief among them are 
language, myth, and custom. 
Wilhelm Wundt 
The concept of evolution is a tool or instru-
ment of thought and understanding by means of 
which we can alone see present and past relation-
ships in proper perspective. Not to use this 
point of view is to see things diverse and sepa-
rate rather than in relationship, to see details 
and not to see their organization. It is to see 
the parts and not to see the unity •••• Evolution ••• 
is a human concept for the organization of human 
experience and the human understanding thereof. 
Aside from human thinking, one cannot say that 
evolution is or is not; the idea is a philosophi-
cal tool for the synthesis of experience and has 
its dynamic and forward-looking as well as its 
historic and retrospective implicati_ons. 
One must not see the process of evolution as 
a preconceived, prearranged plan of organic change 
and modification, when, as a matter of fact, it is 
an afterthought in the human sense. Only after 
iii 
experience of the facts does thought so arrange 
them that they stand in such relationship ,Lsequen-
tialitz7' to one another. 
Daniel Bell Leary 
Those who become enamored of the practice of 
art without having previously applied themselves 
to the diligent study of the scientific part of 
it may be compared to mariners who put out to sea 
without a rudder or compass; and, therefore, can-
not be certain of arriving at the wished for port. 
Practice must forever depend on theory. 
Leonardo da Vinci 
Gratitude for inspiration and completion of the problem 
must go first to the memory of James Edwin Pearce, primarily 
a public school educator, who founded the department of 
anthropology at the University of Texas. He brought the 
science of anthropology at his own expense and single-handed 
from his studies in the museums of Europe in the early nine-
teen hundreds. He trained his anthropology "majors" with 
care--as philosophers first, with a cosmological outlook on 
applications of science; as museum technicians; as research-
ers into the patterns of past and existing civilization; and 
as teachers with special attention to the place of t~e 
"museum method" in the public school field. Like many 
advanced thinkers, he died before his time, and the writer 
welcomes with delight the avalanche of interest now 
descending through many avenues of public communication--
magazines, radio scripts, television--into his chosen field 
of instruction--the interpretive museum exhibit. 
iv 
The writer is deeply indebt ed to Doctor J ohn To Bi ggers 
and his staff who brought into play at Texas Southern Uni-
versity the basic principles of art expression long used in 
educational methodology hy Cizek in Vienna as those princi-
ples have been expanded by Viktor Lowenfeld at Hampton 
Institute in Virginia and at Pennsylvania State University 
in later years. To have been an observer of art education 
at Texas Southern for three of its first five years, and to 
have participated, f'inally, in a wor kshop under Lowenfeld 
himself, has been a tremendous experience in progressive 
education and in methodology based on the experience curric-
ulum. 
The writer's committee of four persons, each heavily 
experienced in an educational field which has made immense 
contributions to child welfare, has served as a continuous 
inspiration for completion of the project in hand. 
Professor Guy .Ahnadale · Lackey in the field of human devel-
opment, Dean J. Andrew Holley in educational organization, 
Doctor Ida Townsend Smith in integrated subject matter plus 
human integration with subject matter, and Doctor Solomon 
Luther Reed in the field of integrated psychologies have 
each lent generously of their time and counsel in preparing 
a creative work for presentation as a formal thesis projecto 
Appreciation also is due for personal kindnesses extended by 
both heads of the graduate department under whom the project 
was completed, Dean Daniel Cobb McIntosh and Dean Robert 
MacVicaro 
V 
Doctor Richard Ewing Wright 9 Shell Company r es ear ch 
chemis t; Robert Lo Kite 9 Humble Company photo-geologist; and 
Doct ·or Horace John Sawin, dean of t he gradua t e school 9 head 
of the sc ience department 9 and di rect or of t he Mus eum of 
Interpretive Sc ience at the University of Hous t on have . 
been mos t kind in contributing compara tive dat a and offering 
cr0itic i sm in respec t t o t he wr'iter vs problem- ,~as is a ls o 
true of Doctor Es ther Marion Nels on 9 of the education 
depar'tment at t he University of Houstono Doctor Andrew 
Forr es t Muiri, f ormer chairman of the department o.f h istory 
and government at Daniel Baker College, now engaged i n 
his t orical research, has given an uns t inted amount of time 
bo t h to critic i sm of con t ext and t o the t edious prob l em of 
proofreading and f i nal l y dressing t he man:u.s cr i I? t !) un~il it 
wa s taken over by Elizabet h Jo Kerby, edito1"'., crea tive 
wri t er 9 and f riend 9 who can never be suff iciantly apprec i -
a t ed for her skill in actually ge t t i ng it 't o t he gentlemen 
of t he Mult ilith machi.neo 
Many persons who have c on t ribu t ed t o t he over -all 
pro jeot are named in t h e de s cr i ption cf its creative 
his tory ; many others mus t; go unnamed f or, ·want of spae er..= 
among them some e;h i ldren l i ke a r.,ine-~yes.r- old :caighb or with 
professiona l artists i n his .f'amily who s a i d ~ 91 I l ove Mr ~o 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS METHOD 
A. Introduction 
The creative approach to a problem is esthetic and, 
because of the multiplicity of inspirational factors in-
volved, does not readily lend itself to historical descrip-
tion. The exact point and the precise manner when and 
wherein these factors merge as stimuli to produce the solu-
tion of a creative problem is not exactly discernible. It 
is possible to analyze from any creative experience clusters 
of impressions and assumptions that did obviously merge, 
somehow and sometime, to result in the formulation and th(:3 
solution of any given problem. 
!3.,. The Purp o s e 
The purpose of the creative effort hereinafter described 
was to bring into being a tool which should introduce to the 
preschool child and the primary child the concept of sequen-
tial steps in the evolution of world civilization as that 
2 
concept is presented in t he curricular field of ethnology or 
cultural anthropology.1 
This purpose 9 in stating t he s election of a given cog-
nitive content for presentat ion to be the point de: ae'part·,or . . 
a given creat ive effort 9 inherently establishes itself as an 
essentialist purpose. By t he s ame t oken 9 it predetermines 
the end product of the effort t o be clas sifiable as a 
91 teaching product 9 " and 9 insomuch a s t he t erm "presentation" 
presumes a consequent function of rec epthri t y and c omprehen-
sion)) it predetermines t his end product to be a "learning 
producto" ThusJ) as a consequence of t he ~everal conditions 
inherent in and imposed by t he stated purpose, it is logical 
t o assume that t he end product to be derived as a solution 
of the problem hereinafter s e t forth may be correc tly t ermed 
"a teaching-l earning tool ." 
Co The Problem 
The problem evoked by the need hereinafter sta t ed and 
by the purpose heret ofore stated, together w:I.th the condi-
tions thus imposed , was t o create a teaching-l earni ng t ool 
that would present to children of preschool and primary age 
fourteen major step c oncepts r ec ognized by cultural 
1Robert Sutherland9 Julian L. Woodward 9 and Milton Ao 
Maxwell, Introduc tory Sociol ogy (Philadelphia~ J.B. 
Li ppincott Company0 1952) 9 PPo 11-94; and Melville Jacobs 
and Bernhard Jo Stern0 General Ant hropology (New York ~ 
Barnes and Noble 0 Inco, 1952} 9 p. 1230 
• 2 anthropologists. as con·~ributory tb the total sequence of' 
world civilization and to create this tool in a form repro-
ducible by the teacher, the parent, and the child. 
The fourteen step concepts are: 
Domestication of fire 
The cave home--origin of family life 
Gathering and collecting--the economic base of culture 
Invention of the bow and arrow 
Hunting--an economic base of culture 
Food getting 
Dressing and tailoring skins 
Riparian or bamboo culture--the mother culture 
Development of weaving 
Development of pottery 
Domestication of plants 
Domestication of animals 
Conflict between herding and gardening cultures 
Accommodation to climate 
Accommodation to the cycle of day and night 
Accomrnodati.on to the cycle of the seasons 
Origin of awe 
The primal art--symbolism 
2Nary ~rourdan Atkinson, ''Chart: Abstract Elements 
Comm.on to All Culturesn (Stillwater, Oklahoma: Education 
Department 9 Oklahoma. Agr:toul tural and Meche.nicaJ. College, 
1950), see Appendix B. 
3 
4 
The problem may be divided conceptually into two parts: 
conception of a design for a teaching-learning tool, indi-
cated as Tool c, and the execution of this design. Descrip~ 
tion of the problem then becomes a historical recapitulation 
of steps involved in conception and execution of this 
design, including a description of inspirational factors. 
This division is described in Chapter I. The problem also 
may be divided, as to its end product, or solution, into two 
structural design parts: an allegorical story and the 
pictorial representation of this story. The body of the 
dissertation: Chapters II, III, and IV, follows as an 
analysis of these parts, and their inspiration, together 
with an evaluation of the conceived and executed design. 
D. Delimit,ation of the Problem 
Formulation of the stated problem was contained in the 
conceiving of its solution. This is to say that, as in any 
creative problem, the impelling factor in creative concep-
tuality was recognition of a need--in this case the need for 
a given kind of tool. So also the compelling factor in 
shaping a tool design to fill the need was the actual nature 
of the raw material given to be so shaped. In this case, 
the given raw material was a series of fourteen step con-
cepts from the assumed course of the historical descent of 
world civilization. Insomuch as these fourteen steps are 
part of an assumption commonly recognized by cultural 
anthropologists as a basic part of their science, the ele-
mentary problem of validating the concepts, per se; may be 
excluded from the stated problem. 
Webster's New International Dictionary, drawing on 
anthropological sources, offers the following definitions: 
Culture epoch or period. Anthropolog. A unit_ of 
time when human cultures were of one general 
type, as neolithic. 
Neolithic age. Designating ••• a stage of culture 
following the,_Paleolithic and £receding the 
aeneolithic Lcultural sequenc~ and charac-
terized by the use of polished stone imple-
ments: as neolithic culture, Neolithic age. 
The Neolithic era was notable for many 
cultural advances including the art of grind-
ing stone, bone, and ivory tools with sand-
stone, pottery making, the use of the bow and 
arrow, domestication of animals, the cultiva-
tion of grain and fruit trees, the invention 
of the wheel, and linen weaving. It marked 
the beginning of settled village life. 
Age II, 7, A particular period of time in the 
his~ory or in the development of man, esp. 
with reference to cultural evolution •••• In 
archeology, or prehistory, the chronology is 
divided into three ages, with numerous sub-
division or culture epochs: (1) the Stone 
Age, divided into the Eoli t hic, Paleolithic, 
and Neolithic Periods; (2) the Bronze Age, 
characterized by the varied use of bronze, 
and gener a lly recogniz ed as having been pre-
ceded by a transition period called the 
Aeneolithic period or Age of Copper; (3) the 
Iron Age •••• There is much overlapping of 
the types of material culture represented by 
these t erms; some paleolithic and neolithic 
implements continued in use through the later 
periods, and s ome primitive peoples are found 
toda3 living in the civilization of the Stone Age. 
5 
3see f ootnotes 1 and 24 in t hi s chapter and 10, 11, 12, 
and 13 in Chapter II, Par t A. 
6 
The problem is not in esthetics; neither is it involved 
with art education, per seo Two recent experiments have been 
conducted at the doctoral level in the department of art 
education a t Pennsylvania State University~ The Relationship, 
of Reading Achievement to the Creativity of CQ.!ldren.9 by 
Irene Russell (1953)~ and The Ef'f'ec t of Coloring and Work 
Books on the Effectiveness of Children in Grades Two and 
Three, by Horace Heilman (1954)0 According to the findings 
in these experimentsj) the tJhild ' s creativit y with respect; t;c1 
self-expr•es sion through dr0awings diminishes with any use o.f 
frequently used in nuniber demonstra:t;ions at the primary 
level or the geometricized rabbit used in the wr,iter's 'tool 
design. 
The assumption in the use of the dra·v,rings in the 
writervs t ool design is that they symbolize an ab:3tract cor..~ 
cept not readily motivated except t hrough museum exhibits 9 
and that the conceptual motivation. t:o be obtained thro'l;;.gh 
use of the designed tool will outweigh in "the child'~ own 
creative imagery any loss t hat may be suf'fer•ed with respec t 
to the stereotyping of such readily familiar ~atural phenom-
ena as the apple and the rabbit. This a ssumption need net 
be validated inasmuch as the problem deal~ only with a con-
cept-ual presents. tion s.t t he J'."ecogn:l.zed level of p :r•imiU'Y 
comprehension and net with further esthetic implications 9 
although:, in App endix Ej) Section 6 j) a practi cal suggestion 
is offered for teachers or parents wishing t o avoid such 
implications while using the tool design. In respect to 
these implications in another field than natural and social 
sciences, compare Section F, Chapter IIIo 
Conception of the problem was st imulated in part by 
four assumptions that served as inspirational factors, but 
none of which was involved in the soluti.on of the problem. 
They are as follows: 
7 
1. That the conceptual level of maturity is coincident 
with the intelligence level of the individual, and 
that this level can be enhanced or impoverished 
through the introduction of master concepts during 
the preliterate level of educational impressionism.4 
2. That a familiarity with the over-all concept of 
sequential acculturation, and with some of the 
major steps in acculturation, at the primary level, 
lays a basis for integration of the natural sci-
ences with the social sciences by the reader above 
the third gradeo5 
3. That insomuch as t he objective or given material, 
for which the teaching-learning tool should serve 
of Nature (Ithaca : 
l; and Otto Klineberg, 
ration (New York: 
~"'1:"--r--~~------~-.,,------'P."!!l!"'P!!I ___________ __ 
symbolically, is of its elf abstractly derived, and 
is usually to be found symbolized by museum 
exhibits presenting an assumed reconstruction of 
8 
prehistoric cultures, such a teaching-learning tool 
would serve as a convenient substitute for such 
exhibits. 6 
4. That such a teaching-learning tool would serve as a 
collateral devic e fo r compr ehens i on of the abstract 
conceptuality such museum exhibits are designed to 
present.? 
The· first two assumptions (1 and 2) relate to values 
assumed to be inherent in the comprehension of the concep-
tual content presented, whereas the problem is concerned 
only with creating a teaching-learning tool to present these 
concepts. The second two assumptions (3 and 4) relate to 
values assumed to be inherent in the existence of such a 
teaching-learning tool, should the problem admit of solu-
tion. Hence the problem is limited, in final analysis, to 
t he selection and t he arrangement of symbolic factors suit-
able to (1) presentation of the given fourteen step concepts 
as a unified series and to (2) presentation of this context 
at preschool and primary age levels. 
6cr. William Burgs, "Experiences in Planning a Science 
Exhibition for Traveling," Museum News, vol. 26, November 
15, 1946 . 
?ill£. 
9 
E. Definition of Terms 
Nursery school age · level- ... two to four years. 
Preschool child--any child below the legal age of school 
entry. 
Primary grades--pre-primer, primer, first, second, and third 
grades.8 
Cultural anthropology--ethnology, as distinguished from 
archaeology and physical anthropology.9 
Ethnology--the abstract science of determining the gener-
alized historical des cent of cultural concepts 
with respect to prehistoric time, and of compara-
tive physical characteristics and culture traits 
with respect to historic peoples. 10 
A~culturation--the interpenetration of cultural traits and 
the creation of an essentially new pattern. 11 
Natural history museum~-an institution to house, classify, 
and display, and to encourage the study of natural 
phenomena in typological fo rm or .in sequential 
arrangement according to form relationships 
8c1arence R. Stone, Progress in Primary Reading (St. 
Louis: Webster Publishing Company, 1950), pp. 107-130. 
9webster ts New Internationa_l Dictionar..x; and Jacobs and 
Stern, op. ci~., p. 305. 
lOwebster' s New International.Dictiona;rx.; and Jacobs and 
St ern, op. cit., p. 308. 
llsutherland, Woodward, and Maxwell, op. cit., p. 494. 
(phyla) 0 according to habitat. groups, or to con ... 
tr-~st groupso12 
Natural soiences--in historic orde~, astronomy9 geology9 
botany., zoology 9 ethnologyo l3 
Historical descent--the classification of natural science 
phenomena in orderly sequence (phyla).14 
10 
Allegory or allegorical story--a prolonged metaphor or 
figure of speeeh in which a series of actions are 
typical of other actions and the ehara:ct;~rs are 
typological charaoters.15 
Typological form.s ...... specimen materials .for the specific 
scienaeso 16 
Isotype--a concept symbol developed in a ·system of communi-
cation devised by the Isotype Ins'titute in 
Vienn.ao 17 
12Charles Russell, Children in the Museums of the 
Americ .. u (New York~ American Museum, of. N'a tural. Hfstory fJ ca"' 
1952) 0 .. 
l3This is the chronology used in setting up the 
exhibits in the Museum of Interpreti~e Science at the Uni-
versity of Houstono 
14see above, fno 13. 




Pictograph--prehistoric Mexican picture sequences to impart 
cultural concepts., 18 
Zeitgeist--symbolic concept--the culture spirit.19 
F., Need for Formulation and Solution 
of the Problem 
In 1952 the writer was staff ethnologist at the Houston 
Museum of Natural Historyo This museum operates the Houston 
Museum School of Natural History which functions as an inte-
gral part of the public school system of the city of 
Houstono It functions, also, in cooperation with private 
schools and other institutions such as the Boy and Girl 
Scouts of America and tpe Houston Outdoor Nature Club. 
Children are admitted to the youngest stud'f gro1.1ps at five 
years of age .. In offering this formal educational service, 
the Houston museum is one of more than two hundred in the 
United States, Canada, Mexico, and the South American coun-
tries now maintaining special exhibits, departments, and/or 
classes for children of primary age., These ~;hibits, 
departments, and classes include the five natural history 
fields: astronomy, geology, botany, zoology, and ethnol-
ogy.,20 
l8Jacobs and Stern, op., cito, Po 320; and Sylvanus.: G.,, 
Morley~ The Ancient·M-a:Ta -CPalo Altoj) California; Stanford 
University Press 9 1946 9 PPo 259, 4530 
19webster.f:s New International Dictionaryo 
·-·- ~ORussell, opo cito; and Selected References, XIIIo 
(Washington: Federal Security Agency, Office of' Education 9 
1950) ' :: '.,;1;1~~~"' 
12 
As staf:f ei:;hnologist, tb.e wrj.ter was called on ·to edit 
teacher :material for public and private school teachers 
needing to prepare themselves in order to ready their 
classes for participation in the Museum School program~ 
William Trav:l.s Smith, the Museum School instructor, in dis-
cuss:tng this teacher material, :remarked t;hat excellent 
teaching guides and audio-visual aids are available for four 
of the natural history f'ieldsi astronomy.!' geology, botany, 
e.nd zoology.. The writer's search i'or teacher material in 
bookstores, libraries, and film catalogues revealed very 
little in the field of ethnology .. It revealed no abstract 
scientific guide or audio-visual ai.d of any sort for presen-
tation of the over-all ethnological concept of sequential 
steps in civilization at t,;he primary level .. 21 
A search of the files of the li,"9eeum News 0 published bi-
monthly by the American Museum Association, at the 
Smithsonian Institution, in Washington., D .. c., revealed a 
description of one such device~ MAN AND HIS TOOLS--STONE 
AGE THROUGH BRONZE TO IRON., a traveling exhibit prepared and 
sent out by the American Museum of' Natural History .. 22 A 
series of cased displays, this exhibit was arranged to pre-
sent "four logical stages" in sequential civilization: the 
Stone Age, the Bronze Age, the Iron Age, and the Modern Age. 
It; weighed several hundred pounds., 
2lcr. Appendix B. 
22Burgs i> OJ2,o _£llo 
According to Charles A,, Russell, chairman of the 
Department of Education of the American Museum of Natural 
History: 
Interpretive work with the schools is rather 
rare, partly because there are great pressures 
when children visit the museums to have materials 
treated in direct fashion as a part of the specific 
school curriculum, partly because few museums are 
so broad in scope as to provide the extraordinary 
breadth of material needed for interpretive teach-
ing, and partly because direct teaching is easier 
and teachers are accustomed to· it.,23 . 
13 
It was at this point--the reading of the Russell mono-
graph--that the writer recognized a positive need for crea-
tion of a teaching-learning tool which should (1) present 
the ove;r-8.ll,.c.oncept'.;Q.f\: s~qu~ntiali yy_· :Ln ·Gt viliza tion ~ t; t.J:+e 
primary level and (2) make this presentation in a form less 
unwieldly and more readily available than a museum exhibit. 
G. The Method 
le Creative Conceptuality: The Design 
a. Survey of Museum Exhibits and 
of Related Literature 
The series of assumptions that were to merge in the 
design and the creation of the teaching-learning tool, here-
inafter presented as the solution of the problem formulated 
through the writer's experience with teaching and learning 
needs at the Houston Museum School or Natural History, 
23Russell., opo cit .• , Po 15. 
14 
resulted from (1) laboratory work and studies in museums of 
the United States and Mexico with respect to displays pre ... 
senting objective data (artifacts) and objective representa-
tions of abstract conceptuality representing step~ in the 
sequentiality of world civilization24 and (2) a survey of 
several fields of literature related to -(a) eth:r.tological 
concepts and (b) essentialist uses of symbolism. 
An essentialist use of symbolism may be defined in 
various terms depending upon the school of educators f'ormu-
lating the definition. In Interaction for the Democratic 
Process, L. Thomas Hopkins traces emphasis on subject matter 
in the educational process back to the Greek definition of 
logic as 11the essence of man11 and the prevalence of form.al 
educational curriculums in modern schools to the Greek 
effort at pattern-fixing, with respect to child minds, as an' 
essential preservative for Greek civilization. Thus, by 
derivation, an essentialist use of symbolism might be 
defined as a classic attempt on the part of an educator to 
24~ndbook of the Field Museum of NatuEal History 
(Chicago}, p., 16: In th.is department ( anthropo].ogy) the 
subject of human life is dealt with--all races of mankind in 
all ages, prehistoric, historic, and modern. Here a.re 
revealed the known facts about our primitive ancestors in 
earliest times when man was just emerging from the level of 
the animals; about ancient civilizations whose influence 
still pervades to a greater or lesser extent the foundations 
of ou.r political, social, and religious organization today; 
and about contemporary peoples whose development and culture 
are radically different from our own. 
See also "Marvels in Our MusErums, n Collier's Magaz:yi,J!,: 
February 4, 1955, 60-65. 
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impart a design to the memory images of the educatee; or it 
might be defined as a propagandic or even as a disc i plinary 
effort to provide a stimulus which would evoke a precon-
ceived habitual response to that stimulus form or symbol, in 
keeping with Alice Miel vs "Formula for Formalism" in Chang""'. 
ing the CUrriculum.25 __,.,, Q ,_......, __ ..,.. 
In the cour•se of general anthropological research, the 
writer visited:, for study purposes, besides a number of·.· 
smaller museums and private collections in the southwest, 
ethnolog:tcs.l collections in the American Museum of Natural 
History and the Metropolitan Museum of Fine Arts in New York 
City9 the Field Museum (now the Chicago Museum of Natural 
History) in Chicago, the Museo Nacional in Mexico City, the 
Houston Museum of Fine Arts in Houston, Texas, and the 
Navajo Museum of Ceremonial Art in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
The writerus gener,e.l study o.f museum exhibits must be 
classified with respect to the designing of Tool c, as an 
inspirational factor 9 insomuch as t he purpose in designing 
this tool was (1) to provide a concept-conveyor to serve the 
primary child in lieu of museum exhibits (as formal symbols 
of the scientific disci.pline of cultural anthropology) and 
(2) to serve aa corollary reading for such museum exhibits 
as were available. 
25L.T.homa.s Hopkins, Interaction: the Democratic 
Process (Boston: Doc. ea an ompany9 9 p. 6; 
Alice Miel:, Ch!illSing the CUrri.culum a Social Process New 
York~ Appleton-Century:cro.t'ts.., Inc., 194b) , Po 8; and 
PlatoVs Theory of Kn~wledgeo 
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Descr:ipti.on of the writer [ s s1.,1.:rvey of museum exhib:tts 
must include a perusal of the files of the Museum News, 
published since 1926 by the American Assocdati.on of Museums o 
The space in this bi-monthly news ~heet.is devoted in large 
part to the methodology of prepar:i.ng museum exhibits through 
the selection and arrangement of symbolic materials, as, for 
instance 9 "Color and Design i.n Exhibits!!" by Hugo G .. Redeck., 
director of the University of Colorado Museum, at Bouldei-•, 
Coloradoo 26 A perusal of museum catalogues and occasi.onal 
leaflets also must be :included, for many museums prepare 
special and/or temporary exhib:lts 9 using unique methods of 
symbolic representation for given subjects and purposes .. 
Lastly, the writerrs over-all museum experience included a 
study of research at the doctoral le·vel in respect to the 
11museum method" and the pUl"'pose of museum educators in· 
developing this method for teaching the natur•al sciences .. 
Closely allied to the study of museum exhibits as 
ooncept=conveyors was the writer's study of literature per-
taining to the f'uncti.on of drawing and painting in the pro-
auction of existing symbolic systems other than formal texts .. 
This research included a study of the 11 Isotype method" of 
communication developed in Vienna.!) of the prehisto1"'ic. picto-
graph system of recording cultural concepts, of the modern 
comi.c book, and of two tear!hing learning tools previously 
26lluseum Ne'D:!J vol .. 29, Apri.1 15 9 1951., Cf .. Bibliog-
raphy!) Appendix · •. 
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designed and used by the writer .. This :research, which is 
historically relevant to an essentialist use of symbolism in 
the preservation and dissemination of concepts since time 
immemorial, also is to be classified as an inspirational 
factor in the creative conceptuality which resulted in the 
design of Tool C as the allegorical story pictorialized in 
the form here included as Appendix A. 
In particular is this true of Grace Fisher Ramsey's 
history of the introduct:ton and development of the audio-
visual aid as an adjunct to American education .. She 
describes this development as an objective result of the 
direct use of museum specimens in preparing teachers to pre-
sent the fields of natural science in the New York City 
schools--a formal service af'f'orded to teachers by the Ameri .... 
can Museum of Natural History working in conjunction with 
Teachers College at Columbia Uni-v1ersityo 2? Consideration of 
the origin, development, and use of the audio-visual aid in 
American education or•ients the problem in hand, although the 
peculiar purpose governing its formulation and solution 
injected a dynamic quality better characterized in descrip-
tion of the end product by the word "tool" than by the word 
"aido" 
Wundt 9 speaking more in the character of a speculative 
philosopher• than as an experimental scientist., perhaps., 
27 Grace Fisher Ramsey 9 Educational 1i)f,9rl('in~th,,e Muf:}eums 
of the United States (New York~ H. w .. Wilson.Company.,. 
i938), PPo ~0.9 bO, S2o 
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described perceiving as a "passive" form. of mentation and 
apprehending (hencep conceiving) as an "active" form of 
mentationo 28 By this reckoning, the fine point may be 
labored that an individual may be "aided" either to perceive 
(to become aware of} or to conceive (to identify or classify 
and to relate one perception to another perception); whereas, 
to "apprehend" is an internalized or personal mental proce-
dure which, when it is the result of untutored association 
with a given "aid 9 11 insures the correctness of terming that 
"aid" a "·teaching-learning tool ." 
The extent of the writer's survey of literature per-
taining to conceptuality as the cause and/or result of 
symbolism, and of symbolism as the result an.d/or cause of 
conceptuality--that isp pertaining to symbolism as the 
vehicle of conceptuality--is indicated by the appended 
bibliography. Few booksp doctoral dissertations, or pub-
lished articles deal directly with this subject. Of the 
doctoral dissertationsp some must be excluded because their 
content applies almost entirely to the field of the fine 
artso 
Launcelot Hogben9 in From Cave Painting to Comic Strip, 
derives the phenomena of the language arts as an acculturated 
set of tools to be defined as "symbolic magic." He also 
28Richard Muller•Fbeienfels ;1 Evolution of Modern Ps!chol-
EEI (New Haven~ Yale University Press 9 193S}p p. 770 ee 
also fno 31 in Chapter IIIo 
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c::i.tes Comenius i Orbis Sensual:l.tm1 Plctus as the initiation of 
'1.lll4lfOl:i:,~->t:1:M'P" ...... )S)'(??;Xf!IN.Wl')-b~~J 
the visual aid in the field of' Euraopean education~ 29 
La dis las Segy, in ~a;:-A:£r.i.,9_~n ~l;etur1z_,,S;ee .. aks., defines 
primal art as ideoplastic art, o:r expressionistic symbolism., 
and compares it; with child art on the basis of this purposive 
charaoteristio.30 
Otto Rank, i.n Art i::tnd lliL4r,t;l@!,, has as his major 
thesis the analysis of art (drawing and painting) and artists 
into ideoplast:1.c and physiopJ.astic symbolism and rrymbolists; 
and, in so doing..,. divides each :into two groups, expression= 
i.stic and impressionistic., He also de:f':i.nes :speeeh and 
gesture 9 when not used as communicatory agents)) to be 
empathetic activi.ties stimulated by· visual or auditory per·-
ception, and he de.fines the f'unc't;ion of both to be, in their 
imitative aspect)) adjuncts of comprehension. He derives 
11 comprehension. 11 sem.antica11y as "to grasp. t, In further 
pursuance of his subject 9 he assumes that 11 to compl"'ehend 11 or 
11 to gx•asp II is a process of' apprehending the visual or audi-
t;ory percept 'thi-•ough gesture. He preludes Hogben's assump-
ti.on that d:t>awing is an ideoplast,ic method of stabilizing 
memory images 9 and he assum.es that: writing is an abstr•act 
29r-fogben, 0.12,.. ci_t: .. , PPo 17-19:i 198-209.\) 27'3. See also 
Append:Lx: D., 
30Ledislas Segy 9 ~~--A£;;:;t_can §£1a].12ture Speaks (New 
Yo:r·k~ A .. A,, Wyn and Goi:npany 9 1952ii, p. lObo 
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form of' dravdng,)1 It is inte:l'."esting to note.11 in respect to 
these assumptions of Rank and Hogben 9 .Adam.son's recent 
observation that 11 in the larger realm of cerebral dominance 
we see a correlation in centers of sight, speech, and 
handednesso"32 
Rank I s quoted assumptions wit;h respec:t to comprehension., 
to drawing, and to writing, seem to lay a philosophic base 
for Grace M., Pernald rs Remedial Techn:t,gues ,in .. Basig Sc.h<2,£1, 
§ub.ject§.., inasmuch as the described techniques have to do, 
primarily, with a grasp of the language a:r,ts through a 
process of becoming familiar with conventional symbols by 
making enlarged t:racings--a process that amounts to 11 drawing 11 
the symbolic characters 0 33 
Rank~s a,ssumptions have to do, per S.£.9 with the inter-
nalizing process of apprehension as accomplished through 
drawing or kinesthetically symboli.z:tng perceptual stimuli, 3l~ 
and Fernald turns this process to an essentialist purpose~ 
the presumed apprehending of', and hence conformity with, the 
31otto Rank, Art and the Artist (New York~ Alf'red A. 
Knopf and Company,-1°932r, pp:-2~.:=-see also Hogben, £.E.o 
..£ll .. , pp. 71 ... 100; and cf o Frank Hami.lton Cushi:ng 9 "Manual 
Concepts i A Study of Hand Usage on CU.ltu.:r•e Growth," 
~m.erican .Anthropologj._§19 volo 5, PPo 289-318~ 
32claude I .. Adamson, "Handedness~ Result of Hereditary 
and Environmental Factors in Cerebral Dominance, 11 .l,exas 
Journal of Science, J'une, 195L1 .• 
. · 33Grace M., Fernald 9 ~medi_al Tecgn,~&li~~-2:!'.! Ba§_ic Schoo1, 
.Subj~g£&12. (New Y'or•k: McGraw-Hill Book Company 9 i9E.5) o 
34Rankj) ~o 
prevaill ng conventions of a.bst;ra.ct symb oli c communicationo 
Thus Fernald 0s techniques may be c lassified a s nt eaching ... 
learning tools o" 
Als chuler an.d Hattwick 9 a t the Universlty o.f Chicago 9 
offer an analysis of "the k i nd of drawings children make 
-
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t hemselves " in support of t he conclusion t ha t drawing is 11a 
unbrersal ~hild langu ageo 11 35 I n so doing 9 t hey establish 
anew a t heory brought to promi nence by Pr ofessor Franz Cizek 
who analyzed child a.rt in his own ai~t; s chool for ch:1ld,ren in 
Vienna f r om 1897 to 19380 "First c ame C:izek 9 11 s ays Viola 9 
"then followed t he psych ologists ~«36 
Professor' Cizek us ranki ng dis c iple i n the Uni.tea Stat;es 9 
Viktor Lowenfeld 9 n ow head of art education at Pennsyl•vania 
State University9 has de·.roted parts of t wo b m?ks to a e on~ 
t inuation of Ciz ek Vs theories and to a parallel of Rankv~ 
theories~ The Natu ra o,t_ Creative AQJ;iviu-_, pub lished i n 
England in 1939P and Creative and Ment al Growth 9 published 
in New York in 1947 9 and r epubl i she d by Pennsylvania State 
Univers ity i n 19520 John To Bi ggersi j) Lt)Wen.f8ldts 
35Rose Ho Als~huler• a nd La Berta Weiss Hattr iekD PP-:1:n.t .. , I -...~ 
.!~:ft s.nsa,.j'.;@{~...ill.tr ~Chicago~ Uni~·~r·s:i·~y o:f' Chi;:;a.g l:'; P:ciest~D 
19 7)p Po o 
36wil};le l m Viola, The Child a ndmmhi 12s &'.if. ( Pe tJria:, 
Illinois: Charles Ao Bennett Company 9 !he~ . 9 1945) 9 pp o 12-
1.39 see also Grayd on La Verne Freeman and R~.th So Free:m.a:r:.: p 
The Child anq_J!_i~Pic ~llEe Boolf. ( Chicago~ Northwestern Un.ic, 
varsity Press, 1933 ) I) Po 4e-y-and Thomas Mtmro, Ar>t R.~ld 
'E::1uca'tion (Philadelphia~-. ThEJ Ba:r•nes Fouridat;iori.··0Pre'ss; 
'19~~ri~Po-311-314. 
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outstanding disc iple in the American southwestJ) and head of 
art e due at ion at Te.xa e. Sou t her0n Ur..i "'J'er s i ty in Hous "ton 0 
of.fer•s in his doctoral dissertation9 "The Negro Woman in 
American. Life and EducationJ)" a self-analysis of a creative 
. . . 
problem and its solut; iono The solution of his problem was a 
mural embodying the subje,~t of his thesis and embodying 9 at 
the same time 9 the maturation of Wundt's and Rank's theories 
wi t h respect to apprehension t,hrough drawingo Biggers adds.,, 
on hj. f-! own acH,ou1;i.t:> a discuss ion of essentialist p os s lbili = 
ties inherent in (1) the preser:tat;ion of histori..1al conc ep ts 
through mural painting and (2) the presumed apprehens ion of 
these concepta throough a ssociation with the umr•al o37 
In. comparison. with Biggersn dissertation.v it is well to 
cite 1'.£.,§1 Bron.t§~ ' \i_eb o:e Ch:]J . .9fl,..Q.Q.Q.:, by Fann.ie Eo Ratichford o 
This book is the culmina. tion of t wemt·,r yea.I's cf resea:r.··ch 
int o the Bronte .juvenilia and is t h e c on cluding ·1,rnrk in a 
series of publications devot;ed to the "thesis t hat t he Bront.e 
children.v t hrough produc tion of the .;iu·;renili_g,J) mat ured the 
c reative c oncept"t:.ality t hat 'Was to resul t i n the f'u:t;u:re pro-
duction of' Emilyv s p oems and Charlot;· .eis novel8 ,,38 
37John To Biggers!) "The Negr:, Woman in Ameri0a.::1 L:i.:f'E-i 
and Education.re (unpublished dissertation in Permsylva.nia. 
State Universi t y, 1954.)o T'ne mural which is a ~rub j en t r):E 
this ther:lis panels t he we 1:1 t wall of the ::.oee.eption :r>cu .. 11 i :c, 
the Blue Triangle Branch of the Yow.1.g Women Q s C'.b..rist:.a:c. 
Association at 1320 Rusk Avenue 9 Houston., Taxs.s o 
38Fannie Eo Ratchfordi, The Brou_t~ \r[?'£..s4.'....QtJJ.1.4~i 
(New York: C~lumbia University Press 9 194,1)., . . . . . 
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More purely concerned with symbolism, as a vehicle, 
than any preceding reference is Otto Neurath's book, Man in 
~- j 
the Making, which deals with the work of the Isotype Insti-
tute in Vienna in creation of the Isotype as a proposed 
medium for a universal system of non-language communication. 
A comparison of symbolic systems reveals ·t;hat the Isotypes 
make up a system more inherently compelling, and therefore 
more inherently of an essentialist design, than either 
Braille, which is a kinesthetic system of communication 
peculiarly for the blind, or the set of manual symbols which 
is a kinesthetic-visual system of communication for the deaf. 
This modern manual language seemingly was developed- to meet 
the special need of the deaf from a universal non-language 
system of communication formed of gestures and pantomimed 
representations common to all tribes and nations among the 
American Indians at the time of the Spanish conquest.39 
Midway between the survey of objective symbolization in 
the museum field and the survey of literature ~n fields 
related to symbolism, it is necessary to indicate an exami-
nation of prehistoric rock carvings, cave paintings., and 
Mexican codices. Several codices and some excellent facsim-
iles, including a facsimile of the Nuttal Codex, are in the 
'39see Atkinson, The Texas Indians (San Antonio: The 
Naylor Company., 1953), p. 189; Cushing, o1. cit.; and Garick Mallery, "Sign Language of the North Amer can !ndians," 
First Annual Report (Washington: Smithsonian Institution. 
Bureau of Ethnology., 1879-80)., pp. 269-550. 
Garcia Library which was purchased by the University of 
Texas from the widow of the curator of the Museo Nacional, 
in Mexico Gity. 
Three elephant folios of Penafiel's Monumentos del 
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Arte Mexicano Antiguo,. in the public library at Eagle Pass, 
Texas, afford other facsimiles of the Mexican and the Mayan 
pictographs that were, like the Viennese Isotypes., essen ... 
tialist in purpose, insomuch as they were ideographic 
symbols through which the culture concepts of the Mexican 
and the Mayan people were culturally conveyed, in the 
codices, from person to person and from generatio~ to gener• 
ation. In comparison, as the Isotype can be.accompanied by 
any fa.miliar text type, so the pictograph could be accom-
panied by a pantomimic commentary.4° 
Following a comparison of the Isotype and the picto-
graph., a survey of educational research with respect to the 
comic book falls into place as a further consideration of 
tool symbolism. Ruth Strickland offers a digest of this 
research under the heading, "The Ever Present Comics.," in 
The Language Arts in the Elementary School. The conclusion 
of her digest is that a highly potential teaching-learning 
factor in the form of cartoon-serially-illustrated-text has 
been so far overlooked in the educational field.41 
~-OAntonio Penafiel., Monumentos del Arte Mexicano 
Anti~uo (Berlin: A. Asher and Company, 1890), portfolios I, I, III. 
41strickland, op 2 cit., pp. 304-307. 
At this point, it is possible to divide the symboli.c 
systems that have come into consideration through a survey 
of symbolism in the museum field, and through the several 
fields of literature related to formally applied symbolism, 
into two groups: (1) tool processes and (2) tools proper or 
actual concept-loaded conveyors .. This division will be made 
without consideration of (1) conventional alphabets and 
number systems, indicated as ''text, 11 except Braille, and (2) 
educational toys., with the exception of the abacus, brought 
in., like Braille, by mention only., since it stands midway 
between (1) collections of toys surveyed in modern toy 
departments and in museum collections and (2) those hitherto 
described processes having to do r7ith apprehension through 
visual perception, as allied with kinesthetic perception., 
through drawing or through tracing. With the exception of 
this mention, the survey of educational toys., historic and 
prehistoric, has been excluded from this dissertation 
because it served only indirectly as an inspirational factor 
in creative conceptuality. 
The abacus, as one of the oldest known formal educa-
tional devices, and Braille., as perhaps the newest--with the 
possible exception of the Isotype--are menti.oned only 
because both a.re objective teaching-learning tools that were 
evolved, the one entirely and the other primarily, for the 
11haptic child., 11 rather than f'or the audio-visual child. 
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In this connection it may be said that Fernald and 
Lowenfeld have offered the conclusion that twenty-five pe:r 
cent of the children at any given age level in the primary 
grades are to be classified as "haptic "--that is, as more 
receptive to a kinesthetic presentation of concepts than to 
an auditory or a visual presentation of concepts.42 Fernald 
and Lowenfeld are joined in this view by Ramsey in her pre-
sentation of the 0museum method" as ha.ving its base in 
direct ob jectivity--the "actual handling of museum spec_:1:-
mens" by children's classes in attendance at the American 
Museum of Natural History in New York City.43 
The tool processes revealed by .a survey of the museum 
field, and of literature related to sym.bolic systems, _are 
hereinafter listed as (1) and the loaded tools or concept 
conveyors are listed as (2). 
(1) Fernald's remedial techniques: tracing techniques 
(kinesthetic-visual) 
Braille (kinesthetic) 
Manual languages: gesture and pantomime 
(kines 'the tic-visual) 
(2) Museum exhibits (visual. if untouchable) (visual-
kinesthetic if to be handled) 
L~2Fernald, op. cit.; and Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and 
Mental Growth (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1947), pp. 
~31, 61-63, 230, 287. 
43Ramsey, OE• cit., P• 50. 
.. 
Murals (visual) 
Isotypes (visual, unless to be traced, because 
already colored) 
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Pictographs (visual, unless to be traced and 
colored) (visual-kinesthetic if traced and colored) 
Cartoon-serially-illustrated-text comic books 
(visual because already colored) 
(1,2) The abacus (kinesthetic-visual) 
Text (visual--except Braille)· 
It is finally necessary to include, with the survey of 
other teaching-learning tools developed through an essen-
tialist use of symbolism as the vehicle of conceptuality, 
two specific teaching-learning tools created in rough design 
by the writer, tools which in their construction held ele-
ments possibly transferable to the design of' the tool under 
consideration in the problem. These tools will be herein-
after designated as Tool A and Tool B, and the prospective 
tool as Tool G. 
Tool Ao Set of' ten picture cards designed to present, 
at the nursery school level, ten steps in the 
sequentiality of' world civilization. 
Tool Bo Sixteen-page booklet roughed out in longhand 
and run off' on a Ditto machine f'or the use of 
Texas-Mexican children in their mastery of the 
third grade English vocabulary. 
In ·order to include Tools A and,B as "raw materials" 
which were made use of in the solution of' the problem in 
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hand, it is necessary to develop each as a contributing 
material factor, although the creation of neither was a,. !:'art 
of' the problem in hand. It may be said, as an introduction 
. . 
to the development of these tools as contributing material 
factors, that the creative conceptuality incident to their 
design and production actually formed an inspirational 
matrix for the design of Tool c. 
Tool A was made up as a set of 8 1/2 x 11 inch biology 
cards, in accord, as to symbolism, with the art form distin-
guished by Cizek as "the kind of drawings children make 
themselves,"44 and i;;_ part accord with the format of Little 
,!gack Samba, recommended by Freeman and Freeman in A Child 
and His Picture Book as a supreme favorite for nursery 
school reading.45 On the back of each card some simple 
sentences (text) were printed which explained the picture 
opposite as the cards were turned on notebook rings holding 
the cards in order. These sentences interconnected the 
pictured concepts with a thread of story emphasizing the 
evolution of the concepts. Pictures and story were given a 
name, "When the World Was Young." 
Tool A and Tool B both were designed on the assumption 
that reception and comprehension of a concept will be 
enhanced by the number of factors of familiarity present 
44viola, op. c11., p. 196 ff. 
45Freeman and Freeman, op. cit., p. 22. 
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that are comm.on to the concept to be presented, to the 
medium or method of' its conveyance for presentation, a~d to 
the apperceptive mass to which it is to be presentea.46 
Tool B was made up to be used primarily as an informal 
supplementary reader, and, secondarily, as a color book. It 
was designed to aid in effecting a child's change of 
languages as a part of his adapta'l:;ion to a total change of 
cultures. It was made for the use of nearly a hundred 
Texas-Mexican children between the ages of nine and seven-
teen years who were either (1) illiterate, (2) literate in 
Spanish to the extent of being able to write a simple 
sentence, or (3) literate in English to the __ extent_of being 
able to glean meanings from the ever-present and ever-
popular ~~funny book" or "comic booko" 
The unique need of these children was for a text inter- , 
eating alike to the nine-year-old and to the seventeen-year-
old, but a text circumscribed by the formal third grade 
vocabulary. Confronted with this need 9 the writer recalled, 
from a museum apprenticeship, including docentry, in the 
University of Texas Anthropological Collections, that the 
interest reaction of a conceptually unprepared child and an 
equally conceptually unprepared adult were similar when 
46see quotation of Wundt in Edna Heidbreder The Seven 
Ps1cholo12:ies (New York: The Century Press 9 1933), Po 14; . Ru ler-Freienfels 9 opo cito, Po 77~ James Rowland Angell, 
Psychology (New York: Heney Holt and Company9 1937); alld 
Freeman and Freeman, p~o eito, Po 600 . 
eit her was conf·ronted wit;h objective data. f'rom pa.st and/or 
.fi-•om diff'erent stages of world ci vilizationo 
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In the light of this recollection., the writer expanded 
the text of' Tool A into a language arts vehicle that would 
convey the th:trd grade vocabulary in the form of an allegory o 
Emphasis of the tool design was not on c oncep tual content as 
sucho It; was 011 vocabulary and on s entence structure, and 
t he text was par·ticula:rl:y comp os ed to aff'ord a ready linguis-
tic ''flow" of textual phraseology. The conceptual construc-
ticr.. of thls te.xt in the form. of an allegory" and as a prose 
and tone poem9 derived its own inspiration particularly f'rom 
John Livingston Lowe s I book, The Road t o Xanadu, which t he 
-writer was for,tunate enough to hear :Gmves deliver in a series 
of' lectures 9 prior to publication in 1927047 
No color was used in Tool B, and no full-page dra.wingso 
On the assumption that the cartoon art form would serve as 
an. a s socia tion factor c ommon to the improvised supplementary 
reader, and to "the comic book 41 t he f'u.11-page drawings in 
Tool A were reduced, not to a serially-illustrative comic 
book format, but to individual cartoonss, and were sprinkled 
t hrough ·the te:x:t o Longhand was used as a second associative 
i'actor" inasmuch as t he language problem children seemed to 
be more generally familiar with handwriting than with the 
printed pageo It was assumed lastly that the kinesthetic 
47John Livingston Lowes, The Road t o Xanadu (Boston: 
Houghton-Miffl:l.n Company 9 1927To 
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use of tb .. e impr,ovised supplemer:d:;arjt rf1ader t1,9 an inf'ormal 
11 color book" would implement apprehension of the text which 
embodied the voc.abulary., and hence would :tncrease 'the facil-
ity with which the change in speech habits fr•om the use of 
Spanish to the use of English could be effected., 
The entire survey of the museum field and of the fields 
of literature related to an essentialist use of ideological 
s-ymbolism resulted in two sets of assumptions, hereinafter 
designated as (1) and (2) 9 and in the mergenee. of these . 
assumptions., designated as (3), to provide a des:tgn for the 
production of Tool c. 
b • T'.o.e De s ign 
( 1) The elements 1-Jhich the 'vi.Titer assumed to be t1"ans-
ferable from Tool A e.nd r:eool B to IJ:'ool c., which 
should be forrrtally designed to present, at the 
primary level, fourteen step concepts in world 
c:tvilization, were th:J:,ee in :n.mnbe:r•: 
(a) A set of symbols from Tool A which had been 
designed in a,cco1"d w:tth Hthe kind of drawings 
children make thernselves,n and to :represent 
h1.1.111an 9 animal, and pr•ope:i:::,ty objectivityo 
(b) The allegorical story :t'rom 'J1ool B which could 
b(-, expanded to include any specific eoncept 
or any number of concepts in the sequentiality 
of wo:r•ld civilizationc 
(c) 1Jfhe narrie 9 11'When the Wo:r.,ld Was Y'oung,. 11 
(2) The assumptions of' transf'erability (1) were 
derived f1'."orn two sets of comparisons hereinaf'ter 
designated as Comparison A and Comparison B. 
(a) Comparison A: 
i o children ts drawings 
ii. cartoons 
iii. pictographs 
(b) Comparison B: 
i. dual conoept-conveyor--blocked-text-
and-picture format (Little Black 
1,8 Sa.mb'o) + 
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ii. dual concep·t conveyor--cartoon-and-text 
(comic books) 
iiio single or dual concept surveyor- ... 
pictograph-with-or-without-pantomime 
(Mexican and Mayan codices) 
iv. single or dual concept-conveyor 
(Isotype-with-or-without-text)49 
Comparison A revealed an obvious simila:t'ity of art 
forms» insomuch as (i) 9 (ii), and (iii) all expressed an 
ideological meaning through a closed line drawing with no 
perspect:i.ve. Awareness of this similarity led to the 
assumption that the set of' symbols .f1"om the pictures in 
48Helen Bannerman, 1J.ttl.~B.lack 
J. B. L:tppincott; Company, ca.. 19:;'2}'". 




Tool A eould be made to simulate pictographs, and to t;he 
further assumption that, ,throµgh a,_ SE':lquential arrangeme11.t 
similar to cartoons in a comic book, a chain association of 
familiarity factors would be afforded between pictograph, 
comic book, and child art$ as well as between the serially 
arranged pictographs and the text .. 
Comparison Bled to the conclusion that the Isotype was 
more finished in appearance than a child's drawing, and so 
laeked an important familiariz:tng fs.ctor, and to three 
assumptions~ 
1. To be enabled to color' a pictograph not only 
would afford an experiential association with 
the concept depicted, but also would be to 
approximate an Isotypee 
2. Use of a pictogre.ph to illustrate a story text 
would afford the dual advantage of comic book 
and Isotype factors in conceptual comprehen-
sion .. 
3. Blocking of the story text could be so pat-
terned that a variety of shape would in itself 
serve as an associative factor between text 
meaning and meaning of the accompanying picto-
graph, for in this teaching-learning tool 
emphasis would be on receptivity of the con-
cept ;eer se., 
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(3) MergencE) of (1) and (2) resulted in establishing 
seven conventions and principles .to be followed in 
the design of a teaching-learning tool (Tool C) 
hereinafter to be presented under the name, ''When 
the World Was Young," as a solution of the problem 
in hand: 
1. The tool would be shaped through employment of 
two for•ms of symbolism: 
a. The allegorical story, 
b. The pictograph. 
2. Both forms of symbolism must coincide with the 
given serial arrangement of fourteen step con-
cepts given as the "objective baseu of concep-
tuality in the initiation of the problem. 
3o Use should be made of associative factors 
commonly possible to the two forms of symbol-
ism, the given content and the primary levelo 
4. The set of figure symbols from Tool A would be 
transferred to Tool c. 
5. The allegory would be transferred from Tool B 
to Tool C, expanded, and analyzed, in accord 
with (6) and (7). 
6. The text would be blocked in patterns spatial-
ly arranged as to shape and size in accord 
with the shape, size, and place allotted to 
the pictographs. 
7. The text would finally be analyzed in accord 
with Kready's Study of Fairy Tales,50 
Strickland's Language Arts in the Elementary 
School,5l and Stone's Progress in Primary 
Reading;.52 and., in t~e making 9 th~ en~ire 
form.at of the projected design would be 
3.5 
analyzed in accord with Freeman and Freeman, 
The-Child and His Picture Book,53 in compari-
son with Little Black Sambo,54 which both 
Freeman and Freeman., in 1933, and May Lamberton 
Becker.,55 today., advocate as a perennially 
popular "'children's classic"; and in further 
comparison with the modern comic strip. 
2. Creative Productivity: Execution of Design 
The problem of creating the design and executing the 
design to produce Tool C entailed a period of two years 
which involved consultation with and criticism from artists., 
50Laura F. Kready, A Stud1 of Fairy Tales (New York: Houghton-Mifflin Company., 1916. 
5lstrickland, op. cit. 
52stone., op; cit. 
53Freeman and Freeman, op. cit. 
54Bannerman., op. ci~. 
55May Lamberton Becker, First Adventures in Reading., 
quoted as preface to .!4 ttle Black Sam'So 9 loc. cit. _ 
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ehildren, parents, and teachers and advic.e from. technic::i.t:1.ns 
:tn the use of' reproductive machiner•yo To co1"relate text and 
drawings in respect to symbolic meaning and to place and 
space on the page in the execution of the design formulated 
through the mergence of (1) and (2) required the making of 
three 11mock-ups 11 or naunnnies 11 through the use of tracings, 
and several cuttings of fifty-two stencils., before the final 
design was ready to be "put to bed" on s. mimeograph machine. 
J>Tim.eographing. was!in,itself.,a careful' task, ;inasmuch as each 
page had to be set for double use, back and front., to make a 
twenty-six sheet book of fifty-two pages, hereinafter pre-
sented as Appendix A--Tool C-- 11When the World Was Young .. " 
Further details of this p:r•ocess are an integral part of 
Chapters II and IIL 
li:.. Su:rm11a ry 
In this chapter the problem of creating a teaching-
lear·ning tool to present fourteen steps in world civiliza-
tion, to make the presentation at the primary level of 
comprehension., and in a form reproducible by the teacher, 
the parent, and the chlld., :i.s set up f'or historical descrip-
tion of the creative process. 
Creation of the design and execution of the design to 
produce a teaching-learning tool designated as Tool Care 
here desc:i'.'ibed u.nder Method--,( 1) Crea tlve Conceptuality and 
(2) Creative Producti.vity.. Discussions of the allegorical 
presentat:ton of the giv·en conc:eptual content.,- of~ the te.xt 
format, te.xt structure, and the vocabulary are here5.nafter 
presented in Chapter II.. Justi.fication of the use of the 
pictograph art form to illustrate and supplement the alle-
gorical text is presented in Chapter III., 
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The actual teaching-learning tool, Tool c, :5.s presented 
as Appendi.x A, followed by a series of appendices to be used 
as teacher materials in its formal application in the school 
or in the home. The form of the tool as here presented is 
such that it can be reproduced by tracing, either for 
teaching purpos.es or by the child himself for his own edifi-
cation. 
CHAPTER II 
THE ALLEGORICAL STORY 
Part A: The Given Concept§ 
lo Introduction 
In his preface to The Little Flowers of Saint Francis, 
Guido Biagi says: 
The use of traditional forms and practices 
was not a practice tobe condemned by writers of 
the Middle Ages; it was on the contrary an abso-
lute necessity for imposing with the stamp of 
truth whatever was to be represented to the mind 
of the reader.,l 
The little child, says Kready, follows the sequence of a 
story and gains a sense of ordero2 Since the concept of 
order, or sequence, was the first requisite to be considered 
in the presentation of the given content of the problem 
under consideration, Biagi's and Kready's statements serve, 
in part, to justif'y use of the allegory as the textual frame 
within which to present a sex•ial a1"rangement of the given 
steps in accumulative world civilizationo 
1Guido Biagi, The Little Flowe,:rs of Saint Frap.cis (New 
York: Duffield and Company 61 1908J, p .. ixo 
2Laura Fo Kready, .fi. Stu~y of F,!_iry T?.lfill (New York: 
Houghton-Mifflin and Compan.y 9 Inc.,ll 1916), p., 10., 
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11An eight-yea:r-old, 11 says Strickland, nis beginning to 
be interested in primitive peoples, and in the pas·t., n3 Thus 
she justifies the logic of making this presentation, as to 
its context, at the primary level., The story itself, "When 
the World Was Young, 11 follows, as a conveni.ent reference for 
further allusion: 
2,. The Story Itself~ 11When the World Was Young" 
One day when the world was young a man brought 
fire down from l!:t volcano., He had a wife and a dog 
and a little baby boy., They lived in a cave.. Fire 
made the cave warm and bright and cozy .. Below the 
cave was a :rivero 
An apple tree grew by the rivero In spring it 
had pink blossoms on it., In surmner the tree had 
green apples on it., The green apples were not good 
to eat., In autumn the apples turned redc Then 
they were good to eat., The man and his wife and 
the little baby boy gathered the apples and had a 
feasto 
Sometimes the man waded :1.nto the river and 
caught a fish with his hands., Then the woman 
cooked the fish for suppero 
Sometimes the man and the dog caught a rabbit. 
Then the woman cooked the rabbit for supper. 
At night the man liked to sit in the cave door 
and look up at the new moon. He thought ·the new 
moon looked like a hung1:>y woman." He thought maybe 
the woman was hunt i.ng :r'a b bits to eat • When the 
moon wa.s round and full he thought the woman had 
caught and eaten s.11 the rabbi.ts she could hold. 
One day the man made a bow and arrow .. He said 
the bow looked like the thin new moon. He could 
3 0 Ruth c. Str1:ckland 9 _!J:~~ Langl.!age Arts in the Elemen-
!_~,rz Sch.~ (Boston~ De C. Heath and Company 9 1951).,, p .. 
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hunt bears with the bow and arrowo When he killed 
a bear the woman helped him carry it homeo Then 
she cooked bear meat for supper. 
The little boy grew up to be a big boy and a 
new little baby brother was born in the cave. The 
woman laid the new baby on a bearskin rug. 
By and by she made bearskin clothes for every-
body in the family. She hung bearskin curtains at 
the cave door. That made the cave even warmer. 
Tall grass grew by the river where the fish 
were. Sometimes the wind wove the grass stems to-
gether. While the man was fishing, the woman 
watched the wind weave the grass stems together. 
She called the grass stems "'reeds." One day she 
wove a mat. By and by she wove a basket. It 
looked like the nests the birds wove in the reeds. 
The baby crawled into a basket and went to 
sleep. The woman hung the basket on her back and 
carried the baby home. After she found out how 
easy it was to carry the. baby in a basket, she 
made another basket for the man to carry fish in. 
The second baby grew up to be a big boy and a 
new little baby sister was born in the cave. That 
made two boys and a girl and the man and the woman 
and the dog in the cave family. 
.. 
By and by the man and the ftog had begun to 
hunt wild goatso One day they caught a little 
goat with·a broken leg., They brought it home and 
its leg got well in the caveo 'When it was well 
each boy wanted it for a pet. The man and the dog 
caught another little goat. Then each boy had a 
pet Of his OW!lo 
The fil"'St goat grew up to be a pa.pa goato 
The second goat grew up to be a mami;c ggat ~ ,, By0 . 
and by a new little baby goat made three goats. 
That was the beginning of a herd. 
The third baby grew up to be a big girl and a 
new little baby sister was born in the eaveo A 
new little goat was bor•n, too. That made two boys 
and two girls and :f'ours.:goats.,, 
By that time the woman was getting tired of 
walking down to the river every time the cliildren 
or the goats wanted a drink. After they had their 
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drinks the big little girl and the little baby 
sister played in the mud by the river 0 They liked 
to play where the goats' feet had made holes in 
the fuU.de They Called these holes "traCkS 0 If The 
sun baked the holes as ha.rd and d:i:•y as mud. pies. 
- ' 
One day after a. rain the woman found the mud 
pie tracks full of water. When sh~ saw the dry 
tracks hol'ding water she covered some of her 
baskets with mud and set them to dr{ in the sun. 
She called her new mud pie baskets 'pots." They 
held water, too. 
She carried water up to the cave in the pots 
and then the children and the goats could have 
drinks without going all the way down to the river. 
One day the woman was getting a drink out of 
her smallest pot when the children accidentally 
knocked her largest pot into the fi.re. The fire 
baked the big pot harder and drier than the sun 
had baked it. 
After the big pot cooled the woman put some 
water in it and set it back on the f'ire to see 
what would happen. Then the big boy threw in a 
piece of bear meat. The meat cooking on the fire 
smelled so good they ate it for supperl 
The fourth baby grew up to be a big girl. By 
that time the woman had found a new kind of grass 
growing by the river. One day she watched the 
birds eat the grass seed. She thought maybe her 
children would like to eat grass seed, too. She 
cooked the grass seed in the big pot with the bear 
meat. The children liked it. They called it 
"cereal. 11 
One day the man sat in the cave and watched a 
spider spin its web., Then he watched some insects 
get caught in the webo · Then he watched the spider 
eat the insects. He was sitting on a bear skin 
:rug. 
By and by he cut the bear skin rug into 
strings and made himself a web. He called his web 
a ''neto II He took the net down to the rivero When 
he dragged it through the water they caught fish 
in it. Then they had plenty of fish to eat. 
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One day when the woman was coming up to the 
cave with a. pot o:e wate:r and a basket of grass she 
dropped ... ~he baflke~. 
Another• day when she was coming with a.nothe:r 
pot of water she found some grass growing where 
she dropped the basket. It was the kind of grass 
she had dropped. She gathered the seed by the 
path to make cereal for the childr•en.. This made 
her think how nice it would be to have a lot of 
cereal growing close to the cave. 
By and by the woman learned to plant the seed 
where she wanted the grass to grow. The children 
dug holes in the earth with a stick., .She-dropped 
the seed in the holes and the children pushed the 
earth back in for a cover. They called the place 
where they planted the seed a urield." The man 
and the woman said the earth was like.the cave be-
cause it was a home for the seeds .. The children 
said it was like the mother because it gave the 
chi.ldren cereal to eat. The children said the sun 
was like a father to the seedso It kept the earth 
warm and bright and cozy like the fire the man 
brought down from the volcano. 
vJhen the rains came they said the sun was 
pouring down water to give the seeds a drink. 
"When they saw a rainbow in the sky they said the 
Father Sun was a mighty hunter and the rainbow was 
his bow. When the lightning flashed in the sky 
they said the zig-zag lightning flashes were his 
arrows. 
By the time the woman and the girls had a big 
field of grass the man and the boys had a big herd 
of goats. In. s'Umrner they took the herd high up on 
the mountain to eat wild grass. They made them-
selves a tent out of bear skins and goat skins. 
They called the place where the wild grass grew 
best a 11pastureo 11 
The girls stayed at home and shooed the birds 
away to keep them from eating the grass seed in 
the field by the river. 
When the goats cam.e down to the river to drink 
they ate the grass seed in the field in spite of 
everything the boys and girls could do., But the 
girls liked the goats more than they liked the 
birds because they liked goatsv milk to eat on 
their cereal. 
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At last the woman and the girls made their 
field on the other side of the river,. They made 
themselves a summer house out of little trees .. 
Then the goats could not cross over to eat the 
grass seed .. But every time the girls wanted milk 
to eat on their cereal they had to swim the river 
with a pot of milkl 
When the leaves on the apple tree turned red 
and yellow and began. to fall to earth, the man and 
the woman told the boys and the girls they must 
all go back to the cave,. Old Man Winter was coming,. 
The man and the woman and 
The man brought back the fire .. 
girls brought baskets of grass 
and pots of water,. 
the girls went first. 
The woman and the 
seed to make cereal 
When the leaves were all gone from the apple 
tree the boys brought the goats back down from the 
mountain,. 
When the cold winter nights came the woman 
liked to sit at the cave door and look up at the 
moon., When it looked thin and pale and hungry she 
felt sad@ When it was full and round she felt 
glad,. She was glad for having the bow and arrow 
and for having plenty of meat to eat .. She was glad 
for having a net to catch fish in and for plenty of 
fish to eat .. She was glad for having plenty of 
water to drink and for having pots to carry it up 
to the cave. She was glad f'or having a herd of 
goats to give milk to go on the cereal~ She was 
glad for having plenty of grass seed to plant to 
make the cereal. She was glad for having plenty of 
baskets to carry the grass seed in .. 
When she went back into the cave the biggest 
boy was drawing a picture on the cave wall with a 
charcoal stick .. Then she was gladdest of all to be 
able to keep the cave warm and bright and cozy for 
the boys and the girls and the dog and the goats-
with the fire the man brought down from the vol-
cano. 
And that is the end of the first story about 
the man and wo:man and their children when the world 
was young .. 4 
~-See Appendix A .. 
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3.. The Ma~"ter Con;;.ept;; 
18 The prim:.tt;ive 9 ii Alex.~n.da:r, Ao .. GoldenweiL?Je:i.::i ss;ys 11 YYlives 
in close c~orrrm.union wit;h nature, whe:i::oes.s eiirilized man con-
trols n.at;ure., n5 That the control of. nat;ur,e ha~ beenr and 
rstill is 11 a proc:-e/Sls atC!com;plished in stages is the burden of 
Kirtley Fleteher Mather! s Sons t1f' Earth 9 w:ri:tt;en f'rom the ~~. 
geologist's point; of' view;; 6 ,Jame/Sl Edwin Pearcs 1 s Tales That 
~~,:::u;c;r-:zecn;z? 
!??JM~~.1!41,9 wr1:tten fr,cm1 t;he ·:n:i.ltu:1'."~l a.rrc:!01.'opol©gls"t;; '·s 
point of' ·o·ieWJ; 1 and AlbEJ:J'.''t, GalJ.,(o·w·~ry Kelle!' 7 Bl !J,~:q,!_§,,Jig~,&9.; 
' .. 8 
~, wr·,itten f':i:-0111 the f':1oc:doli:Pg:tst;'s ptJ:int; of' viErw .. 
He:r0lt;age.,~8 wh:teh iL:!l the fi.r1£t :::11:i,ai:rte:r.0 in t;he1 
1
·19~2) 'i"'f' f'he·~,"' I""'t;'r'"·d1·1t't"""'""' '*""' s,-·eJ;l '"'/'1 nav· 9 \ ,) V ~~J. ,.J J. .. ~ ,;-,.;;±.;!i,..~?'171#..;.~d;L\i,k-~ .. ";.;/i;t~. Thu.s s1 ever•.a l 
Wo 
·world_ :was Young, 11 an allegory based on a ser,ial ar1"'angement 
of fourteen concepts in the assumed course of this process .. 
L~. The Fourteen Step Concepts 
The fourteen steps are here listed and are followed by 
general references from cultural anthl"'opologists with 
respect to their assumed prehistoric order: 
1 .. Domestication of fire 
2 .. The cave home 
3., Scavengering: gathering and collecting--the eco-
nomic base of cultrure 
L~. Invention of the bow and arrow 
5o Hunting--an economic base oi' culture 
ao Food getting 
b., Dressing and tailoring skins 
6. Riparian or bamboo culture--the mother culture 
a. Development of weaving 
b o Development of potter•y 
7. Domestication of plants 





Conflict between herding and 
Accommodation to climate 
Accornmodation to the cycle of 
Accommodation to the cycle of 
13. Origln of' awe 
gardening cultures 
day e.nd night 
the seasons 
14 .. The primal art: cave painting--symbolism 
Pearce, who founded the department of anthropology at 
the University of Texas, said in 1935: 
It was during the painfully-long-drawn-out 
period of prehistory that :man mastered the arts of 
chipping stone; making and using fire; dressing 
and wearing skins; plaiting and weaving baskets, 
rugs, and cloth fabrics; shaping and firing 
pottery; building in earth and stone; modifying 
and growing domestic plants; taming and utilizing 
do:mesticable animals; smelting, molding, and forg-
ing :metals; counting reckoning, and keeping num-
bers .. In fact the fundamental arts, the essential 
organization of human society and of human charac-
ter, as they operate and may be observed today, 
belong to this long period of prehistory .. 
With the exception of making, keeping, and 
using fire, the domestication of plants and animals 
constitutes man's greatest achievement in seeking 
the promotion of his own welfare. Both the con-
quest of fire and of plants and of animals ••• 
belong to the long contemned periods of savagery 
and barbarism.,10 
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Robert J. Braidwood, associate professor of the Orien-
tal Institute and the department of anthropology at the 
Uni.versity of Chicago, said in 19.52: 
Thus far in human history there have been two 
principal economic revolutionso One is the Indus-
trial Revolution, which began 17.5 years ago and 
which, to judge by the stresses of our period, is 
still far from completeo The other is the food-
producing revolution--the imrention of agriculture 
and animal husbandry-=which began in prehistoric 
timeso Although there is no contemporary written 
record of this earlier revolution, its remains may 
be read by the prehistoric archaeologist. 
For 500,000 years before the food-producing 
revolut:i.on small groups of men lived mostly in 
caves. They were obliged to spend almost all of 
their time in the quest for food; they hunted, 
fished, and gathered a few edible wild plants. 
After the revolution larger groups of men lived in 
villages. Tilling the soil and tending the ani-
mals gave them enough food, and thus enough 
leisure, to develop specialized skills. It is 
easiest for the archeologist to comprehend the 
economic and technological features of such a pro-
found development, but·it must have embraced all 
the other aspects of culture: social, political., 
moral, and esthetic. To say that the economic and 
technological aspects came before the others would 
be rather· like asking the conundrum: "Which came 
first, the chicken or the egg?"ll 
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In preparing ''When the World Was Young," no effort was 
made to break the allegory down so as to make the primary 
mind conscious of fine cultural stages like the Achulian, 
Mousterian, and Magdalenian--or even of the step between the 
Old Stone Age and the New Stone Age. Effort was made to 
present essential inventions .and culture complexes in an 
order which would not contravene accepted culture tables in 
the ''phylum" of over-all acculturation. Domestication of 
fire was used to begin the story for dramatic effect, and 
symbolic cave art was used to conclude it for the same 
reason. 12 Initiating the story with the domestication of 
fire emphasizes the importance of this step concept in the 
llRobert J. Braidwood, "From Cave to Village," Scien-
tific American, vol. 187, October, 1952, pp. 63-66. 
12For a clearly graphed set of tables paralleling 
paleolithic and neolithic culture stages with the glacial 
stages set up by geologists, and also to establish the 
domestication of fire prior to the assumed development of 
neolithic arts: weaving, pottery-making, etc., and even 
Prrior to paleolithic cave art, see Hallam L. Movius, Jr., 
'Archeology and ·Art, 11 Scientific American, vol. 189, August, 
:1953. pp. 30."'."35. 
.. -· .,. 1!' 0 
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sequence of world acculturation. Choice of the volcano as 
the source of Man's contact rested in part on pictorial 
effectiveness, and in part because lightning was to be used 
in a different association--the weather concept. 
It should be noted that every effort has been made to 
treat fire in a manner that will not encourage the child to 
experiment with it. It is kept entirely in the position of 
a "natural force" employed by adults for adult purposes, 
although the children participate in the comforts of warmth, 
light, and cooked food that fire provides. Pearce says with 
respect to the "taming" of fire: 
' So important has been the use·of fire in the 
lif'e of Man that the history of civilization can· 
very largely be written around this one theme· •••• 
It lifted him above the brute more effectively 
than any other factor of his own creation that has 
yet come into his life.13 
Gave art, the last culture concept introduced into the 
story, is not brought in as a step logically dependent on 
any preceding step other than the domestication of fire. It 
is brought in with the "thanksgiving summary" when the 
mother voices general human gratitude for the process of the 
control over nature which has been attained within the range 
of her allegorical experience,, But though poetic license, 
thus invoked, does not fix a relationship to any culture 
complex other than fire, as warmth and light, pictorial rep-
resentation suggests an association between cave a.rt and the 
13Pearce, op. cit., p. 28. 
hunting complex. This is in keeping with the ideological 
analysis of cave art as commonly given by artists and by 
anthropologists.14 
5o The Master Social Concept 
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If the master ethnological concept of "When the World 
Was Young" is., as a scientific teaching instrument, the con-
cept of man's i ncreasing control over nature through an 
increasing acculturation., the master social concept., within 
this total of conceptual integration., is the concept of a 
growing organization and cooperation within the family. 
Shoghi Effendi., Guardian of the Baha 'i -.faith ·.at Shiraz ·-i!n 
Iran, says in his brochure, Human Relations for World 
Entity: 
The good of the general welfare, first con-
ceived of as the purpose and goal of the family 
unit, is, in truth, an ideal for human relation-
ships that has., through the centuries, acquired 
expanded significance and produced the results 
that we call c ivilizationo Around family life 
there was established t he circle of tribal soli-
darity and cooperative livingo The rudiments of 
interdependence and harmony within the still 
larger areas of the state were in time introduced 
and mastered, finally evolving the close-knit 
unity and integrity of modern nations, which in 
their complex make-up cont ain the lesser relation-
ships, also evolved fr om the past, that modern 
society knows as family, school, community, organ-
ized religion,--racial, class, tnter-class, inter-
faith, inter-racial and so onolS 
14cf0 Movius., fno 120 
15shogi Effendi , !fu,man Re l ations for World ~tity 
(Wilmet.te, Illinois: The BahavI Publishing eompany, 1947). 
-t'> · t~ 0 1 · · · a · t 1 · t1 give ... am:i.. y o:i::gan:i..zati:LOn t1. o:m:i.nan. ~ p aee ::i.n ,.,1.e 
assumed course of prehistol"Y is in keeping with the tenets 
set forth by Edward F. Haskell in "A Clarification of Social 
Sc:i.ence II as symbol:i.zed by the 11coacti.on compass u or 
"coaction rose II in the 19L~9 surrnner edition of Main Curr·ents 
~in Modern Thought. It is equally in keeping with the most 
ancient to the most modern dissertations on the evolution of 
social concepts in Spain where the primal hearthstone is 
universally cited as the keystone of eonceptuality. 16 
Lastly, it is in keeping with the continental or 
Central Eu.ropean school of anthropological thought repre-
sented in part by Allier, Euchen, Levy-Bruhl, WunclLt nr·./1 'in. 
~j;j.on. In opening his argument for the essenti.al experi.., 
ence, indiv:i.dual or group, as the source of indigenous 
acculturation, and of diffusion fr>om the source tr..rough 
adaptation and cooperation as the cause of universal accul-
ture,tion., Heard quotes an ancient Chinese proverb that 
opposes the philosophical doctrine of individual and group 
survival through superior brute strength~ "Heaven arms with 
pity those whom. it would not see destroyea.Hl7 
16cf .. Havelock ):Gllis, ::t1he Soul o.f S ain ( New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Gompan;ri, 190 ; and J:VIax•tin A,, Hurne, .TJ!e. 
WSpani13h_j'eople--Their 0:Pigin 2 Growt];L-4 and,.. Influence. ( :New 
York~ D .. Appleton and Company, 1901;., 
l 7G-erald Heard, _Q:he ~S,oArce,s,..,2J;' Qivi.lization (lTew York: 
Ifa.rper and Ih:othert.:li, 1937Tll Chapter' VIIo 
To use Hea:i:•d t 81 philolSlophy that adapta:t.ion and eoopera= 
tior1 are the most; 1mpor'tan.t S'.\X]i.al fac,tors in W\;'/.rld civili-
zation is to pave ·the way fo:r' the; Bahe. u i ed:ucational program 
expoun.ded by Shoghi Ef.'.f'endi :tn M.ax0ch9 1953.!l 1 8 f·or ·the Uni ... 
ta.rian pr,og:x:oam. outlined hy Soprda Lyon ·Fahs in .. ~ 
~.tst\'.I. ·~? .. £'.tt~~l1D l9 and for i;;he v:i.ew cf' progress pre ... 
se:nted by Le Comtei Du Nouy in Hl.,1ma!l,.De~ .... -namely.\l that a:~ 
its best social evolution is a process :of continuously 
synt;h(s,s:lLz:ing corweptu..al1., ty 5 th.at :h; .\l ~ p::t."OGes s cf' (H:n1.stant; 
ideological l.nnovat:;iono 20 
In acwo:i,:,d with th::ts line 1Jf think:i.ng and in accord with 
K:read'y ~ s rule:1s !'01"' story-t;elling 9 21 killir.g ar~irn.a.ls :ls 
reduced to a m.inim:u:m in 11When the Wo:i:?ld Wa.£:J Y:01,mgo 11 No 
attempt is made tcJ have 1:,he child :ltden:tify himself' wi:!:ih 
.fish 9 the1 rabbit; 9 e.nd the bea.r are killed f'or nenessary sus-
and the f'u.rther noncep·t 't.'.hat the spi.r0 it; o.f the a.:r.d.ms.1 sls.in 
'>',;,:,,o.~ 22 
.i.,.,~,,.vv~ O 
18cableg:r'am.9 M.ar,ih, 1'953 9 a:nm::im;,©ing an edu.ca t,icmal 
program to all 0·1;1.t;po1S ts ,of' t;hro1 Bra.1:ui 1 i, f"s.i"th. 
l9sophie Lyon Fahs/) LRfill.~1,_:!,£9lt:r:YJ,Q,z.Q]2j)~~ (BoSJt©Kt.~ 
Amero:ican Unita1:o:lan AiSilEocis.t;:lon), 19.517 
20Le Ctt"""'1"0 Du 11,.,r,,,~· ... :r·~. f.:1\,w,,,,,•n D,,,,~,+··1nv (iN,1!:>'P Y-~.:.'."'.k 0o L·f'n,=an::"i,.,,. ;,;/.!.l..t.~~ J,\J ~ ... ,t.; (,I .J.,~?;,~~n;;J;.,~<><·; ... ::ir'Mn ~ ,~ (JU 11,,l,\ lktl OM~ -
Gr'e en. 9 I:t'll.e .. :, 194.'l) o 
21Kread·y· !) QB-,<1~..ill" !) p" 13 o 
22Ma:F'.r .Jou.rdan At;kin:son.o ~ .... :;£,fl,;~iE In<dia~vJ~J ~San 
Ant or.dog Naylor Publish:lLng C©mpany .o f95'31'~"'"""p7""'84o 
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Last;ly * all animal:s a:r.e int:roduced i.:n k,eeping with the 
associative factor signalized by the ph:llosophies of Wu.ndt, 
of Angell 9 and of other psychologists concerned with the 
instigation of learning through attaching the unfamiliar to 
the familiar i that is, through tak:ing advantage of the 
apperceptive mass a3 1'preconception" or 11mental set. 11 Thus 
t,he f'ish in the p:ict;ogr0aph:8 are goldi'i.sh, the rabbit is a 
stuffed white rabbit, the bear is a teddy bear, the intent 
being that n:ur0sery toys sha.ll ser1re as the perceptual-
conceptual nbr:tdge 1123 between the known and the unknovm, 
leadingv in this case, from the familiarity of' nursery 
fantasy to the threshold of the real-=the actual study of 
biological natu1:aal h:Ls·torye 24 
Presentation of the social oonoepts allied with the 
fourteen step concepts in Man~ a assumed p:rehistor•y given as 
the c.onte.xt of' "When the World Was Young M now have been 
Jqstif'ied through quot;ations :from autho~r.iti.es· in· t,rnc:lo.;;. 
the field of the language artsi Wundt, 1 Angell 9 and James., in 
the field of psychological association; and a reference to 
23Richard Muller-1'"1:relenfels .. Evolution. of Modern 
fsyc!}QlQa (New Ha.veng Yale Uni.vers:fty-.Press~ 193ST9 p., 77; 
and James Rowland Angell 9 Psy~holrn (New York~ Henry Holt 
and Company 9 1924)., 
24william Ja·mes 9 Talks to Teachers (New York: Henry 
Holt and Company9 1924T;p'p';"'J105:i61:!; .. and George Rex Green9 
A Su:rv~ Nat,v~ (Ithaca~ Sl:lngerland and Comstock., 
1930)9 Po lo 
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Green in the field of' natural science. The !'actual aspect 
of natural acien;ce concepts allied wit;h the given fourteen 
ethnological concepts must likewise be justified. These 
concepts are the subjec·t of the next section of' this chapter. 
6. Natural Science Concepts Used in Relation 
to the G·iven Ethnological Concep·ts 
"The incorpo1~ation of archeological a.~tivitie,s, and 
mat,erials in muse'!.lllls of natural h:hrto:r7~· ••• i.s done unde1,.. 
the as sum.pt ion that Man and his works are a part of nature i)" 
Pearce says in the Tales Tb.at Dead Men Te11.25 And Michael 
Dem.iashke·trich sa.y~:t in An JntroJ!l!U:!:.Qll.~e P]l,JJ,,Q,,,~ph;LJ?,! 
Education: 
' .,,,,....,..,.,,,.,., 
The effort and ability of.' man t-o per·r;eive 
relationships among th<.1 va.:r•ious phenamena of the 
u.ni·11erse has un.doubtedly 'been among the p1?incipal 
sources of. ,~i"v'ilizaticn,.o Th.a power to crystallize 
and state theae observed ralat;ion/:jh:ipss, be they 
called scientific.~ laws or lessons of h:tst;ory 11 :ts 
one of the m:0191·!:; valuable :&mong human capacities. 
The 1,,:rge to r5ear,oh ineezsa:r.i.tly a:f'te:ir unit:y in 
mu.l·biplici ty 9 after 'the unchanging.r, and th,e s.'bil,., 
ity t;o capitalize ·t;hs findi:n.ge of ·t;ho1:1e who lived 
before u.s 9 is one of tihe g:t"eatest; ~dvar:1.tage.s man 
posses~es over the lcwe:i:- animals o s,,ience as well 
as states~a.nship co:n.sists1 in the df51.}CVery of 
re lat 1 onsh:tp a in t;he a e phenomena o 2 
cepts and social science ooncepts-~that is 9 :ln the 
2.5Pearoep .£:e..o_cit. 9 Po 920 !4 
26M:tchae1 Demiashke·vichs, An Imroduoi;;:lgn to the ;fhj.lo~:"' 
o:phJ of Ed1.;i.<.Hi·~:to:n (New y,.,r,k~ The Ameriean Book. Ccmpa.ny s, , , , 
193 ) si Po 3.56., · 
integration of' perc ept and conc ept--is c ited by Ross Lee 
Finney, who s ays in A Sociological H:1.storx of' E~cation~ 
The natural scienti,g t has only to perceive. 
his uni ts 11 but the mental or• social scientist must 
conceive his; and as that is a dif ferent and far 
more difficul t; a.ssignrnent 9 it requires an 
analytic-synthetic work o~ the intellect, involv-
ing some creative imaginationo27 
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This quotation, which i s reminisc ent of older writers, 
will serve to keynote the differenc e between ma.'terial objec "" 
tivity which is alwa:ys p os sible in t;he pr EH:H::nta"t icn o.f.' other 
natural history c om~epts a n.a 'ths.t :tnte:ropretive reJ.s.tivity 
which is required 9 toget-her with material objec ti·vi t y, 5.n 
the presentation of assumed or deduced e thrw l ogi r; al cor:.-
c epts- .... in.som:uch . as most et;b:nol ogica1 con cepts a:r e dep e;:nden.t 
upon c ommon s ew~e irrt erpr'~.: tat i on kil of :r,,3la:t e d etl'.;ni0 data 
and/or related archeological ph 8nwmenao 
It keynotes the dif'f'erer.ce 9 p sy eb.:s)l ;ogica l ly sp es.k1 ..ng 9 
between the fields of ph enomena whi ch are externally ~Jb jec-
tive and t he 
interpr•etation of' suoh ext;er•nal obj ectivity; and it; wa:s 9 
pr•es·u.ma.bly !J inspired by Wu.."1.dt vs pre·~iously quoted obs er 1ra-
tion with r•espect t o thEi differenc e between p ,s r c ept i.on and 
apprehensiono 28 In t he monog:raph 9 ~Q?.llc'.:i?en _)Jl;_y,~,..,11Q.;,s.~lJP1~ 
27 Ross Lee Finney 9 ! SogJ&J.,,,O.Jli.®,+ Hi.~,ti::.:r,.i .... Q.t:...,E-9.12w.,~1;b.:l,,,~~ (New York: T.he Macmillan Compsn-;y- 9 194.0 r;; P o . l 'j' o .. See -als :v 
:f'no 31D Chapter IIIo 
28see pa~e 18 9 Chapter Io 
of the 4nt~tlru!.,~9 Russell takes up this difference in an 
immediate educational aspect under' "Programs 11 ~ 
There are two aspects of the materials 
Lniuseum spec imen!J that can be and that are dealt 
with; namely9 on the one hand, the material it-
self9 its cbaracter9 its properties and so on, 
ffilassificatioE,.7'., and on the other hand, the mean-
ing of the material in relatlon to some phase of 
understanding outside itself 9 §onceptual:i.t;v. 
The one may be thought of as direct learning, and 
the other as in·terp:retiveo Bo th forms are direc-
tives in program building.29 
In scienti.fi. c speech 9 11objectivity't is sometimes 
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referred to as "brute !'act, 11 a:nd" more pcli t ,e:lya s.s ' !'senSDJ'Y 
data 1 11 meaning the phenomena. of nature which have been dis-
tinguished in the perc eptual field to the point of determi-
nation t hrough world syrnbolismo30 All words used in 111tJhen 
the World Was Young 0 which !'all i nt o this category will be 
listed as such in Sec tion 4, Part C o.f th:i.s chapter o The 
sto:t"y i tsel.f deals with the f'ollowing percepts and concepts 
in the fields of astronomy 9 geology/) botany 9 and zoology: 
29Ch.arles Russell " Children :in the Museums of the 
Americas ( New Yo!•k ~ AmericanMuseum 'or-Yatural History, 
1952) 9 PPo 12-130 
30A1bert Emmett Be tts 9 Foun.da.t;ions of Reading Instruc,-
~ (New York~ The American Book Company, 1946)., Po eo, 
says~ "Language :ts a mea.nB of' communication about facts o" 
See also Emile Durkheim 9 Elementar~Y. Forms_of Rel.i~ioua Life (Paris, 1912), as cited by Finney9 QE,.L.cit.o 9 Po 1 l: 
"Language" and consequently the system 'or concepts it trans-
lates, is the product of c ollective elaborat:tono What is 
expressed is the manner in which society as a whole repre-
sents the facts of experienceo The ideas which correspond 
to the diverse elements of language are thus collective rep-
resentations o 11 Cf o Daniel Bell Lear•y 9 Modern ~cllolog::z: {Philadelphia: Jo Bo Lippincott Company" Inco ~ 92"8} s, Po 
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11he volcano~-an original source of fire 
The cave--an original shelter 
The river habitat 
The pasture habitat 
·Plant life cycle--(seed to maturity) grass 
Mammal life cycle--goats 
The weather--sunshine and rain 
The Heavenly bodies--sun and moon 
The cycle of the seasons 
The cycle of night and day--dark and light 
Over-all concept: balance in nature 
Harold E. Wallin, assistant curator of education in the 
Cleveland Museum of Natur:al History., brings the educational 
importance of the interpretive and integrative aspects of 
Natural History up to date in his discussion of "trailside 
museums" in the Museum News, May 1, 1949~ 
The work of the trailside naturalist has in-
creased manyfoldo We need people that have a 
background of educational methods, at lea.st those 
that have an interest in people as well as in 
natural history. In a sense, our requirements to 
do the job, as it has developed over the years, 
are more exacting than those of the public school 
system, for our people must have at their finger-
tips a wealth of information for the multiplicity 
of questions that come to them from visitors of 
all ages. 
The approach has been an ecological one. We 
have tried to teach the forest as a community, 
each part depending on the other. The story was 
put together to form a completed picture not just 
of so many trees, so many rocks, so in.any butter-
flies9 even though for many children this is 
sufficient to hold their interests, but to develop 
the idea that the forest is a unito31 
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In this dissertation, Wallin not only pleads for an 
interpretive and integratiite approach to natural _history, 
but also he specifically justifies the over-all natural 
hisi;;ory concept used in 11When the World Was Young.," namely, 
a balance in nature that is presented by the perceptual 
habitats of :river, pasture, and field, and by the indicated 
conflict between fish, rabbits, bears, goats, birds, and 
people for the natural resources, i.ncluding the flesh and 
skins of the animals, afforded by the three areas. He 
further justifies presentation of this concept at the pri-
mary level by saying: "A firm foundation in the biological 
and physical sciences is necessary if we are to maintain the 
goal of popularizing natural history." 
Various natural science concepts allied with the ethno-
logical concepts given in the construction of Tool G have 
now been cited with authoritative ref'erences to the need for 
such over-all scientific integration at the primary level. 
Part A of this chapter will be hereinafter summarized with 
respect to this over-all integration. 
7o Summary and Conclusions 
In Part A of Chapter II the presentation of the inte-
grated natural science concepts and social science concepts 
31Harold E. Wallin; .. nEaucational Opporttini.ties in 
Trailside Museums,n Museum News 9 vol. 27, May l., 1949. 
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in 11'\tJhen the World Was Young 11 has been oi.ted, from Appendix 
A, and r•eferences gi.ven with respect to t;h1s presentation 
from (1) authorities in the field of anthropological concep-
tuality, (2) specific educational programs, and (3) museum 
authorities working to present these concepts objectively 
through exhibitso 
In conclusion, a word may be said which seems to bring 
the over-all aspect of the allegorical concept-conveyor, 
Tool C, as presented in Appendix A, into line with the 
philosophy of educational ideali.st;s o Th.is wo:i:>d is from 
Herman Harrell Horne, who speaks of the necessity to 
encourage and to satisfy 
.. ., .. the appetite for better cognition ·which we 
call curios.i.ty; the impulse to originate mentally 9 
which we call invention; the demand of the 
esthetic sense for rhythm, form, color, and the 
perfec~ manifestations of the perfect types of 
lifeo3 
Th.is quotation from Horne is introduced at this point 
because it serves wellp not only for a conclusion for Part 
A of this chapter, but also as an introduction for a t:ra.nsi-
tion from Part A to Pa1"'ts B and Co Part B will deal with 
conceptual creativity in the design of Tool C, with partic-
ular reference to the selection of a specific primer type., 
32Herman Harrell Horne; The Demo)cratic Philoso h of 
Education (New York: The Macmillan Company!) 1932 1 Po 17 .. 
Horne refers in this discussion to Plato's archetypes, and 
he s.ppears to be Plato's disciple in the beli.ef' that the 
best in the natu:1:'."e of fiforms 11 is the correct instrumentall-
zati.on for edu.ca:tional corl'te:x:ts o Cf o Otto Neurath, with 
respect to Isotypes .9 in fn .. l.J.9 9 Ghapi:;er III, of this thesis .. 
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and a specific art form, the pictograph, as actual objective 
elements in the construction of this concept-conveyor for 
use at the primary levelo 
Part B deals also with a consideration of the change 
described by language arts experts as taking place between 
completion of the nursery school years and completion of the 
p1"imary grades., In the conceptual crea ti.vity of the design 
for, Tool C, this conslderation was a- deciding factor in the 
selection of objective elements to be used in the construc-
tion of a concept-conveyor for the pl"imary levelo 
Part B: The General Format 
1., Introduction 
Just as in conceptualizing the design of Tool c, the 
presentation of the fourteen step concepts in the assumed 
course of world civilization 1 given as the conceptual con-
tent of Tool c, 
(1) had to be integrated with allied social concepts, 
and with al.lied concept,'3 from fields of natural 
science other than ethnology, to form the context 
of Tool C--an integration set forth in Part A of 
this chapter--so, also 9 
(2) the textual structure whereby these concepts were 
embodied as an allegory--the language arts aspect 
of Tool G--had to be integrated with (1) and with 
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the p:tc.torial structure of Tool C--an integration 
which will be set forth in Part C of this chapter--
and, so, also 9 
(3) the pictorial presentation of (1) had to be inte-
grated with all the allied concepts used in (1), 
and with (2)--an integration which will be set 
forth in Chapter III~-and so 9 lastly, 
(4) context!) text structure!) and pictorial representa-
tion of context had each to be integrated with the 
others as element;s of construction for the general 
format by which the design of Tool C actually was 
to be executed. Thus a tedious and constant repe-
tition is necessary in technically presenting 
these several integration factors in the creation 
and execution of the design for Tool c. 
2 .. Elements of Construction 
The problem of creating Tool C to present the concept 
of sequentiality in world civilization at the primary level., 
and of creating this tool in a f'orm reproducible by parents, 
teachers, and children themselves, called for a general 
format, inclusive of text and illustrations, which would 
differ greatly from Tool A-=a non-reproducible pictorial 
concept-conveyor designed for the nursery school level--and 
from Tool B==a langu.age arts vehicle especially designed to 
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fi.11 a need of language-problem children, and designed only 
for temporary use with one particular group of children., 
The crux of the difference in creative conceptuality 
between Tool C and Tool A lay in the age levels to be accom-
modated o The crux of the difference between Tool C and '11001 
Blay in emphasis on learning content and in the time factor 
for projected use of the two instruments. In creation of 
Tool B, emphasis was on the need for verbal attainment of 
the third grade vocabulary., Thus composing of the context 
of Tool B, as a prose tone poem and as an allegory, was 
directed toward oral receptivity through 11listening ton this 
context, and towards word vocalization through chorus read-
ing of this contexto 
The necessary differences between projected Tool C and 
Tool A coincided, in many practical ai::ipects., to the differ-
ences between Tool Band Tool A, inasmuch as the same vocab-
ulary must apply to Tools Band C., Hence the greatest 
practical difference between projected Tool C and Tool Blay 
in the over=all format; for in roughing out Tool B, symbolic 
figures of "the man and the woman and their children'' were 
adapted from Tool A and 11 cartooned 11 into a sprinkling of 
small illustrations for e. sixteen-page booklet with the text 
cut in longhand, both cartoons and text being the merest 
makeshift elements to get the prose tone poem into verbal 





In the designing of Tool c, consultation with two pro-
fessional experts in the field of book selection for the 
primary levels--Dr. Ida T. Smith, of the education depart-
ment of the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College at 
Stillwater, and Professor Nannie Belle Aycox, in charge of 
teacher training at Texas Southern University in Houston--
fixed attention on the "primary typewriter" as the logical 
instrument for formal reproduction of the designed context. 
Selection of a specific primer typewriter to cut the 
necessary stencils was conditioned by the fact that broad-
face type will not cut into stencil wax, hence the selection 
of' type shown in Appendix A. 
Selection of this lightface roman type afforded an art 
factor in the integration of text with illustration, inas-
much as any art form selected for illustrating Tool C must, 
in accord with the conventions set up in Chapter I !Ji, 1, b, 
(3i7, be a line drawing. Consultation with two other pro-
fessional experts in the primary field--Professor Evelyn s. 
Thompson, chairman of the department of elementary education 
at the University of Houston, and Mrs. Lula Glass, of the 
San Angelo, Texas, public school system--followed by criti-
cisms of trial text blocks by Mrs. Glass, and also by Mrs. 
Ibbie Eliget, a ''layout" expert on Foley's Department Store 
art staff', resulted in the f'ine.1 wording and shaping of the 
text blocks presented in Appendix A. In this final wording 
and shaping, phrasing controls the line formation, 
paragraphing controls the block formation, and the serial 
arrangement of the step concepts given as the context of 
Tool C controls the paginationo 
A comparison of possible art symbols, Chapter I, 
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!Ji, 1, b, (2), (bl7 led to selection of the pictograph as 
the illustrative concept-conveyor to be integrated, after 
the serial fashion of modern comic strips, with the primer-· 
typed and block-patterned text in Tool c. In itself a tool 
aid to conceptuality, the pictograph was, at this point, 
serially accommodated, as an art form, to the varying 
pattern demands of the text blocks in consultation with 
sketch artist Patti Abernathy Lefkovits and John T. Biggers, 
head of the art department of Texas Southern University, 
Professor Joseph Mack of the same department, and Dr. 
Antonio Fontellio-Nanton, head of the journalism department 
of Texas Southern, and Dorothy Glover Nanton, who helped to 
work out the block patterns as Mrs. Lefkovits helped to work 
out the pictographic representations and the page patterns. 
3. Change· of Maturity Levels, A Factor 
Selection of the pictograph to illustrate Tool C came 
about in part through consideration of the findings of 
Freeman and Freeman in The Child and His Picture Book. For 
children at the nursery school level, the Freem.ans make the 
following assumptionsg 
5. 
Small children prefer ~mall books 9 the favor-
ite size being four by seven incheso 
Ninety per cent of the children prefer colored 
pictures to uncolored pictures. 
The lee.st popular type of illustration is the 
most realistic 9 the photograph. 
C'"nildren and animals in ac·tior1 9 then adult;s 9 
are the preferred picture aubjectso 
A border for the picture is non-importanto 
Absence of detail is importanto 
Prefer•able cl:r•awingt'!.l shG·w·.the. ·f~g,'U.veis ·.1n .. il!\'!:i:t:>ai~g 
o"U:tli.ne o 33 
Above the nursery school level 9 the Freeman~ ~emark ·a 
positive change in book-and-picture interesto This is a 
change-o~ll'er from. the aud:io .... visua.1 le"'..rel of nbe:lr.i.g read to u 
and 111:ir:.,t.;eni;r.i.g tc 11 the "t;ext 9 while looklng a't or Hreadi:ngn 
only the pictur•es allied with t;hs text f'or :;;me13el.t\, to the 
mat'(;l.r•er dual visru.al leni'el. oi' r~:sa.ding the te:x:tc as w~ll as 
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the pict"t:i.re:s 9 :f.'or onesaJ..f'.. T:.'le cihar.i.ge-,nrer p:r•ooes,9 nio:r"lllally 
occupies the primary years i, aoi;:;i.::»:l:'dtn.g ·tc;i St:r•ick:ls.n.d:· a,n.d ·, 
other language ta.l"'ts exps:r>t,s i 'to which the Freema:f.)).S add th:a t 
this eha:n.ge emb:r•aces the cha:.,.ge from the le·;rel o.f 9111 ttle 
book" interest to the level of intier•est in an t:;rdin.a:ry si:'.tze 9 
33Graydon · La. Verne Freeman ar:i.d Ruth So Freema.n. 11 .':!'{.;§, 
Child and H*~ Pie~_.§ Boo~ (Ohicagog Northwe~tern Univer-
sity. Press, i933L PPo 44-140 Cf O Ao Po D~lglish/) Y-~. 
Ex eriences with Lit;era.tur19 (New York~ Chs.:r119~il Sc:r;)):br1.$:i1:·? ;g 
ons 9 1932 9 Po 22;; and Otto Eggl9 0 it.Ar·t in the En11"'iror.:mer.rt 
of'· Little C'hildreni," Twent -Ei ht,h Year~_k_....Qf. t~:l=l,. Natio~ 
§ocie~y of Educs.t_:!.gn J.:Jondngt;~:mi, 11 ri.5:f~J) ~i920}, PPo 'Tl9= 
720. 
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or even an over size booko 34 They aihrocate Little Black 
Sambo as an exemplification of the seven conventions listed 
above, and, hence, as an especially exc~llen~ vehicle for 
facilitating the change-over from the nursery school book 
level to the primary book levelo35 
Since Tool C must be accommodated to the primary level, 
Little Black Sambo could serve in the conceptual creativity· 
that was to produce the design for this tool only as a .. 
comparative factoro To be compared with this nursery school 
picture book, as indicated in Chapter I, fJl-, 1, b, (2), (bl] 
Comparison B, were three art fo:rm.s: the cartoon, the picto-
graph, and the Isotype. The Isotype was discarded as too 
finished in appearance to simulate "the kind of drawings 
children make themselves." As between cartoon and picto-
graph, each was as elemental in form as the figure symbolism 
in T·ool A and in Little Black Samboo The distinction lay 
between the single concept to the page aspect of approved 
nursery school art books and the multiple concept to the 
page. or serial aspect common to the comic strip and the pre-
historic codex. 
The prehistoric Mexican codex, as compared with Little 
Black Sambo, has similar (1) closed outline and (2) flat 
34strickland, op, cit o, p. 315, and Freeman and 
Freeman, .QE..o cti,o 
35Helen Bannerman, Little Black Sambo (Philadelphia: 
Jo Bo Lippincott Company, Little Book Series); and Freeman 
and Freeman, loco cito 
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color washed figure symbolism, but it has more the page 
format of the modern "flat book." Usually classified as 
"manuscript chronicles," these ancient recordings of culture 
~omplexes are neither books nor scrolls .. Usually they are 
painted on accordion-pleated lengths of animal skin that 
fold down to flat squares .like':the ·chart 'in. J.}.ppendix B. A 
few are painted on maguey paper. Taking each folded-off 
square as an ideological unit, it can be assumed that the 
antique study of these units involved pantomimic interpreta-
tions.36 If each chronicle is taken as a unified epic in 
culture history, the serial arrangement of the ideological 
units is comparable in general format to the modern comic 
strip. 
Comparison of pictograph and comic strip in the crea-
tive conceptuality of Tool C boiled down to the assumption 
that pictograph-plus-pantomime was to all intents an 
animated "funny book," inasmuch as the text-plus-serially-
illustrative-cartoon in the modern comic strip is but 
another aspect of the same symbolic phenomenon. In other 
words, if pantomime were added to the comics, or abstract 
text were added to the serially arranged pictographs in a 
prehistoric Mexican codex, the end result, as an over-all 
device for the communication of concepts from person to 
person., or from generation to generation, would be the same. 
36see Appendix c, Figures III, IV. 
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Not only did the prehistoric pictograph approximate the 
familiar "funny book 9 11 as revealed by Comparison B, and 
described in Chapter I, ffi, 1, b 9 (2), (blJ, but also the 
flavor of antiquity inherent in the pictograph as a form 
symbol coincided with the flavor of antiquity inherent in 
the allegory as a form symbol. Since this flavor could be 
maintained in an adaptation of Tool A symbolism to the 
pictographic art form in a serial arrangement pict,orializing 
the blocked text structure of the allegory which had been 
phrasically structured to conceptualize the steps in the 
assumed course of prehistoric civilization given as the 
subject content of Tool C9 it was concluded, at this point, 
that such an arrangement would affordi 
a. a format possible of rep:roduction9 through tracing, 
by the teacher, the parent, or the child, and 
b. a chain association between ''the kind of drawings 
children make themselves" and/or the comic strip 
with the pictograph, and, lastly, 
c. an over-all integration of construction elements 
in execution of the design for Tool C, which is 
here presented as Appendix A, "When the World Was 
Youn.go II 
4. Summary and Conclusions 
In this part of this chapter are set forth: 
a. the objective elements of construction in the over-
all format of Tool c, and 
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b. a consideration of the uses of text and pictorial 
symbolism in the change from the prereading sta~e 
of "listening to" text read while looking at p~c-
tures conceptualizing this text to the more mature 
stage of reading text for oneself, and 
c. a comparison of the prehistoric Mexican pictograph 
with children's drawings as exemplified by the 
symbolism in Tool A, with nursery school pictures, 
as exemplified by Little Black Sambo, and with 
comic book cartoons, and, lastly, 
d. the integration of the pictograph, as an art form, 
with the figure symbolism in Tool A, and with the 
blocked text of the allegory from Tool B, to form 
the design of Tool c. 
Part C~ The Context 
1. Introduction 
In this third part of Chapter II, the context of Tool 
c- ... the allegorical story, 11When the World Was Young, 11--is 
analyzed as to its general format;, as to its interior struc ... 
ture, and as to its vocabulary--all with respect to the 
primary level of conceptual receptivity.· This analysis is 
applied to sense phraseology through which meaning is 
expressed and to integration of the phrased meanings with 
the general conceptual content of Tool c. No effort is made 
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to analyze "When the World Was Young" as a tone poem. Such 
an analysis would belong properly in the field of the fine 
arts, under the classificat;ion of esthetic- phonetics, and 
would depend, in large part 9 on the intonation used in 
verbal rendition of the context. 
2. Format and Structure 
As the over-all text format is presented in Appendix A, 
the blocks of text are patterned in accord with sense 
pauses--the phrase-controlling the line division, the para-
graph controlling the block division, and the concept con-
trolling pagination. The format thus is set up in keeping 
with customary primary usage whereby the phrase is set to 
"catch the.eye" and not in regular margin-to-margin line 
formation. Also in keeping with customary preschool and 
primary usage, punctuation is light. Nine sentences have 
interior punctuation. Seven of these have each a word in 
quotation marks: "reeds,'' "trackss," "pots, 11 ''net.," "field," 
"cereal," and 11pasture. 11 Ea.ch set of quotation marks is 
used to heighten emphasis on essential steps in accultura-
tion~ weaving, pottery-making 9 milpa agriculture, and herd-
ing. One sentence has an apostrophe-- 11goats'." One sentence 
has a comma preceding the accumulative idea, "too. 11 Of the 
one hundred and nine sentences in the instrument, all are in 
the active voice. This keeps the story moving; but the use 
of compound sentences prevents the 11 choppiness" and lack of 
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timbre common to the average primer 'text and lends the qual-
ities·of rhythm and repetition common to classical nursery 
lit·erature such as The Great Panjandr-um.D The House that Jack 
Built 9 and Little Black Sambo. In other words, the sto~y is 
written not only to be read independently, but also to be 
read aloud and audited in conjunction with the use of the 
pictures before the would-be reader becomes himself involved 
with the word s-ymbols in their printed form. 
In large part 9 the repetitive phrases used to compound 
the sentences refer to time and space and so keep the story 
oriented. That is, these phrases serve in lieu of an actual 
stage setting, assuming the story to be a "rnental drama .. n 
Kready says that r•epetitive passages are a.n aid to verbal 
expression which enable the child to follow the sequence of 
the story and to catch in its telling ''a note of definition 11 
through which he "lea:ims to clarify his own thinking. 11 37 
Strickland adds to this concept of methodology in passing 
down the cultural heritage through teaching-learning: 
Events take place in time and place s.ettingl) 
and it is through experience with events and the 
words used in connection with them that the child 
develops his concepts of time and space. Both 
native ability and the quality of the child's lan-
guage environment influence his rate of growth.3ts 
37Kready9 op 2 cito 9 p. 10. 
38strickland, op. cit., p. 38. 
The seven or eight-year-old, she says, may be able to tell 
time, season, month, and year.39 
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As for the necessity to audit, she says, "Comprehension 
precedes speech in most instances," and, "Young children 
enjoy poetry through listening •••• Poetry was originally com-
posed for saying and for enjoyment through the ear."40 
A quotation from Kready sums up the total a.rturnent with 
respect to the use of repetition and rhythm as elements of 
the young child's language curriculum~ 
When the elements combining to produce good 
oral reading are cared for in the kindergarten and 
the first grade, in the subjects of which they 
properly form a part, the child, when beginning to 
read, no longer will be needlessly diverted. His 
literature will contribute to his reading without 
interference, and his growth in language wi11 
become an improved, steady accomplishment.41 
Emile Dalacroze, the Swiss musician, clinches the argument 
for these elements as the vehicle for conveying comprehen-
sion: "The characteristics of rhythm are continuity and 
repetition. The two fundamental elements of rhythm: space 
and time, are inseparable.n42 
''When the World Was Young" uses forty phrases expressing 
time concepts and sequentiality expressed through these 
39Ibid., p. 51. 
40~., PP• 61, 298. 
41K:ready, op. ci~., p. 11. 
42see Herbert Read, Education Through Art (London: 
Faber and Company, 1945), P• 66. 
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eonceptso The tone of the eompos:t't;ion i.s set;; wi.th the title 
phrase itself, which is the opening phrase of the story~ 
11 0ne day when the world was young.,. 1·1 The action continues, 
11 
•• oa man brought fire down from a volcano. 11 Six other 
sentences begin with "one day 11 and a seventh with "another 
day~ 0 Ea.ch time these words serve as a cue for ''something 
to happen"--thus building the suspense that is necessary in 
successful plot structure J~3 As an alternate phrase, 11by 
and by 11 is used in .four sentences and "by that time" in two 
others. n'While 11 and 11when" give the same cues 9 and the 
child is i.n each case alerted through the rhythm o.f the 
phrase st;ructure, for the rhythm is repeatedly the same 
although the words differ: "When the moon was :r•ound and 
full" and 11When the leaves turned red and yellow." 
nWhen the World Was Young" uses sixt:y-nine phrases 
expressing space conceptso These include size, content, 
place, and direction~ Lowenfeld says: 
The most important and basic experience of 
the child's spatial development is the discovery 
of an orderly and related space concept., 11\Thenever 
the .first common experience of space has occurred.11 
for example, two wading i.n the sandpile, the child 
:relates himself to others)) sees himself as a part 
of the environment ..Lt-1~-
1
-!.3Kready9 ~ ciJ;,o 9 p., 13~ HFairy tales must contain 
what :i.nt;erE?sts childreno 11 11 The surprise is a comb:l.nation of 
familiar and unfamiliar.," 
44vikto:r Lowenfeld, ~.~tive atJ;,d Meu1al,_Gro·wth (New 
York~ 'I'he :Macmillan Company!) 19471'; po ll4o 
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The first usual art development, according to Lowenfeld, is 
the baseline. "Everything moves along it.,,fl though he 
explains that this line has nothing to do with reality, as 
for example, the actual skyline. In "When the World Was 
Young," the cave floor and the river bank a.re the primary 
baselines. Only a few pictures are otherwise oriented. 
Thus emphasis is laid on the cave as Man's primal home and 
on the river as his original habitat. 
The baseline along which everything moves is a haptic 
reaction, Lowenfeld continues, as is also the use of color 
as a symbol. "Ha.ptic color relationships are determined by 
the emotional effects colors have on us. "~-5 In consequence, 
when the story was put in use with language problem children 
on the Texas-Mexican Border, they were permitted to use 
color undirected. Out of more than forty children, ranging 
between nine and seventeen years of age, only one or two 
made any move toward naturalistic coloring, though several 
reflected clothes consciousness by immediately drawing the 
same covering on the introductory figures as 'bhey found on 
the figures after the introduction of skin clothing. 
The use of Tool Bon the Border and the use of Tool A 
in the Horace Mann. School in New York City 11 where it was 
tried out by Dr. Carl G1"'egory, present an interesting com-
parison,. Dr. Gregory noted that the absence of clothes was 
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promptly commented on by six-year-olds to whom she read the 
story.46 The comparison is interesting for the reason that 
the American extremes of primitive and sophisticated 
children are presumably here considered. 
Dr. Gregory said, also, that the six-year-olds "liked 
to count how many in the family, as each baby was born: 
'now there are .~wo children, two boys; now there are three, 
two boys and a girl, etc.'" Here the counting technique, 
the only occasion of its use in the instrument, except for 
the goats, is designed to emphasize the concept of the 
family as the basic social unit. The birth of the children 
is, of course, supplemented by the birth of the goats.47 
Clarence R. Stone, in Progress in Primary Reading, 
lists five stages in the historical descent of educational 
methodology, with respect to modern time. These stages are 
(1) by letter, (2) by syllable, (3) by word, (4) by sen-
tence, and (5) by story. He classifies the first three 
stages as mechanical and the last two stages as meaningful. 
It seemed logical in creating Tool C to assume that, in 
emphasizing the phrase, rather than the sentence, for minor 
conceptuality; in emphasizing the paragraph, through pagina-
tion, for the major steps in building the given conceptual 
46These notes were sent in a letter from Dr. Gregory to 
Edward F. Haskell in 1950. 
47c1arence R. Stone, Pro ress in Primar 
Louis, Missouri: Webster ublishing Company, 
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sequence; and in emphasizi!lg the over-all story with the 
respect to the two master concepts; that a greater or lesser 
association would be allowed for with :respect_ to the _let~e:r, 
the syllable, and the word. As the problem of creation was 
given, this mechanical association could only be incidental 
to that association which would afford a maximum of con-
textual comprehension. But, the word being the unit of ele-
mental construction with respect to association fac~ors, it 
was necessary to scrutinize the vocabulary, and to justify 
each word used as being specifically related to intellectual 
maturity at the primary level. This scrutiny and justifica-
tion is the subject of the ne.xt section of this chapter. 
3. The Vocabulary 
"When the World Was Young" uses a vocabulary of three 
hundred and forty-nine words. Of these words, thirty-five 
are on Clarence R. Stone's list of fifty most used words at 
the pre-primer levei.48 -Fifty-nine are in the list of none 
hundred most important pre-primer words." One hundred and 
' fifteen are in the list of two hundred and twenty-five most 
important primer words. One hundred and seventy-nine are in 
the list of nfour hundred and fifty-five most.important 
first-grade words. 11 Two hundred and seventy-OJn.e are in the 
list of "six hundred and one most important second--grade 
48ston·e .. op. , .....,_~_ ....... c_i __ t., pp. 107-130. 
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words o" Two hundred and aighty ... fi.ve are in the liJ:rt of' "one 
thousand., nine httndred and sixteen. most important ·third 
grade words .. " 
Every word used in "When the World Was Young," and 
every variation of a word, is listed, including a number of 
11 s" plurals o St.one does not distinguish tllese plurals in 
his lists. Aocounti.ng for this discrepancy, and for certain 
other like forms=-for instance "flashed" and "flashes" which 
are both oou.r.rted i.11 with his l.iating of the one word 
"flaah9 "--twemty-one words are lef't to be aocour.1.ted f'or. 0:f 
these 9 six are comparisons of lii:rted pri:mary words: 
"'biggest," "gladdest 9 " ''largestsi" "smallest," "drier, n and 
"coziero II One i.a an 'lmlis·ted ve:r•b torm. of a list;ed second 
grade word=• "oe.rriede ®' The phrase w«:>rd "awhile" is a com-
.. 
pound of two pre-prim.er.• words-.... "a" and "while o" One is the 
"" 
possessive form of a. first g:i:•ade word..,-"goats'.," One is an 
adverb--- 11accidentally o" St;one g:tv·es 11acci.dent" :tn the 
Dur1•ell list of' third and fourth grade words o "Rainbow" is 
compounded of' the f':b .. s·t grade 1r,11,rd "rai.n" and the second 
grade wor•d 11bowo II Gates gives H:rainbowg 11 "pupil," and 
"stems 11 on the Gates 11.st of pr:imary wo:rda as third, first, 
and. second gradea 9 respectivelyo "Charcoal" is in itself on 
no list shoWll in Stone'~ book 9 but "coal" is in the Stone 
list for the second grade. "Mighty.,,tt in itself a separate 
word, is in ·the second grade list .for its f'irsl't sylla.ble--
0ra.ight. 11 The word "spite," uaed in the phrase "in spite 
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of, 11 does not appear in Stone's book., but Paul McKee shows a 
similar phrase., "despite.," to be in primary usage.49 This 
I 
leaves four words that may be definitely beyond the third 
grade level: "cereal.," "shooed.," "volcano.," and '.'zig-zag." 
The aural familiarity of the first and the descriptive 
values of the other three justify their inclusion as 
interest-evoking stimuli. For, says Ruth Strickland: 
Language specialists have become convinced 
that earlier studies greatly underestimated the 
size of vocabulary of both children and adults. 
The result of this underestimate has been the 
reduction of the vocabulary of children's readers 
to the point where much of the story coRtent, 
especially in the primary grades., has lacked 
either interest or challenge.50 
Strickland's implication here seems to be that the 
child's. auditory word comprehension outruns his visual abil-
ity to comprehend words. Stone steps into the breech with 
this statement on the discovery of the "story method": 
The solution lies in the new intrinsic tech-
nique for wora learning in simple purposeful 
reading activities ••• and in abundant repetition of 
th~ same words.in ea~y interesting reading in pre-
primers and primers./l 
Thus an ancient mnemonic device used since "the memory of 
man runneth not to the contrary" to conserve the cultural 
heritage--the story--has been rediscovered as an aid in 
49Paul McKee, The Teachin of Readin in the ·Elementar 
School (New York: Houghton-Mifflin Company., Inc., 19 
B5. 
50strickland, op. cit., p. 190. 
5lstone, op. cit., pp. 36-39. 
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perfecting the tool skill--reading. It is in the light of 
~his "rediscoveryn that '"When the World Was Young" h_as b(7~n 
C?~structed, not only as a readiness ins~rumen~ for a later 
integration of the natural science concepts and the social 
science coif.cepts, but also as an instrument for acquiring 
facility in the use of the language arts. 
A list of words used in 1'W'h.en the World Was _!o:ung" __ 
--follows this section, and is, in turn, followed by a surnm~ry 
and conclusions. This word list is analyzed in accord with 
Stone's word lists for the primary grades--pre-primer 
through third grade; and the words also are shown as con-
ceptual groupings with respect to the natural sciences and 
the social sciences. 
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HOME (l) _ 











IT ( 1) 
ITS ( 2) 
52Nurnbered in accord with Stone' s word list for five 
levels: (1) pre-primer; (2) primer ; (3) first; (4) · second; 
and (5) third grade. See Stone, op. oit., pp. 107-130. 
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Word List--Continued 
KEEP (3) PALE (.5) SMELLED (3) VERY (1) 
KEPT (4) PAPA so (2) VOLCANO 
KILLED (4) PASTURE (4) SOME (1) 
KIND (3) PATH (4) SOMETIMES (3) WADE (5) 
KNOCKED (4) PET (2) SPIDER (.5) WALKING (3) 
PICTURE ', f 2) SPIN (5) WANT (1) 
LAID (4) fIECE (4) SPITE WARM (3) 
LARGEST .PIES-~{4) . SPRING (3) WARMER 
LAST (4) PINK (t) STAYED (3) WAS (1) 
LEARNED (4) PLACE 4) STEMS WATER (2) 
LEAVES (3) PLANT (3) STICK ( 3) WATCHED (3) 
LEG (3) PLANTED STRINGS (4) WAY (2) 
LIGHTNING (5) PLAY (1) STORY (2) WEAVE (5) 
LIKE (1) PLAYED (2) SUMMER (3) WEB (5) 
LIKED (2) PLENTY (4) SUN (2) WELL (3) 
LITTLE (1) POT (4) SUPPER (4) WENT (1) 
LIVED (2) POTS SWIM (2) WERE (2) 
LOOK (1) POURING (5) WHAT (1) 
LOOKED PUSH (4) TALL (4) WHEN (2) 
LOT (4) PUT (2) TENT (4) WHERE ( 1) 
LOVED (4) THAN (3) WHILE (3) 
RABBIT (1) THAT (2) WIFE (4) . 
MADE (2) RABBITS THE (1) WILD (4) 
MAKE (1) RAIN (3) THEIR (3) WIND (3) 
MAMA (5) RAINS THEN (1) WINTER (3) 
MAN (1) RAINBOW THEM (2) WITH 
MAYBE (4) RED (1) THEMSELVES (4) WITHOUT (4) 
MEAT (4) REEDS THESE (4) WOMAN (4) 
MIGHTY (4) RIVER (4) THEY (1) WORLD (4) 
MILK (1) ROUND (3) THIN (t) WOULD (3) 
MOON (4) RUG (4) THIRD 4) WOVE (5) 
MORE (3) THIS ( 1) 
MOTHER (1) SAD (4) THREE (4) YELLOW (2) 
MOUNTAIN (4) SAID (1) THREW (4) YOUNG (4) 
MUD (t) SAW (1) THOUGHT (3) 
MUST 2) SCATTERED (5) THOUGH (4) ZIG-ZAG 
SECOND (4 ) TIME (2) 
NET (5) SEE ( 1) TIRED (4) 
NEW (2) SEED (4) TO (1) 
NIGHT (2) SET (4) TOGETHER (3) 
NOT (1) SHE (1) TOLD (3) 
SHOOED TOO (1) 
OF (2) SIDE (3) TOOK (2) 
ON (1) SISTER (4) TRACKS (4) 
ONE (1) SIT (2) TREE (2) 
OTHER (3) SKIN (4) TREES 
OR (3) SKY (3) TURNED (3) 
OUT (1) SLEEP (2) TWO (1) 
OVER (2) SMALL (4) 
OWN (4) SMALLEST UP (1) 
Words not on Stone's list: 
ACCIDENTALLY ACCIDENT is on Du.rrell's 3rd and 
4th grade list. 
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AWHILE A is on.Stone's pre-primerlist and 




















COAL is on Stone's list, but not 
CHARCOAL. 
~i,Forms of words on St one 's list • 
llwords on Gates' list. See Stone, op. cit., for Gates and 
Durrell. 
Words from the scientific vocabulary in a suggested 
teachers' aid, Appendix E.53 
ANT. 
• • • FLIES. 
• • FLY. • • • INSECT 
• • MOSQUITO . 
SPIDER • • 
• • • • • • • • 
STONE. 
• • • • • • • .Third 
• • • • • • • • STONE. • • • • • • • .First 
• • • • • • • • STONE. • • • • • • • • Third 
• • .. • • • • • 
STONE. 
• • • • • • • .Third 
• • • • • • • • GATES. • • • • • • • .Third 
• • • • • • • • STONE. • • ... • • • • .Third 
Words Grouped According to Conceptuality 
Numbers--Counting--Order 
a all one 
an herd two 
another lot three 
each more four 
every plenty first 




































53The-co~ent from the librarian at the University of 
Houston who checked "ant" for the listing was to the-effect 
that it was one of the first words in her child's vocabu- -· 
lary, thus indicating the well-kno"Wn fact that the child 'in 
the warm areas is much more aware of the insect world than 
the child in more northerly areas; therefore, insect-names 






















































































Domestication of Plants 
baskets 
cereal 






Hunting Fishing Collecting 
feast fish apple 
meat net apples 




rain (necessity for plant growth) 
river 
pots (containers, beginning of 










































5 .. Summary 
In this chapter the text and context of "When the World 
Was Young'' have·: been ana.;tyzed and hs.ve been justi.:E':i,e.cl,a~._to 
form, structure, and vocabulary. In Part A presentation of 
the given context through the literary vehicle of the 
allegory is scrutinized, as is the integration of social 
concepts and natural science concepts with the given. 
sequence of fourteen step concepts i.n world civilization9 
In Pa.rt B the general format of Tool c, as presented in 
Appendix A, is scr,utini.zed with respect to objective ele- _ 
ments of design, specifically as to the type used and as. to 
the art form used in actual construction, namely lightface 
and primer size roman type and the pictograph"° These con-
structive elements are considered with respect (1) to over-
all integration, with ea.ch other and with the context, and 
(2) as to the use of Tool C at the primary leveL.when the 
skill of reading is maturing from the nursery school level 
of 11being read to'' to the four•th grade level of "reading for 
ones.elf. tr 
In Part C the context of "'When the World Was Young" has 
been scrutinized and has been justified as to format, struc-
ture, and vocabulary, and as to over-all integration with 
(1) the conceptual content considered in Part A and with 
(2) the illustrative design of 11'When the World Was Young." 
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6. The Over-all Assumption 
The over-all assumption in this chapter is that, inas-
much as poetry preceded prose in the production of oral 
literature, and oral literature preceded written literature 
in human experience, the prose poem form of "When the World 
Wa.s Young" is a natural gradation from "hearing the story 
read" into "reading the story for oneself.u 
It is assumed that this natural gradation will in it-
self form a "mental set" by virtue of the fourteen step con-
cepts, which are logically assocdated with an accompanying 
cluster of natural science concepts. It is assumed further 
that this "mental set" or "apperception" will be the same 
"readiness" that the child would have attained through 
association with a series of museum exhibits demonstrating 
these same steps in habitat settings corresponding to the 
settings symbolized by the pictographs. 
Lastly, it is assumed that the introduction of a 
subject hitherto largely kept at the college level fills a 
need expressed by Strickland for a variety of subject matter 
at a crucial period in the child's reading development. She 
says, quoting Russell on the 11first stage of reading devel-
opment": 
Between the ages of eight and nine, in the 
transition stage of the third and fourth grades, 
the child is reading an increasing variety of 
types of materials, but his processes and his 
comprehensions of meanings are immature. His 
reading may be slow and his comprehension lacking 
in clarity of meaning and mental images. It is 
almost inevitable that many children at some time 
during this period become impatient with their 
skill because they cannot keep up with their 
interests •••• Guidance which helps the child to 
learn to read many types of material for many 
purposes causes him to leave behind him primary 
grade habits and to develop ways of reading that 
are more mature. Growth does not take care of 
itself but requires careful gaidance and teach-
ing.54 
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In Chapter III the selection of the pictograph will be 
set forth in more detail than in Part B of this chapter• 
which is devoted to the general format of 11When the World 
Was Young"; and the selection of the pictograph will be 
justified through integration of this art form with (a) the 
conceptual content given to be presented in the creation of 
Tool C and with (b) the textual structure and vocabulary of 
Tool c. 
54s·t· · k·l ·a· ·t 31r:' .,_. ·R 11 ric an s ~,.. , Po ;;;, c1:c1.ng usse , .QE, .. 
ill•, on the uFi ve Stages :i.n Heading Development o 11 
CHAPTER III 
THE FOURTEENTH CONCEPT 
A. Introduction 
Language is an acculturated set of tools by which 
knowledge, as the cognitive capital of culture, is both 
learned and taught. Finney and Leary say this, and Hogben 
demonstrates that writing, which is one of these tools, 
developed from drawing.1 Morley shows that reading devel-
oped, per force, with writing.2 Hogben and Morley both show 
that, having come into being as the result of communication, 
reading depends, in its modern form, on an abstract set of 
symbols that hold within themselves no key to meaning.3 The 
child, or for that matter a non-reading adult, confronted 
with his first page of print, is as helpless to extract its 
lRoss Lee Finney, _A~S_o_c_i_o_l_o..,_,.,,i~c~a~l,-,-F_I1_·s_t_o~r~.,.._6_f_E--=-d_u~c_a_t~i_o..,,..n 
( New York: The Macmillan Company, 19 0 , p. 1 0; and Daniel 
Bell Leary, Modern Ps cholo - Normal and Abnormal (Phlla-
delphia: J.B. Lippincott Companyp 192 , Po119o 
2sylvanus Go Morley, The Ancient Mara (Palo Alto, Cal-
ifornia: Stanford University Press, 1946 , PPo 2.59, Li-.53. 
3Launcelot Hogben, From Cave Painting to Comic Stri;e_ 
(New York: The Chanticleer Press, 1947J, pp. 71-79, and 
Morley, loco cit. See als@ Appendix D. 
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meaning s.s pr'eh:i.storic man would be if called back down the 
ages to r•eview the works of hi.s modern progeny.. But, equally 
like p1"ehisto:ric man, where the symbol in anywise character-
izes a familiar object, neither the child nor the modern 
non-reading adult is stricken dumb--as witness ·t;he arrow 
sign pointing a directiono 
Bo Reformation and Comprehension 
The little child 9 handling an art object, puts his 
thoughts through the a:r•tist I s mould$/ says Kready 9 and gains 
a touch of the artist's joy~.4 Kready seems here to echo 
Wundt, who is quoted by Rank as emphasizing t;he "unconscious 
or consci.ous imitation of purposeful actions,'' as well as 
the ''pleasant effect" of play and 11 the r•efo:rmation of the 
original aims in imaginary oneso 115 
Rank also quotes Wundt to the effect that 
If there is any adapta:t;ion between language 
and what it expresses, it cannot be in the 
speakervs adapting the sound, but can only consist 
in his adapting his a:rticulat;ion movements to the 
i.mpression or, rather, the ideas and feelings 
called forth in us by that impression. The essen-
tial in original utterance is 9 therefore 9 not the 
sound btd:; the gesture~-which :ts itseir 9 however, 
.only a special form of mimic action.. 
~------=-----·--.... , .,..........,. ___ ..,..,,_...., 
l~·Laura :B,o Kready., !.._§J;-q,d~ .9,f Fai1:x __ .~.ales= (New York: 
Houghton-Mifflin Company, 191 J9 p. 4,. 
Sotto Rank, !.:£t and the A:r•tisi (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf and Company.\) 1932T., Po 990 
6Ibido, Po 239, eiting Wcmdt 9 §]~..£...11&. II, 6.3.'5. 
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It would seem that Fernald rs tech..'11.i.que in T'E)medial 
reading7 could have been developed from Wundt's premise of 
the gesture as parent to the symbolic sound., for this tech-.. 
nique can be described in a single phrase as 11 drawing 
words .. " But, with Fernald,!) it is not his own free expres-
sion of the image roused in him by the word that the child 
draws; instead, he traces and retraces in large character 
the abstract symbol his society has agreed upon for an image 
universally recognized; and he repeatedly tr•aces or redraws 
this symbol unti.l he recognizes it automatically--all to the 
purpose that a specific medium of communication shall exist 
between him and the various individuals in that society. 
Thus it is evident that drawing, as tracing, may become a 
form of essentialistically di:r'ected association--practice 
through gestui"e--by which word forming is acquiredo 
Rank goes further in elaborating the genesis of speech 
from pantomime or gesture and in conceptu.alizing this 
genesis in art~ 
We have mentioned that the things which the 
hand grasps are also carried by it to the mouth, 
which takes them up and copies them,. In this 
sense the individual sound=fo:rmat:lon corresponds 
mo:i:•e or less to an incorporati.o:n of' the indicated 
objects by the mouth.., while the collectiving of a 
language to serve as a medium of un.de:r•stand:i.ng is 
more like a giving-out, or throwing out of what 
has been previously taken in, as indeed the 
accompanying hand gesture often shows .. This 
double character of language as a, subjective means 
of expres sion and a collective medium of under-
standing occu.rs again in the highest form of lan-
guage and, in fact, is the essence of art work in 
general.a 
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Rank substantiates this statement by quoting Levy-Bruhl 
who says, using Gatschet's anthropological research: 
The Klamath language, which may be taken as 
representative of a very widespread family of 
Indian languages in North America, obeys a very 
definite tendency which Gatschet calls pictorial--
that is, the need to speak concretely, in pic-
tures, to draw or paint what one needs to expresso9 
Rank carries the gesture to the point of being equal 
exact meaning of comprehension, "to grasp": 
Now in this when we write there is being 
expressed a quality of language which so far from 
being the result of a desire to communicate, im-
plies a directly opposite tendency toward incor-
poration, the intuition being not only to grasp 
the objects of the external world--that is--
dominate them--but actually to make them part of 
the egoo This originally possessive character of 
language is still very clear in the Melanesian 
and Micronesian groups of languagesolO 
This is comparable to Wundt's statement that associa-
tion is passive, but apperception is activeo To which he 
adds, "apperception presupposes association.rrll 
8Rank 9 op. ciio, p. 253. 
9Lucian Levy-Bruhl, How Natives Think (London: Allen 
and Unwin, 1926), p. 460, quoting Alberts. Gatschet, ~ 
Klamath Language. 
lORank, op, cit., pp. 250-251. 
llRichard Muller-Freienfels, Evolution of Modern Psychol-
!J.f!;J. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1935), p. 77 • . , . , , 
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In this considerati on of t he gestur e as a. means of 
comprehension, the writer is moved t o remark on having 
watched a Mexican-Indian father instilling the ritual of the 
. . 
mass in an infant in armso Clasping the baby's hand around 
his own finger, the father turned the child's face toward 
the altar with his other hand, while he held its body in the 
curve of his ar'Ill; then, with their joint gesture, he made 
the sign of the cross 0 12 
From consideration of t he ges t ure as a means of appre-
hension, it is a nat ural step t o a consideration of drawing 
as a means of comprehension; and, as has been shown in con-
sidering Fernald's techniques, traci ng may be considered as 
a combination of drawing and directed gesture. 
Co Drawing, a. Form of Language 
"Signs and pic tures are a l anguage for the child," 
Viola says, quoting So Levinstein, a Viennese psychologist; 
and he explains t hat "to draw means to describe, not repre-
sent.1113 The step proces ses in children's drawing which 
child psychologists interested in art , and Viola and other 
educators interested in teaching through art, attribute to 
12seen in the parish church, Piedras Negras, Coahuila, 
19.500 
13William Viola, The Child and His Art (Peoria, 
Illinois~ Charles Ao Bennett Company, Inc., 194.5), p. 13, 
quoting So Levinst ein.o Untersuschmgen ueber das Zeichnen der 
Kinder bis zum l (1904T; tr. I nqu i r ies About the Dr~wing of 
Children Unt l the Fourt eent h Yearo 
the g:t"owt;h of corn:p:rehension, are compar·able to the step 
processes similar experts interested in the language arts 
attribute to the growth of.' comprehension :in speech and to 
maturity in t:he art of reading. 
According to Eng, to Goodenough, to Griffith, and to 
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Lowenfeld., the scribble process is overcome through interest 
in shapes, geometrical and abstract; but it is primarily 
involved with the human figure as to conceptualityo 14 This 
second, or geometrical phase, Lowen:feld says; is overcome by 
interest in relating objects to spaceo 
At this point, research into the child's growth in 
intellectual maturity, as evidenced by a general analysis of 
11 the ki.nd of drawings children make themselves, 11 begins to 
·take on the aspect of the "culture epoch 11 or cultural 
. . 
recapitulation theory propounded by Go Stanley Hall in his 
advancement of the "plateau theory" of learning. By Hall's 
theory 9 the ch:tld is thought to approach the total realm of 
knowledge as if' on a 11learning escalator, 11 getting off, so 
to speak, at each level to explore at w:i.ll··=a theory which 
14Helga Eng, Ps cholo, of Ghildren's Drawin s (New 
Yor•k: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1930 , PPo l 1-182; 
Florence Goodenough, Measurement of In"telli£1'ence b Drawin .s 
(Worcester: Clark University Press, 1931, pp~ 21-23; Ruth 
Griffith, "Eleven Drawing Stages, 11 lr!1-,?AinatiQ!,Lin Early 
qh.ildho,.;_01! (London~ Kegan Paul, 'Trench, Trubner and Company, 
1935); arid Viktor Lowenfeld~ .Qreative and IVf.iz..qtal Growth (New 
York~ The Macmillan >Company, 1952), Po ltho 
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is in keeping with Comenius' theor,y of' 11 emergent understand-
ing. nl!, 
Viola relates the theory of growth stages in intellec-
tual maturity to specific culture traits. He says the lack 
. .. -
of perspective in childrenas drawings goes back to a lack of 
depth experience; and he quotes from Oswald Spengler, not 
- . . 
only that the principle of perspective is peculiarly a 
western (European and Euro-American) trait, of which chil-
dren are innocently unaware, but also that 
the involuntary and unqualified realization of 
depth, which dominates the consciousness with the 
.force of an elemental event (simultaneously with 
the awakening of the inner life) 6marks the fron-tier between child and o•• Manoi 
In the experience of horizon as future, Viola continues, 
people become directly and surely conscious of the identity 
of time with the "third dimension" of that experienced space 
which is living self-extension. 17 
All authorities on children.is drawing seem to agree 
that only after the space concept has been conceptually 
15G. Stanley Hall 9 Adolescence, ( New York~ D. Appleton 
and Company 9 1905) 9 pp. iii~xx. Cfo Herman Harrell Horne, 
The Democratic Philoso h of Education (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 193 !) pp. 293-9: "I could never under-
stand why he -zyJewe'3.J should attack the principles of reca-
pitulation when his own school at Chicago was based on it. 11 
For Comenius see Frederick Eby and Charles Flinn Arrowwood., 
The Devel,QJ2.,ment of Modern Education {New York~ Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1934),, pp=: 216-2"'61. WM 




grasped does the child become-interested in making his pic-
ture sufficiently realistic or uphysioplastic 1' ~or it to be 
recognizable, as to its objectivity, for other persons; and 
only after this stage is reached does drawing become an 
actual 11form of la.nguage 0 nl8 
It is a natural step from the consideration. of appre-
hension and comprehension of phenomena through the act of 
drawing and/or tracing to consideration of a use for the 
over-all concept of this act .. The conceptual synthesis thus 
evolved can be listed as an inspiration.al factor in the 
creative conceptuality that engenaered -the selection of the 
pictograph as a construction element in th~ desig~_of ~ool 
c .. A successive and related synthesis of conceptuality is 
the subject of the next section of this chaptero 
D. A Bridge for the Inte£est Gap 
Among speech experts who have sought to determine 
developmental stages in language formation, Ruch is perhaps 
the most explicito He lists the first major stage of speech 
formation as babbling!) comparable to the scribble stage of 
drawingo The second major speech stage is identification of 
words with objects~=when the child looks at or touches the 
correct toy if someone says "ball"--comparable to subjective 
recognition and to expression of ob.;jects through "abstract 
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drawing .. " The third major stage in speech is actual use of 
imitated sounds--words--in the presence of the object 
symboli.zed, comparable, in drawing, to the spatial concept 
of placing more than one object in the same picture. 
Finally, with recognition of the meaning of words in the 
absence of objects symbolized, the child has arrived at the 
use of speech as a means of social communication, comparable, 
in drawi.ng, with placing universally identifiable details of 
objects in a picture which is consciously a means of social 
comrnunicationo19 
The average child has acquired a thousand words at the 
age of three years, Ruch continues. He does not name the 
words, but Stone supplies a reading vocabulary of only 1716 
words for the third grade child.20 It thus becomes evident 
that acquisition of the tool skill of reading is a definite 
"developmental task" of childhood which embraces the con-
version of the recognition of words as sounds into the 
recognition of words as abstract 11written" and 11printed 11 
symbolso The nine to ten-year-old child in the third grade 
usually must have acquired many times the number of 1716 
words in respect t;o recognition through sound and in respect 
l9Floyd L. Ruchs, "How We Learn to Use Language," 
gsychology and Life (Chicago: Scott-Foresman Company, 
1937), pp. 393-4020 
20c1arence R. Stone, ''Complete Word List of 1716 Words 
f'or Primary Readers," gogress in Primary·Reading (St. 
Louis: The Webster Publishing Company, 1950), 107-130. 
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to urrn through speech.. r.rrds thought brings to mind 
Strickland's statement heretofore quoted that much of the 
story content in the primary grades lacks both interest and 
challenge.,21 Actually, tests have shown that the average 
vocabulary of a third grade child runs as high, in some 
Amer,ican localities 9 as a basic 18 9 000 words and a compre-
hension of 44,000 words.22 
Rank translates f'rom the German, Fritz Mauthner, a 
paragraph that seems pertinent at this point: 
This struggle to win a language of one's own 
which every c~hild to thi.s day passes through, can 
be traced in discourse from the peculiar elevated 
language of prayer and poetr·y, via the secret 
language of sect and professi.on, right into the 
specific language of a people or a nation .. 23 
The paragraph seems per,t::tnent here because the child 1 A 
struggle thus described must include 9 in any lit:eratEL cul""' ·· 
ture, an effort to b1:•idge the 11 inter,est gap" between his 
listening and speaking vocabu.lari.es and his reading vocabu-
lary.. The teaching-learning problem imrolired would seem to 
be., in part, to lighten the labor entailed in a sui'ficient 
reiteration of' the compari.son of identity between sound 
2lnuth c .. Strickland, The L~ngu:ag_S!..Jkt:i.~E.t. t;h~ ,~Jemen-
l.~_r;y: Sch,9_9,J., (Boston~ Do C., Heath and Company, 1951), Po 
190. 
22Mary Catherine Smith 9 ''Measurement of' the S:i.ze of the 
General English Vocabulary Th:rough the Elementary Grades and 
High Sehool, 11 g"enetj,Q. P~g~h.QJ.2mLl1.9.U£&8.J2.,fl;§,, vol. 24, 311~ 
3~-5. 
231:i,r:ttz Mau~l::me:r., l'Q:;y,~..§.£§.m?!,Q,U,.L'!.!P.,.,S:L v.~.:t§r,.lar,m., cited by 
Otto Rank, .2£..\'~g » p" 2_ o 
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syt1ib'ol and writ.ten or printed symbol for identity to bee ome 
automatic. 
Methodology enters into the problem9 first, through the 
ancient, eternal teaching-learning device ~f repetition and 
rhytbm--poesy. It enters, second, through the equally 
ancient teaching-lear•ning devic(:) of pictoriB:l art- ... arawing, 
represented today by tribal art in non-literate commttnities. 
African tribal art, in pattern origin, pursues the same 
objective as child art, according t·o Ladislas Segy, but it 
has become a fine ar•·t; through generations of ritualistic 
conventionality; in other words, the handing do'Wll. of culture 
concepts through art symbols has perfected its techniques. 
Comparing African tr•ibal art with chi.ld art, Segy says 
specifically, echoing Freeman and Freeman~ 
We find that chi.ldren do not draw actual 
appearances. They repr•oduce a mental image. A 
typical children's drawing of a human being is a 
large head with large eyes, with the body fre-
quently omitted. The child selects what seems to 
him the significant parts of the things repre-
sented. With no concern for realistic appear-
ances, he expresses his symbolized concept.24 
"Prirnit:i.ve art 9 11 Rand adds to this discussion, "is 
based on a feeling of superiority at being able to control 
natureu2.5 (through symbolic images), a statement which, if 
24Ladislas Segy, ~.--African Soul;etu:r:e Spea1_ilt (New 
York~ Ao A. Wyn and Company, 1952j., p. 106. Gf. V:iktor 
Lowenfeld, The Nature of Creative Activit (Hertford, 
England~ Austin ublishers, 1939, pp. 1.33-148, and Graydon 
La Verne Freeman and Ruths. Freeman,!, Child ~~d His Pic-
.~u:re Boq__Jf (Chicago: Northwestern Univ·ersity Press, 19.33), 
p .. 460 
2
.5Rank 9 QPo ~:l,.~o, p. 920 
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inherently valid, adds its weight to the argument that the 
simula t ed pictograph9 or neodpictograph 9 is in itself mean-
ingful for "When t he World Was Youngo" RankVs statement, 
while related to t he subject in hand 9 is anesthetic assump-
t ion 9 as is partly true of the following quotation from 
Alschuler and Hat t wick: 
The approach through individual children.Vs 
case studies has revealed that there is a very 
gener•al, and perhaps even universal t endency to 
express similar feelings, reacti ons, and problems 
in like 9 or a t least c omparable fashi ono This 
likeness is expressed sometimes in co l or and some-
times in similarity of form, line and/or spac e 
usage o Apparently, just as creative activity 
springs from some unexplained universal tendency, 
so the expression of certain universal experiences 
frequently takes on compar able formo 
Cert ainly such similarit y was observed among 
the children studied who not only were having 
widely diverse nursery experiences in five sepa-
rate nursery schools but came from widely differ-
ent social and economic levels as well as from 
varied racial and national backgrounds o In t heir 
usage of c olor, line, form 9 and space , t hes e 
children expressed 9 on the one hand 9 their indi-
vidual, highly subjective, experience, and on the 
other hand, the respons es in these paintings were 
in many respects so basically similar as to 
suggest that their origin9 to some extent a t 
least , l ay deep in the his tory of the h uman rac~ 
and in the constitution of the human organismo 26 
Consideration of the Comenius, Hall 9 Segy 9 Rank 9 
Alschuler-Hattwick quota t ions given in this chapt er , in the 
order named, engendered a synthesis in creative conceptua l -
i t y that can be listed as a second inspirational fa ctor 
26Rose H0 Alschuler and La Berta Weiss Hattwi.ck, 
Painting and Pers onality (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press 9 1947)a Po 4o 
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leading to selection of the pictograph as the art form to 
illustrate 11When the World Was Youngo 11 Also entering into 
this synthesis was remembered experience as an apprentice 
teacher in the University of Texas Nursery School when ~he 
staff leaned heavily on Goodenough's "Drawing a Man Testn as 
the only intelligence test applicable to the non-reading 
group of twenty children below five years of ageo27 
Entering into this synthesis:, lastly, was the following 
- . 
quotation from Freeman and Freeman, which describes picture-
viewing in essentialist terms: 
The picture book can be used to increase the 
childVs knowledge of the environment and its inter-
relation.so Children learn to react :ln an under-
standing way to the sky, the rains 9 the wind, the 
ear·th, and the various animals which inhabit ito 
Pictures serve as a connecting lil:lk between the 
imru.ediate environment and that which is more 
remoteo In looking at them, the child sees first 
the familiar objects; that is, he now appreciates 
vicariously what he has actually experienced at 
some former timeo If the picture contains new as 
well as familiar objects, the relation of the new 




synthesis itself amounted to the conclusion 
in self ... impression through picture-viewing 
in self-expression through picture&making, 
child seems naturally to bridge between 
(a) perception of na.tural phenomena and 
(b) comprehension of natural phenomenao 
27Goodenough, PEo cito, PPo 39, 83-1100 





St1'bstitutir1g blo1iked text :iLn :fool C for' (a) an.d c:.:ontexti 
of the allego:r.,y 51 11Wh.en the Wo:r"ld W~s Young 9 ii for (b) 9 and 
giYen a pict;ori.al conten·t parallel to the text 'blocks, and 
rep:resentationa.l cf' the sa:rne conte:xti, it appeared that 
picture-viewing ... plus ... tracin.g could result in an act describ-
able as apperception-associat.i.on-comprehension., 29 
rt was a nrrtural step f'rom tH)nsiderat;ior.1 of the act of 
pictorially bridging the gap bet:tl\J'een perception s.nd compre-
hension of' text-and,.,,«-.:ontext through the. pre:readi:ng skills of 
picture-viewing and p1cture ... making 9 includi.ng tracingi, to a 
consideration of the act of' reading as analagous to paint ... 
ingo This consideration ;i,ij the subject of the next chaptero 
Morle-y ii in b:i:•:i.nging toget:her the langu.s.ge effort of' 
tode:yfs child with the ancient general:t.rzed effort of' rnan-
k:tndi, divides the hist.or:tca1 desc.en:b o.f wri·tten language 
into three rna.jo:r• steps~ pictogr·'aphs 9 ideographic wri ti.ng or 
hieroglyphs 9 and phonetic writ;ing.,30 Taken. together 9 by his 
recikoning 9 w:r:tting and r,eading 0 ox• giving and receiving im-
pressi.ons of' the phenomenal object; through 'the abstract 
symbol!) becomes an art in wh:i.ch one who wri.tes 9 in the last 
29see ·Muller=Fre:ien.f'e O loc., cit;; and William James 9 
Talks to Teachers (New Yorkg "'llencyHolt and Company., 1924), 
~·-----
30M. l 1 . ".i., or ey 9 ~. 01"'" 
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analys:l.s 11 draws and paints w:1 th ·w·o:rds ·the pictures in b.i.s 
own mind; and when he r0 eads what someone else wr,;i.tes he 
reads into or• 11 colo1"s" their written symbols with hi.s own 
corresponding associat:i.ons--that is, the actual experien-
tial memories t;hese symbols evoke.,31 The drawing, pai.nti.ng 9 
and coloring process is intimated in semantics by the term 
"connotation., 11 
In the words of' George Rex Green, speaking wit;h respee:d;; 
to real phenomenal experience~ 
The eye is a g1:>eat lens whieh snaps every 
object that comes before it bu.t the brain must, 
develop the f:i.lm b efcn:>e the picture c.an be 
realized., So it is that the traini.ng which is to 
impose the observ·ation is the train:lng of' the 
brain ba~k of the eyep and not at all the eye 
itself.,32 
vifith many ar·bists and educato:r0s :tn. agreement that ar,aw-
ing, which includes tr,ac:lng, se:r0ves today vs ehildSI as it 
served the non-1:!:terate prehistor:tc adult~~·~hi.s ancd.ent 
father--for a medium of' eo:m:m:un:i.cat;ioni, as well as .f'or a 
medium o.f' subje,citive r·eformation and ,rnmp:rehension. 0 :tt 11\l·asi 
concluded.!) as a part of the crea:t;i·qe crnnceptuality that 
engendered the design. of Tool Cl) that reading, which is c.on= 
comitant wit:h wr0 it:irJ.gp is a fol"m of wo:r0d pai.:rrting.. That is, 
31Go1"don Wi.llard Allpo:r0tt1 PerSQU§JJ.~ (Ne-w York~ Henx'y 
Holt; and Company, 193'7) v p., 34.5j) 11 Imaginat;ion i[;;l the runi·"' 
fying capac:tty o:f self blending past with f'ut;u.:r•e v •• o., Thus 
the imagination is in a sense vactive memoryo~ 11 
3 'l 
. c.George Rex Gre. enl) .f:._Su:r0·'f:l oi~.Natur,,..~. (It:haoa~ 
Slingerland and Comstock, 1930 s, Po 1., 
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reading is an act of painting words with experiential 
imagery.33 By the same token, filling in the outlined forms 
in a pictorial series illustrating "When the World Was 
Youn.gt' w'ith ·wS:t'E>r- color•sll, cr:ay.oliil.12r, ~ or ·other media.,; wcmla ·,_ 
be analogous to read:i:ng- ... p1"ovided always that the child 
doing the filling in were left free to choose his own 
colorso34 
It was with the intent that the apperception of the 
child should be as fully as possible utilizedp in accord 
with G:t:>een ts attitude toward readiness for assumed future 
knowledge 9 that the allegorical story symbolizing a seri.es 
of concepts from cultural anthropology had been constructed. 
It was in accord with this a.ttitudel) alsol) that the picto-
graph was under oon~idel"ation for an art form ·to illustrate 
Tool C and to be serially arranged as representational of 
the allegorical contexto For it was asstu:ned to be possible 
that if such a pictorial series should be made to parallel 
the blockmpatterned text this series could serve as a con~ 
ceptual "pony 11 to bridge the interest gap between a child is 
limited reading vocabulary and his more extensive listening 
and speaking voca.bularieso3.5 
33see fn·., 28, C'l:v~pt(ew I., ~ .ll:l:po:.r·t, )Loc 3 ,g:i.t~.~ 
34cr. Lowenfeld, Creative and Mental Gr~~th · (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1947J, p. 287. · · 
35see "Delimitations of the Problem," Section 4, 
Chapter I. 
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Conside:.r;,ation of drawing.i, incl·a.ding tracing.i, and o.f 
coloring given tracings as activities nat~ral to the pr;mary 
level of intellectual maturity 9 can be listed as an inspira-
tional factor in the creative conceptuality that erigendered 
the design of Tool C.i, here presented as Appendix A. Consid-
eration of these activities natural to that period of life 
in which todayis child changes.i, in comparati,raly short 
shiftp from a non~reading picture-maker to a picture-making 
reader.i, led to consideration of two specific forrris of 
symbolism designated by modern educators as useful in facil"" 
itating the rate of this intellectual maturation, namely, 
~le Black Sambo, a perennially popular nursery school 
level picture b~ok,36 and the dual visual (text-and-picture-
serial) comic book peculiar to the United Stateso37 
A comparison of' Little Black Sa.mbo and the comic book 
with each other and with ''When the World Was Youngl) 11 pre-
sented as Appendix A9 will be the subject of the next 
section of this chaptero 
36Helen Bannerman9 Little Black Sambo (Philadelphia~ 
Jo Bo Lippincott Company9 nodo)o See discussion on dust jacket from May Lamberton Becker, EJ.rst Adventures in 
Bead~,g, .. 
37Hogben:11. op. cit,., Po 215 f'f. Cf o John M0 Roth9 i 1In 
Defense of the Comic Book9 " The School Ex:ecutive 9 vol. 68!) 
September 9 19~.8' P 4ff ... 50. · 
F 2 Little Black Sambo--A Com.J2,aris~n_9f Read5.n_g 
Levels and of Jeaoh~Lea.:i;;r.Jj.rg T_q,,ols 
In considering Little Black Sambo as a teaching-
learning tool, let it be said that nursery school work 
familiarizes a teacher with 11 don't's 11 and "doYs" in the 
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structuralism of nurser·y books that a.re applicable thr·oug.'h 
the primary grades and beyondo For example, do not ever 
have a picture showing part of a person or an animal witp 
the missing part vanishing into the mar•gino '.I'he small child 
has no concept f'or this sort of symbolismo He will hu.n'i:i on 
the other side of the page for the tail and hindlegs of' a 
dog or the head and neck of a giraffe.,, an.d he will become 
distressed and distracted when he can.not locate these partso 
That this disturbance of the concept carries far be;rond 
the nursery school level is evidenced by Mrso Bertha 
Schmidt.,, English teacher for t he sixth grade at the Al.t o 
Loma High School near• Galveston, Texaso G:iv i ng e. pap er on 
the history of printing t o a class the writer• ta1.~.gl'r i:; i :i 
world ci vilizat:l.on at the University of Houston9 i n 1951+, 
Mrso Schmidt said, with respect t o t he deve lopment cf the 
Isotype system of comm.1}.nication in Vienna: 11The chi l d:r"en :.n 
my sixth grade Er'.i.glish wi ll argue c onstantly agaJ.nst; s h a lf'-
figure purporting to show statistics ., fo:r instar::.ce , the 
figure 5500 shown by a man pe:r• t housando Tt.ey say , 1b ,.:i:t 
there can't be half a man!'" 
The use of words for w1lich he h as as yet n.o assooie.t i ve 
,,concepts is, of co,.,,_rse, the most imperative of' all iia o:i::1 ~··-:s " 
for this results in an.rd.hi.la tion ot ~1.nteres to The nursery 
school child simply slides away from the story world to go 
about his own :m.ore realistic.o objecti.ve concernso On the 
other hand.o fanc.y charms hi.m-=as witness .f.il-.:tt..le BlaS:Ji:. 
~~--if only the ·w·ord.s hold a famili.ar connotation., 
.ill:t_~ Black_Sambo, in its original f'orm 9 was created 
by a mother, Helen Bannerman, who made st;ory and d:i:>awingr~ to 
entertain her own children on a tl""ain journey .foll.:ntJj,ng 
their resi.dence in Indiao The characte1"'s are Hindu . ., not 
Neg1"0, in the Am.e;rican sense., Un.fo::i:?tu.n.at;el.y., t:he book has 
been changed, in the ha.nds of some pu.1:u:ishers, to make i.t 
actually picture the Ameriean Negx•o st,ereotype, and thu.z i.t 
has t ths pure quality of 11 the kin.d of draw:i.ngs 0h.ildren 
make themselves .. 11 In its original foritt 9 i.t is listed hy 
nursery gem in literary and artistic c:onstru.ct:iono As of 
today, twen·ty years later'.o L:i.pp:incott, advertis::lng the "only 
authorized American vers:ton, 02 quotes May La:mbe:r•ton Beciker, 
who says, in !::.irst i)itventu1"eLln_R_2adi.:ng9 11 I cannot imagine 
a childhood without it., 11 On t;he du.st jacket of' the curr'En:rt; 
edi.tion, Lippinc.ott continues from Becker: 
Little Black Sambo :i.s a book that speaks the 
co:mmon:ian"g;iage'""or allnations.o and has added more 
to the joy of little children than perhaps any 
other story., They love to hear :tt again and 




Careful anal ysis shows that Little Bl ack Sa.mbo avoids 
all of the accepted 11don'ts" and :f'ulf'ills all of t he 
accepted "do 7s" according to Freeman and Freema1:3-'s findings 
in The Child and his Picture Booko39 It has a picture for 
every topic sentence, and the pictures, though well beyond 
the "scribble stage," are line drawings, without perspec-
tive, and filled with flat coloro In other words, they are 
"the kind of drawings children make themselves. 1140 All in 
all, the mother-art ist could hardly have come nearer ful-
filling the limitations set by the Freemans, and also by 
Otto Egge-· in "Art in the Environment of Little Children, n41 
had she been a formal researcher in education instead of a 
hard-beset parent seeking to engage the interest of little 
children on a transcontinental journ.ey. 
Egge says of children's response to art forms: 
. Pictures should be selec ted on the basis of 
-simplicity and intens ity of color with elimination 
of all shading, aerial peI•spective, and accesso-
ries that do not help the storyo42 
39see Chapter II, Part B9 Section 3o 
4°Herbert Read, Education Through Art . (London: . F~per 
'and Fal!>er ./ '1945 )', PP.. 117 - 119. Cf. child and prim;l't'iv5' 
art in Appendix C. 
41Eng, op. cito, pp. 172-184; and Reginald Robert 
Tomlinson, Picture Making by Children (London: Studio 
Publications, 1934). 
42otto Egge 9 "Art in the Environment of Little 
Children," Twent· -Ei hth Yearbook of the 
for the Study of ducat on B oomingt on, 
School Publishing Company), pp°' 719-7200 
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T.he ·rullpage.t1 full.;.color• single concept pictures in 
Tool A were modeled.ti with certain differences, on the pie~ 
. -
tures in Little Black Samboo For reaso~s having to do with 
the maturity level of the writer~ s o·wn child and her 
personal friends.ti for whom Tool A was created in the same 
parental spir•it as Little Black Sambo., hard, bright pr:i.mary 
colors were positively avoided and shading was employedo 
More particularly 9 figure types for the 11ma.n and the woman 
and their children/.) n although created in accor•d with 11 the 
.. 
kind of drawings children make themselves/.1 11 were created in 
·the spirit of collections of Eskimo and Indian_ child draw-
ings which had been presented in studles made by rese_a:r.chers 
older than the 'Writer in the Amer•ican f'ield of child art.43 
As a research anthropologist engaged at the moment in 
production of a reference work on Indians of' t;he southwest, 
the writer felt that the children of these primal peoples 
must approach closer to the ancient Zeitgeist, of prehistor•ic 
humanity than the children of her own more complexly 
accultu:t:oated society9 ordinarily designated as "western" and 
''moder•n. u One might use 9 in regard to this approach9 the 
words of Brameldp "warmed with the esthetic f'ires of the 
cultur•al myth. 1144 Twenty years la.t;er this same reasoning 9 
---------------------43Louise Maillard, "Notes on Eskimo _Drawings 9 11 ~S-
~ste:crL!9~., June 9» 1899, PPo 443-4.SO; and Louise 
McDermott 1> · avor:i.te Drawings of Indian Children 9 11 North-
~estern M9nthly~ August, 1897, pp. 134-1870 
44Theodore Branield., Pa tte:bns ..s..~· Edu.ca.~j.ona.l Jhi1oJ!QJ2{£! (New York~ Th.e World Book Companyp "T~~O)p Po 530: . . . .. 
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as an inspirational fs,ctor., influenced the transfer of the 
set of figure types from Tool A to Tool c., inasmueh as these 
symbols eould be readily adapted to the cartoon-serial-art 
type common to the pictograph and the comic book,. 
Consideration of Little Black Sambo as a rm.rsery school 
level picture book which affords a first step in associati.ng 
sound symbol)) pi.t:,tu1~e syrnbolj) and text symbol, together' with 
conside:i::-,ation t)f the c:omic.1 book as affording a praetice at 
with a <'.1omplex context., ean 'be tea as that; dual insplra-
tional factor in t:he ereative coneeptu.ality leadi.ng to thf:J 
design of Tool G which fixed attention on the prehisto:r,ici 
Mexiee,n p5.ct;ograph as containing withi.n it.self' all the 
assoeiati'i've f"aeto:r0s of picture book and of comic book, plus 
one dis'cinct:i ve advantage over both as a con textual parallel 
for the allegory!) "When the World Was Young." 
Th:ts advantage was that:, of the seve:t'.':a.1 art forms conrt, 
sidered to illustr11 ate ''Wl:1en the World Was Young, n the p:tc:to-
g:raph inherently exemplifies the four0teenth concept in the 
sequential a:r0:r0angement of ethnologi,c~al eontent ,~ th'1..rn :it 
represents the vast totality of preliterate time~ Hogben 
illu,strates t;h:is final assumptiong 
'When modern ma.n appears on the stage of pl'"'e-
history §ost-Mouster::tan cmlt:ur~ he :ls a pictu:r,e-
making animal, ·the only pieture-making animal 
which has ever 1:1:,red on t;h:ts planet o Only the 
vast edueat:tonal probler.ns of Wo:r.0ld War II have 
made us wise to the gigant:tc 1.mplication~ of this 
innovat:i.on of the e1tolutionary panorama oL~5 
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That picture-making :ts the medium for a uni:versal lan-
guage of' today .1> as: of' all past days i, is the ~J.s on d ~ etre 
of the Isotype Institute in Vienna where Otto Neurath has 
said :ln the preface to !1.c:.aern Man ifL_.t:.h.!3 £1.MluE~ 
The princdple of visualization applied i.no .... 
my book.,.,oshows connexions between facts instead 
of discu.ssi.ng themo Impressive visl:t.al aids do not 
merely act as illu.strations or eye ... bait :i.n this 
booki they a.re parts of' the explanations them·· 
selvese The reader may not under,stand t;l1e eon ... 
tents by :reading t;he text onl.'jtp he must 11read.'1 the 
p::tcd;ures as earef'ully as th.e text c An irl.terr" 
national 11;1.nguage is combined with a word 
language o L1.6 
The change ·bo be ef'f'ected in Tool C f':r,orn the single 
concept or nursery scho:ol pi,~tu:r0e to the level of the com:i.c 
book ser·ial Clartoon:, together wit;h an expanded series cif 
storied cori.cepts and a more complexly structured te:xt than 
Tool Ans single-shot short sentences/) was a change from a 
"story to be heard while look:lng at" a pictorial cwntext to 
a story designed "to be read f'txr• oneself .. vi It would be a 
change wrought :i.:n accord with the pr:lncdple adva:rwed by 
Strickland, Roth .. , and others, that the natlo:i:i-wide popular, ... 
ity of the comic book evinces the intrinsic int:erest of the 
primary child in this read:Lng f'orrnat and that; the f'o:r0m&.t; 
~-5HogbGnp .£E,!!,,...,Q.i;!:i,,o, p .. 160 
46otto Neura.thp J:1.9£!er'!:L~n _ir}...J;JleJ;1aji:!J),& (New York~ 
Alfred A .. Knopf and :Company, 1939J., See also Hogbenp 2£.o 
llio 9 P" 22~.o 
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needs only to be loaded with a predete:r'l.'llined c;ontent to make 
it an effectual teaching-learning tool or concept-
conveyoro47 It would be a change 'W'!"~ught also in accord 
with a quotation Viola gives from Herbert Spencer~ 
The spreading l?ecogni tion o.f' drawing as an 
element of education is one among many signs .of 
the p:rerational 1.rie'J,J'~ on mental ctulture now be-
ginning to prevail.4~ 
In recognition of Spencer 0s statementD it could be 
assutned 9 with respect to 'the projected design of Tool C9 
that a change frcim ·the nursery school single.,,,©cincept; pie-
ture page to a page series of outline drawings simulating 
prehistoric Maxie.an pictographs would make it; possible for a 
tool format to be derived whi~h could be copied by tracing 9 
andt if SZ) desired, could be reproduced in. quantity on the 
Ditto machine or the ,m.imeograph.. It could be assumed 9 also 9 
thitc.'if :061or1ng· 11,l'ere omitted from the 1"ormati, this omission. 
. . . 
would· enable the child to e1st;ablish even a further familiar,.,, 
i ty with the concepts preserrted thr.ough hes.ri.ng the CCJntext 
res.di, reading it for· himsel.f 9 and bridging ·the gaps between 
familis.r and unfamil:i.a.r c ont;ext by pi.c t·ure-viewi:ng o 
Th.is further fa.mili.arity r:.tJuld res·u.lt; because the black 
1::1.ne drawingai on white paper would au.tom.ati<::;a.lly s·uggest the 
activity of reproduction by t;rac:i.ng and/or the activity oi' 
nrcr swn:::rCT7~ 
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e, olo:ring ei the!" the tool pictures o:r the picitut'es traced 
from the toolo The value inher,ent in coloring the piotu.res 
would rest primarily in the child rs beir}g left free to colo:r. 
11na turalist:1cally 11 if fami.liari ty with the object symbolized 
should cause him to des:i.~C"e physioplastic self-expression, or 
to color symbolically» should he be in the mood for ideo..-, 
plastic self-expressdo:n., 49 
Analysis of' ];4:_l;;tl,e BJ..&:Js: ....... ~-~.ID2.Q, in comparison with 
11When the World Was Youngn cannot be eompleted without 
attention to a vital f'acto1"" c,oncerning the formervs: c:oncep-
tual. content., Th:isi f'acto1,., cn:trren:tly threatens to bri:ng 
about a ban of this beloved "little book" from public 
librar,,y shelves1,, desp:tte i t;s establ:i.shed excellence in the 
language arts as a teac:hing-learning tool., 
Professor Nam1.ie Belle Aycox,, ::tn charge of tea,Jher• 
training at Texas Southern University$' Houston, said., in 
per,sona.1 con.fereri.ce with the w:r•:!.t er, in 1952!) that Negro 
educators have taken up in their of.f':ieial (~ongresses the 
question of barmirig 14.~~_le~,l!Qk.,§,,§!.IDJ?.,.9.,, beeause man:y Negro 
leaders P and pa.re:n.ts j) !'eel that :tn its ovel"'•~all symbolism.p 
its use deprecate.s the Neigro cihildin his i::rwr1. eyeSi 0 as well 
as in the eyes of non-Negro i.1hildrenll and their pa:r'ents., 
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She added that this is entirely an adult attitude 9 fvr the 
book ha'ii suffere0d no 'dirriinishmen.t of popularity among Ni:)gr•o 
childreno 
Wesley South.I) of the staf'f of the Johnson Publi~h~ng 
Company in G.h.ioa.go whieh issues Ebon:y;p Jet 9 ~» and ~ue 9 
in a conference with the writer in March, 1955» affirmed 
Professo:r• Ayoox·~s statement with rE.H?lpecirt to t:b.e :lmpendin,g 
- .. .. ·-
be.no In the same cwn:teren.ce 11 Vivian Ayres Alle:n. 0 2,. wri:ter 
of poetry and ph11,osophy 11 who is bringing up thrE:1e child:r'Em 
of primary age in a mixed residen~e sec:tio:oc~ in Hcuston 11 
Texas 9 refuted the idea. t;hat they had in anywise ::n1ffered 
adversely eH:;her from their o-w:r1 enthusiast:tc appreciation o.f 
Little ,A=!&Q,,k Sam2,2 or of their 11whiten neighbors I familiar ... 
ity with itEF ~ontext~ 
It .. · is possible to analyze the dichotic at;t;i tude e·vi= 
den.:,ed among Negroes,., particn1l.a'.t"ly as betwee:e Negro adult; 
and Negro ehildi, with re1spect to fi.:1.tt,1,~.J}l!::.k.~.W.1?.f:. and to 
show that 11 in c.iont,rastc f'When the World Was Youn.gt' :lr:1 f'r,ea 
of' any possible taint, of (~on·t:r•ibution t'::l prejud:i.ce tb.ri:>ugh 
"s te:reotyping [} " a cul t;ure trait unde:t:" ti.re by all 
sociologice.1..,minded (;)du~atorso.50 Donald Y©ll:c.g sa;ld in a 
1932~ 
. 50~obert L .. Sutherland!) Julian L., Woodwa::t:>d/) .and Milton 
A.:l1a:x'rJll'al'.!,.i, Introductoi"'. . Ps-:iEJ~9]~~,., (Ph:tlad~ilpb:it~, ~ - - J'o B~ --~-
Lippifi(~()tt·: Compia:n1·~ · 19 :eJ-;' pp .... 530 .. 531._ 
There is not a minority in the United States 
of whatever racial or national origin which has · 
not brought with it or acquired group antagonisms 
or prejudices concerning the capacities of other 
minorities and of the majority of old American 
stocko Not a single individual in the United 
States is permitted by his own beliefs and by the 
controlling attitudes of his group to regard his 
fellows as individuals 9 rather than as members of 
some class or caste based on social or racial or 
national ancestry and characterized therebyo51 
Perhaps the clearest of all treatises in this respec t is 
Lilian SmithVs summary of segregation as a sociological 
factor in Alnerican culture, Now is the Time, a book just 
fresh off Vikingvs presses which deals with the recent 
Supreme Court decision on segregation in educationo 
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An analysis of popularized symbolism leading into the 
attitudes Young des cribed with respec t to t he Americ an 
Negro 9 and which seem to lead directly into the adult 
Negro vs reaction to Little Black Sambo,, can be assumption·-
ally based on two points: (1) historical descent of the 
word Sambo and (2) historical descent of the "Negro 
minstrel" or "black-face comedian" as a type character in 
the development of the American theatreo 
Webstervs New International Dictionary derives 11 sambo 11 
fr om zhamQ.Q, a native African word for "monkeyo" The 
historical descent of the con·ventional "black-face 
comedia.n"--not a Negro usuallyJ) though billed as a "Negro 
mins trel"--was once traced in a paper Viola Fontaine Corley 9 
51nonald Young, American Minority Peoples - (New York~ 
Teachers College, Columbia University,, 1933), p. 270 
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assistant to Howard MUtl'.l.ford Jones,11 then chairman of' the com-
parative literature department of the University of Texas,, 
submitted in that department for graduate credito Its con-
tent was familiar to the writer 9 who proofread the paper for 
the authoro Recommended by the department for publication, 
the paperp with its ref'erences 9 unfortunately was lost at 
the death of the author. 
According to the Corley findings (ca. 1924) a crippled 
Negro stablehand at a hostelr'y in Louisville,, Kentucky 9 ws.si. 
the prototype for the phrase which now connotes segrega-
tional disti:netion on a 001-n.plexional basis where ever the 
English language is spokeno The phrase attained its hold on 
the publ:i.e imagination because Jim Crow, the stablehand 9 
inspired a blackface skit in 1820 that made his name known 
from coast to coast and on around the worldo 
Fascinated by the rhythm of Jim Crowrs. limp 11 together 
with the bit of doggerel fitted to it, chanted a.nd re-
chanted11 in his daily round of choresp an enterprising 
actor52 bought the Negro ts clothes f'rom o:f.':f' his backo Fs,ee 
blacked, his o-wr1 person clothed in these :f'luttering rags, he 
swung a little Negro boy in a burlap bag over his shoulder 
in imitation of Jim's customary manner of transporting prop-
ertieso Thus equipped 11 the actor limped out from the wings 
during a perfo:r'm.ance of Robinson rs filfles as a.n entr 'act o 
52Thomas Do Rice, then acting in Rifles by Solon 
Rob:i.nsono 
He sang ~Tim Crowv s familiar ref'rain as he hitched and 
stumped across the stage: 
Wheel about 9 turn about 9 
Do des so; 
AnV ebry time ah turn about, 
It vs l:l'Jum.,,;g,i, Jim Crowl" 
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At the high note on "jump" the little boy sprang from the 
bag to follow across the stage in exaggerated parody of the 
actorvs hitching gait, while shrilly echoing his continued 
reite~ationi, "Jum;g0 Jim CrowJ'153 
The Corley paper included a lengthy derivation of 
theatrical practices and productions engendered by the orig= 
inal 11Jim Crow act 9 u none of which is pertinent to the dis"" 
cussion in hand, except that the symbolism thus set up and 
fostered in popular co:nceptD and it;s countera.ctton.~ may be 
assumed as the base of adult Negro hostility toward Little 
Black Samboo In other words, this "little bookn which has 
been. acclaimed a childrents classic by experts in the lan-
guage arts for close on half a century0 is now condemned by 
sociology experts as an a.ggravator of an unwholesome culture 
trait.,, namely, stigmatizing the American Negro by associa-
tion with a stereotype symbol wherein physical peculiarities 
are representational factorso 
That a teaching-learning tool so adequate to and be-
loved i::>y ~hildren their1selves should- .be la.ud~d by author:t ties 
53william Rose Benet 0 The Readers' Enc;:o:.~lopedi.:9-, (New 
York~ Thomas Crowell Publishing Compa:n:y 0 1948) 0 Po. 60.,, sub-
stantiates this origin of Jim Crow phraseology. 
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in one educational field, and so condemned by authorities in 
another educational field, makes it evident that any 
teaching-learning tool may be, at one and the same time, 
both lauded and condemned, unless the several educational 
f-ields touched by its context are philosophically coordi-
nated before creative conceptuality is given productive 
expressiono Hence is sho"Wll the need for careful considera-
tion of all fields during creativity and before final 
execution of designo 
Ho SUl11l:nary 
Qt1ote:ti'ons:, in: this_'._oh1:,;pt~r :~l:+,!)W t;hat ~ome e.u:1:illoir:tt:~1;1~ 
in the field of child a.rt, of child psychology, and of the 
language arts, believe that a reformation of associative 
factors on ·the child's pa.rt amounts to the comprehension of 
concepts, that the comprehension of concepts amounts to the 
attainment of in·bellectua.l maturity, and that this maturing 
process is concerned with language facilityo In this 
respectp i·b is represented by the same authorities that to 
children0 and to primal peoples, "drawing is a form of 
language in itself'." 
~uoJ;i;tt:t:~ll,E,l ·,.in :tJ;J,tp :r,:,l;_l.apt:~.:r ,~:lso,;_. sho1W,, .. i~ .. ~'.t,;)p_\, :.~.el~e.~ 
sented by the same authorities that in attaining control of 
the tools connnon to the modern language arts, namely.,, 
writing and reading.,, and so, of the mass of concepts making 
up the complexity of the modern "cognitive capital of 
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culturep 11 both (1) the personal and internalizing act of 
drawing!) or tracingp and (2) the form.al and essentialist 
external act of presenting pictorial content through pic-
t orial representationp taken together!) can serve as a bridge 
for the interest gap between a child's auditory comprehen-
sion of words and his visual comprehension of words--thus 
light ening the labor of learning, both with respect t o 
grasping the use of the language tools and to grasping t he 
c ontext emb odied in abstract text symbolizationo 
R:urthermor:e, 1:arn;dys:i$ ;.snow~r -t _hat . in; J J;'g_ol, Q ,us e of a 
simulat ed prehis toric Mexican pictograph as the ar t f orm 
r epresentat ional of the allegorical context!) "'When t he Wor ld 
Was Young!)" would be to make use of two associative factors 
inherent in this art form: (1) it exemplifies within i t s elf 
the fourteenth major step in the ethnological sequence given 
as the context of Tool C and (2) it is essentially the same 
art form as the serialized cartoon in the American comic 
strip, which (3) allows for modification, through the 
omission of c olor, to produce a dual concept-conveyor in the 
form of a primary "reader 11 plus "color book" which will be 
readily reproducible by teacher, parent, or childo 
La.stly,, ·.a ~c.ompar.ison shows. that: although the model 
book, Little Black Sambo, is open to the sociological charge 
of stereotyping.!> because it dwells on a distinc tion of 
physical characteristics., "'When the World Was Young'! in 
totally abstract as a human concept. In consequence, "When 
the World Was Young" can be used by any minority group or 
translated into any language without ·the r•isk of 11hurt 
feelings" as that phrase is delineated by Lilian Smith in 
Now Is the Timeo 
$iii:A.iOi. o_.,.. •• - Me+ --•• 
1.t The Pictograph~ Conc~usions 
In conclusion, it rnay be l"emarke d that, as the last; 
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quotation from Hogben implies, the principle of' v:isu.al:'.lza-
·bion through dr0awing., however old, has not been f'ully 
ex.ploited in the field of education., Confuc:i.us, perhaps 
quoting older philosophers.,, saidr, "One picture is worth a 
thous.and words. n Comenius enlarged on Confucius I dictum in 
the preface to his children vs encyclopedia., Qr.l?Js S.s;,I*§.E:§l~ 
~, loosely translatable as ]:.isual C9mPrE2.,h,ension Thr9J:1..Eh 
!'J-.. ~.:I;ut~~ nThere is nothing in the intellect which has not 
first been in the senses.u 
According to the writer1s sur-,vey of literature relating 
to symbolismp many tex.tbook writers have ma.de use of the 
picture as a contextual parallel to a.id the pr•ereader and 
the primary reader in comprehension of the text symbol:i.sm .. 
But only a f'ew psychologis,ts and a few teaching artists seem 
to ha"ve used drawing as an actual, .formal tool., involving 
preconceived tracing., to bridge the interest gap between 
speech comprehension and reading comprehension of t;he es.sen ... 
tial concepts which are a "must" in the child vs cultu1"a.l 
heritageo More particularly, none was found to have used 
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this tool in re,spect to the essential concepts of cmltur,a.l 
anthropology., 
To exemplify the chain concept that the primitive 
pictograph, the cartoon in the modern "comics :in and 11the 
kind of drawings children make themselves" all have elements 
in common., namely9 (1) closed line figure.drawing and (2) an 
absence of perspective, Figures I - Jr.V have been included in 
this thesis as Appendix c. 
The next and last chapter in the thesis will srummarize 
the two 1BJteps of conceiving and executing the design for 
Tool C and the two structural parts of the design., the 
allegory and the series of pictographs used to symbolize the 
allegory. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, EVALUATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 
L_..Summary 
The problem of this thesis was to create a tea~hing-
learning tool which should present a sequence of fourteen 
step concepts in cultural anthropology for the primary child 
and to create this tool in a form reproducible by the 
teacher, the parent, and the child. The need arose from a 
scientific approach to the social sciences inherent in the 
teaching of the natural sciences--an approach in part in-
corporated in the·school systems. of the United States 
through the integration of museum schools with the other 
school systems. 
As set forth in Chapter I, a survey of museum exhibits 
presenting the assumed course of man's past history and a 
survey of fields of literature related to this and other 
forms of educational symbolism led to the assumption that a 
dual concept-conveyor for ethnological concepts could be 
designed for the primary level through the use of the alle-
gory and the pictograph as elements of construction, and 
that this design could be executed in a form meeting the 
problem requirements. 
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In Chapter II., Part A, the dual concept-conveyor 
designed and presented as Appendix A., "When the World Was 
Young," is analyzed with respect to integration of social 
concepts and natural history concepts with the fourteen step 
concepts given in the assumed sequence of world civilization 
as the c ontextual 11raw material" of tool construction. This 
integration, made ·. in. allegorical form, is justified through 
quoted excerpts from authorities in the several allied sci-
entific fields. 
In Chapter II., Part B, the general f ormat of "When the 
-
World Was Young" is scrutinized and justified as t o (1) 
selection of type for the text, (2) pattern blocking of the 
context, (3) selection of the pictograph as the art form to 
illustrate the text., (4) serial arrangement of pictorial 
representation of the context, and (5) integration of these 
several elements of construction with each other in a dual 
concept-conveyor for the primary reading level. 
In Chapter II, Part c, the format and internal struc-
ture of the allegorical context and the selected vocabulary 
are analyzed in the light of authoritative references in the 
field of the language arts, particularly Kready., Stricklan~, 
and Stone . The vocabulary is listed in accord with Stone' s 
primary word lists., and the construction of t he allegory is 
justified through quotations from these and other authori-
ties: (1) as a conveyor of the given context, (2 ) as a 
concept;""conveyor .:t:o::n 1:;he primarr level~ and (3) as an 
integrative element in the over-all tool design. 
In Chapter III selection of the pictogJ:-,aph to be used 
in serialized ar:r•angement for the illustrative art form of 
"When the World Was Young" is scrutinized and justified on 
the score that: 
(1) reformation and comprehension of perceptuality 
into conceptual relationships is thought by some 
psychologists to be facilitated by drawing, whi.ch 
is held to be, for the child, and to have been for 
primal manl) a form of language in itself!) and o:n 
the score that: 
(2) drawingD including tracingl) being a form of 
language in itself., forms, for the child, a br:idge 
for the interest gap between his verbal power· of' 
conceptual expression an,d his reading power of 
conceptual expression., which :ts also dependent; on 
h:i.s range of experience, inasmuc~h as it is his 
experiential range whi.ch governs his comprehension 
of contextual symbolism, whether verbal or 
textual. 
In this chapter, also, Little Black Sambo., as an exem~, 
plary nursery school picture book, is compared and con-
trasted with "When the World Was Young.I) 11 whieh is prese:rrbed 
in Appendix A as a teaching-learning tool for use at the 
primary level; and a comparison also is made with the modern 
comi.c book .. 
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Lastly,, it is shown in this chapter that the pictograph 
embodies within itself the fourteenth concept given in the 
sequential context and that the use of the pictograph as the 
art form to present this context affords: 
(1) a chain sequence of associative factors between 
(a) "the kind of drawings children make them-
selvesi>" (b) the already familiar comic s t rip, and 
(c) prehistoric paintings and pictographs,, and,, 
(2) an invitation to the child to bridge t he i n t erest 
gap between pictographic represent a t i on of the 
given context and textual presentation of t he same 
concepts by association (a) of the serial pictori-
alization with the blocked text patterning and 
(b) by tracing,, c oloring, or freely redrawing the 
pictures "as the spirit moves him"; and, lastly, 
(3) a means of reproduction of the teaching-learning 
tool, in whole or in parti> by teacher or parent 
wishing to trace or copy text or design for t he 
Ditto machine or the mimeograph machine, or simply 
for a single copy to use in the home. 
Thus it is set forth in Chapter II and III that t he 
teaching-learning tool presented as Appendix A,, "Whan t he 
World Was Young," is a solution for the stated problem which 
required the creation of a teaching-learning tool to (a) 
present a sequence of fourteen sequential _steps in cultural 
anthropology, (b) at the primary level, (c) tn a _ +orm repro-
ducible by the teacher, the parent, and the child. 
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B. Evaluations 
Recommendations to teachers for putting "When the World 
Was Young" into use as an integration tool and as a language 
arts tool are set up in Appendix D. Professor Nannie Belle 
Aycox, in charge of teacher-training at Texas Southern Uni-
versity, in Houston, said, when she read these recommenda-
tions: "I can see how a teacher can use , .. when the World Wa s 
Young' just to integrate, no endJ 11 Her further comment was: 
"When the World Was Young" has no personal-
ized cultural implications. Its stereotypes are 
s t ereotyped children's abstracts which are uni-
versal; hence as a teaching-learning tool, it is 
not subject to such a controversy as that in which 
the highly popular Little Black Sambo is now in-
volved. 
"When the World Was Young" has been used at t he 
Jefferson Davis School of Nursing, in perusal only, with two 
groups of student nurses in an off-campus course--Sociology 
231--for the University of Houston, to give a "quickie" 
grasp of the concept of acculturation. One young lady's 
comment was: "Well, you know it could have happened like 
that!" 
In respect to Tool A, and the need for Tool c, Tool A 
served the writer's daughter and her friends at the Univer-
sity of Texas Nursery School as a picture book. It has 
since been borrowed many times by parents who said: "We 
can find nothing else of this kind, and we want our chil-
dren to have this information about man's past history." 
The children asked for copies of their own, but Tool A, 
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with its full-page full-color pictures, is reproducible only 
by expensive color printing techniques. 
In respect to Tool A, and the transfer of figur~ . 
symbols to Tool c, Earl H. Friend, in the graduate school of 
education at the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, in Stillwater, and an experienced teacher in the 
Indian schools, says, in a letter to the writer: 
In looking over your anthropological draw~ 
ings, I was particularly impressed by similarity 
to many of those made by the Navajo children of 
Arizona. The Navajo culture, as you know, is 
closely bound up with primitiveness (original 
creativity) in thought and action; consequently, 
the smaller Navajo child's art is an outward ex-
pression of all that lies buried deep within him. 
In 1950, Dr. Carl Gregory, now chairman of the division 
of social sciences at Long Beach, California, used Tool A 
with some children in the Horace Mann School in New York 
where she was then teaching. This is her comment to Edward 
F. Haskell of the Foundation of Integrated Education in New 
York City: 
The subject matter is of interest to children 
five to ten years old. I feel the art work has 
special meaning for children, because it's the way 
they express themselves. I found that the children 
I read it to were more interested than in the 
average book. (They were challenged.) One child 
of eight was so challenged by it that he drew many 
of the pictures. This was the first time he has 
ever done this. Most books on this subject are 
for older children.l 
Mr. Haskell, who had Tool A with him in New York, in 1950, 
also lent the book to Vera Peterson, teacher of 
lNote from Dr. Gregory to Mr. Haskell. 
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five-year-olds at the Agnes Russell Center. A letter from 
him to the writer, enclosing the Gregory note, says, "Miss 
Peterson.,, too, showed the picture book to children and got a 
strongly favorable response. 11 
In 1950, Tool B was made on a Ditto machine and put 
into use at Eagle Pass, Texas, with nearly a hundred grade 
- - . 
school 11failees" classifiable as language-problem children. 
Many of these children had eye difficulties. None had been 
able to acquire the equivalent of third grade conversational 
English.,, nruch less third grade reading comprehension. They 
ranged in age from nine to seventeen years. Under existing 
conditions it was possible only to observe that the story, 
with a few cartoon-like pictures, held their attention. 
One child, nine years old, after he was familiar with 
Tool B, walked up to a small line drawing of a cave man 
hunkered before a fire in a corner of a large wall map. He 
spread his hand over the drawing and said in English: 
"Teacher.,, lookJ When the world was youngl" Obviously.,, in 
his case, the over-all concept of primal civilization had 
been acquired, at least as to recognition of pictorial and 
verbal symbolization. 
A second nine-year-old boy from the group brought to 
class a tracing from a comic book, Figure XV, Appendix c, 
thus showing that in his mind the concept of a volcano was 
transferable from one visual aid to another. 
An English-speaking preschool child in Houston, 1953, 
making the pictures in Tool B for herself, asked her mother, 
"What is it Mrs. Atkinson is?" When the mother said, "An 
anthropologist," the child said, ''Yes, tell her that is what 
I am--I am an anthropologist." 
Editor Nolan Sanford of the Houston Chronicle accepted 
a copy of "When the World Was Young" for review in the 
Chronicle. In order to "try it out on the dog" (us ing news-
paper vernacular) he sent the copy to Sister Agatha, 
librarian of the Incarnate Word Academy, Houston. According 
to the statement of his children at the Academy, Sister 
Agatha carried the story from room to room and read it to 
all Academy classes. 
The following review appeared in the Chronicle, August 
30, 1953: 
NEW CHILD'S BOOK BY LOCAL WOMAN 
A book for small children, "When the World 
Was Young," has been written by a Houstonian, 
Mrs. M. Atkinson, ethnologist. It serves well as 
an introduction to the study of man's progress 
since the cave days. 
Mrs. Atkinson, whose work on the Indian cul-
tures of Texas is considered author-itative, has 
wrii t -ten this child's book in simple but graphic 
language. It is fully illustrated with pen-and-
ink 'drawit3;gs. 
The reviewer of children's books for the Houston~' 
until her retirement a children's librarian in the Houston 
Public Library" has endorsed 1'When the World Was Young" and 
has expressed a des,ire to publish a review so soon as the 
book is in full publication. The policy of the Post does 
not permit reviews of manuscripts or of private publica-
tions. 
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On M~y 5, 1954, Professor Evelyn s. Thompson, c~airma~ 
of the department of elementary education at the University 
of Houston, and the "story lady of KUHT," read "When the 
World Was Young" over television during the five o'clock 
story hour. In her opinion the allegory is worked out with 
qualities that make it at the same time "instructive" and 
11appealing 11 to children of primary age. She received 
expressions of appreciation for the program from both 
parents and children, including the request of Professor 
George Lyman Arms, supervisor of KUHT telecourses, to borrow 
the manuscript for the use of his own children. This manu-
script was one of the dummy forms made up for Tool c. 
Professor Thompson says in part in a letter to the writer~ 
It is a good sketch of the way man learned to 
use his environment. I especially like the way -
you developed the idea of each step resulting from 
discovery by observation and e.xperi'ence. 
c, Conclusions 
The statements of Professor Aycox, Dr. Gregory, Sister 
Agatha, and Professor Thompson, as teachers~ are but the 
complimentary aspect of the reactions from the Eagle Pass 
language-problem children and the Houston prereader. Both 
aspects bear out the assumptions which contributed as 
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inspirational factors to the l!iesigning of "When the World 
Was Young," first, that the unit of intellectual develop-
ment is the concept and, second, that, since primitive 
abstract and symbolic drawing was a form of universal lan-
guage through which a conceptual consistency of culture was 
conserved and handed down from generation to generation in 
the totality of preliterate time, this universal language 
still can be used to parallel textual information in such a 
manner as to be itself a translatory medium for the verbal 
texto 
Hence: 
(1) the use of this teaching-learning tool to c onvey 
the fourteen ethnological concepts basic to t he 
story of "When the World Was Young," and 
(2) arrangement of these concepts in the sequential 
order ordinarily assigned to them by cultural 
anthropologists working in the production of 
museum exhibits to demonstrate culture stages from 
"gathering and collecting" through the "domestica-
tion of plants and animals," together with 
(3) the contextual formulation of this arrangement as 
a story allegory, 
(4) limited to a vocabulary classified by Clarence I. 
Stone as basic below the fourth grade reading 
level, plus 
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(5) the pattern form: Appendix A, which demonstrates 
a method of producing - "When the World Was Young"' 
.. -
on a primer typewriter and a mimeograph machine, 
are, taken all together (1 - 5), evidence that a teaching-
learning tool to convey this sequence of concepts at the 
primary level has been created in a form usable and repro-
ducible by the teacher, the parent, and, through hearing, 
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WHEN THE WORLD>-WAS YOUNG 

One day 
when t he world was young 
a man 1J r o u o ht f i r e d o 1N n 
He had a IN i f e 
ond Cl dog 
. .I -
fro m a volcano. 
and a I 0l -'1-· t· I ;~ !·J n b \/ IJ O \/ .• · _, ,, , ., . . J I . I ' 
They I i ved • , n a cave -~ 
Fire made the cave 
warm and bright and cozy·~· 
Below the cave was a river ·~ 
An apple tree grew by the river • 
. . .,.,, .. 
. • ~f ' • . . . 
.. 





gr~en .-opp tes an ·. it. 
The gr een app les were not 
good t o eat . 
a ar 
I n au tu m~n--. ...... .__ ____ ....... 
the app les turned r ed ~ 
Then the y wer e ~ood to eat ~ 
Th e ma n 
and the \N oman 
and th e l i tt I e baby be / 
gat he r ed th e app les 
and had c : f east .· C)c.bb 00 
Somet'rrnes 
the man waded 
i nt'o t·he r: \/er 
·J n G c au g ht a f i s h 
v: i -1 h h i s h an d s ·~ 
,rr. 0 0 t"a d. \.i.t,· . . i'>,,. \..,; . r' ,., I 
·,· ; s :·, 
for 
,., . 
0 Off'.O I i':":8 S 
-;- h c m a :1 a n d -;· ;-1 t: · j o c: 
C O U q :1 t' CJ :--·J b b i t° . 
·~ 
T he n t he \f j o ma 11--1 
, : o () k e d t h e r a b b i t 




the· mar, .1 i ked to s ii ..
-er in the cove .door 
and I ook uo at the n-: v.r c: oon. I 
He thought ths thin nevv moo r-. 
I o o k u d l i k: e a !·1 u n g r y ,t., n m a n ·. 
He t h o u q ht rn a y ~J s 
the moon 1Nornar 
was hunting 
r'abbits to eat~ 
'"' 
·wc1s r ol: nci c1nd fu ! i 
'"1 e· . ·ii- 1,.., r) 'U rj 10 t _J_ 1·1 n ·,,· ' I; ;--r n 1,< 
I r I I :::,j j · 1 • \.__, . \ . 1 • .__. , , 
I I I _J_ d I 
n o o G a u g n 1 ~ n . e a -r e r: 
f _J '- ! I . ! 
,J i ' I- Yl 8 r v b O ' T S 
~ i ~ e c· ·"" u i rl l,,, 0 l r: .. : 
·~ ' j / ' l..1 I \ .. J I ! : '-': " 
, \ 
./n c: i -·: 
-1 '-- y 
th .s, rn on 
:n ride 
.a bc' w crna arrow~. ' 
. , 
the 
... -, a 
,....,. , '"'j 




·'-' _, l':, 
, 
coked I ~ ' ! I i ,,,.. n ', \ . . ~ 
·, T th C iie ' n 
rn (' 0 /n . 
. : f ,, : ., 
. . 
' Dears 
HE could h 
with the bow and 
When .he k i I I ed o bear 
the woman helped him 
carry it hame. Then 
she cooked bear meat 
or r 011i, •· 
The I it't' I e boy 
g.rew up to be a big boy 
and ·a new I i t't I e boby brother 
w as b o r n i n t he c a v e ·~ 
The w. o man I a i d t h e new b ab y 
on a bear sk in rug ·~· 
- ----=s. .. . -;;.. =----·- -- ----==-,- -- - ··= ==:::::::::::=======-----
~y 9y,d . by . 
she made bear skin·clothes 
f or every body in :the family~ 
She hung bear skin curtains 
at the cave door~ 
-I-ha·,-· mac:e the cave 
tJ , , ·?, n \' , a r me ;" c n d c o z i e r •· 
i 
.. TO : I ( ' .,..._OS C-; l : j i . ,_) 
(-, :- ,:) '\ ! h v ..LI 1 8 r ·1 V 8 r '· 
. : , '-' ·. ·,.' I I : " 
~~ o '11 e t 1 :Tic s t h e v,r i n d 
wo ve tho £ross st~ms 
r. n c· ·· + 1  r- r ·\.,. ._J 1 .... , I l i._; .,~ 
' · I t 'n e. ···1·1 a n 
. 'n I G: 
'l' OS f i .Sh in g . 
t~e woman 
watched the. wind 
.......... -c.~ ·- weave th8_. grass ", 
i She ·~' ·7, If .$d -th·8 grass sterns ii reeds.,'.: 
~- n e rl a 't s h e ,,; o v 8 '.J n1 .a "i' ·:1 
· By .Q;ftl:,d ·py s he _w o v P a b as '< et ·., 
-;- h 8 bas k et l o o k e d 
! ik e the nest~ 
-r he bi rdS' wove:. 
. +h . 
, n 1 e reed .~., 
. _  __ _ Tb e b Q b y 
crawl'ed into a _bpsket 
and went to steep; 
--
Ti he wcn1on -
-.. -
huog j_;h~ bask.et 
h- b· I/" lJ,n1 . er __ ar,~ 
. l,ot\d ,.,,. · r-'· ·--d-. af:11 ~ar. t.e . _ 
~ 
. ' I 
t" h o b ab v -ho rrre : - · 
I ' After sho fo und ou t 
how oasy.t _it was 
-t o _ c a r f' 'l t tlc · b a b y; _ . i n,; a b as k et . 
s·he . mf1de .· · ·orroth e r basket 
. •' , 
f ..or th-e man 
-- _,- ,t.-q - ·cq.~r-Y . 
. f i s'h rn.~ 
_, 
ln e second baby 
grew up 
to be a big boy 
and a new 
little . boby srster 
WClS born sn +ho ·cave. 
+ ,M O I ~ . boys and cr~e g1rf 
in t"he cave 
Qnd the man and the woman and the dog 
f am i t y·~ 
By· and· by 
the man and the dog . 
began ·to hunt w i t d g·oots·. 
One dav 
they caugMt a I ittle.goat 
with a broken leg ~ 
They bro ught lt horn~ 
C. '.,'"\ .,.J ·1 t· s ·1 e g a o .L \N e ' i 
• I I ~ .1 :::.J , I • . : . 
in the cav e ; 
Wren it was we l I 
each boy want ed 1t 
for a po t~ 
Th e m a11; a n d t h e d o g. 
caught on ot he r i ; t t ! e go G i ~· 
Then each boy had a pet of his own~ 
The . first· goat 
grew _ up 
to be 
a papa goat ·. 
The second goat 
grew up 
to be 
A new I itt/e baby goat 
made three goats; 
fAeif 'was- . 
a mama goat·.' 
: f n~ b8gthrdng C • . 
of o .. ·,herd:: ~ 
Th8 third baby 
g~~w up 1o be a big girl 
on0 a new little baby sister 
Was born in the cave~ @ 
A new lfttJe baby goat Was born, too, ~ 
That made twc bovs ond two Qir/s . 
Ord . f ou:- Qoots ~· 
""· r-, 
By that i- ime 
the woman wcs getting tired 
·" .• ~ 1Av o 1· c-1 · 11 o ri o 111' n +· o i-· he r ·1 v er v I V' . J, ._) ·-~· ·,, I ./ , 
e ·.;er ·,- t irr1,2 
+ :., r-. · n' ·, I ri r c. n , r 1'-./ (..., . ; 
or t· he go ,Jt· :-: 
Nonted 
1"1 d !--- .,, V" , .,. 
__.,. I ' ·"· . c:. 
• 
Afi·er 
the" 'nod tne\1 dr,nk.S · 
• I , 
the b,g \ ~\tt'ie 
and tne \ ,ttl. e 
ployed in -t 'ri: 
b y t 'n e r ·1 ,, er , 
. TnoY 




\ 1 ke d to . p \ a y 
I t· 1,,., t t f . w nor e 1 , c g o o s , o o: 
h~d mod~ ho\0s ln 
·~lliD c-1• 1r · hr11((::>~ I I I V J Ji , . \....J -..,. I . .J · .~ 
.i11- 1," e ·> r ,; c· 1" c r I I •...; ; , .. ~ > 
. . ' 
C.110 
' . . 
O_ne· '. ·da_y_· .. 
ofter ·' a· rafn 
. - . . ' . . - .. . ~· . 
_  tho woman found 
- • • • e 
The /Tlll-d' o Le tracks 
-,~( ,· t·' o· f -~ ·w "c;. t:·r· · · · · 
1.J/1 .. i • · · v ,a 
When · 
· she found· 
. ~ _Ji,a ·tracks 
0a.11 d_i ng. _ wpt~ r 
she covet'·ed . - .. . ..... . . . - -
sam ~? bas-k~·ts- w if h _ mud' · 
--arrd :oe/'_th t; m J.o dr:-y· in !he;3 syr:i; 
.,, ... , h r ,J i + I J . • c-1• I' , , d' !: o e y· , ,3 1 u . \'." a . e c ~ T o O' " v J e ~ ,:;i . • . e 
r~ .:., ! ... i··;,E: ':A:' i:; r • d' /1 ~ ,:.l' ::'\ f ~ ..; 1,-, et s· . u n--o ·f s n 






She c-arr- 1-'Jd wot cH' LI p t O the cave 
in the pots·· 
and .then the chi I dr ,s n ond· t ·he goats 
could have drinks 
w i·thout going 
a I I the way· . 
·. down to 
the 




t he "''om an w as g .e t t i n g a d r i n k 
out of her smol test oot 
I 
when the ch.i ldren 
ac'c i cl.snt'a I l y 
knoc~ed her largest pot 
· into the fire. 
I 
~ The fire baked 
the . pot 
harder and drier 
than the sun 
had baked it ·. 
" 




-~ fter th~ big ~ot cooled 
t~8 ~oman put some_ wdter in if 
· a·nd _ set it back' on the fire 
·. ~o seo what would happen~ 
Th en the big boy threw in 
a piece cf bear meat. 
The meat 
cooking on the fire 
sme I I ed so good 
th~y ate . _it 
for supper. 
. .. .. 
The fourth baby 
grew up ·tQ be 
a big girl. 
- · ~ .. By · that time · 
the woman had f ou-nd' 
. . . - . -
a. ~ow kind of grass 
grow~ng by tho river. 
. .... . . 
One ·day 
she watched the bird~ 
eat the orass seed :::J . 
a.rid she thought 
maybe b$r ., chi ldron __,-
wou:ld I ike to eat grass- .seed, too. 
She cooked 
the grass seed 
in the big pot 
Th~ children I iked it~ 
The y ca I I e d i t "c ere a I •· .; 
the bear meat~ 
,,._· , t 
.·-- ; . '·' ~: ,I 
; ! ,,,.,_ r., ~ , rl y 
t he rr.c: n 
a _S'pider 
s Cb. Tin l :ts ·w ;3b 
. I . . 
• I f 




in the web. 
hen he watched 
. . 
·. \ . 
··. · f_he Sp _! der 
e·al ·the insects·. 
\ 
He wi s sitting on a be ar s k in 
~g 
By and :Jy 
he cut t he b e a r s :c i n r u g i n t o s t r i n gs 
and made himself a web. 
He cal led his 
HJ :.Jok ihe net' 
v,1 herr he 
_ t t1rou gh 
he C·GLl ghf 
dragged Jt 
t::10 water . 
fish in Vit~ 
' 
... :, .. :· 
Tbeh they had plenty of 
f i s h t o e at -~ 
Ci ne ac v 
I 
··.: h en t he . w o r'r'1 a n 
. 
W OS C O IT: I 11 9 U p 
t o th e cave 
'JIJ it'h ·o po t' 
of ,.v oter 
nn· ·,d a bast-r:-:-!-,: 
, ,. . . l's. ·- ' 
of gross 
s h e d r-, o p q 2 cl -· 
1· he b Ci sket . 
Anot hdr 
· ·. " she found 






. ..) .J 
where she dropp ed 
th ... , I t ·· 
· , C :JOS ,(8 • 
11' ~ - ... 
l' -l-,. +h . . d as : e K in 
She!. gnthc r'ed 
the seed .:~ y .· -. , 1 e · path 
to make cerP.a . 
~ for the .. 
,. chi I dren"~ 
This 
Iii a d s h 8 r th i n k 
h ow n i c e i t v·.' o u I d be 
To have a lot cf cereal 
s :--- ow i n g c I o s e t - 1 h e c a v e ·~ 
___ By and by 
+he womon learned to plant the seed 
v1here she wonted the grass to grov1 ~ 
The children dug holes _in . the eart h 
·th t· t, · ~ w I a s I c". 
She droppe~ the seed in the holes 
and the children oushed the .earth 




~ • oooooooooooooc 
Tb ey cal red the pl' cc.e 
where they planted t he se8d 
. , r, • t d .. a ,, T' ' 8 ! : . " l : ~ . 
-1 n e m a i"'i a n d -i-- h e \.fJ o rn c 1 n 
sa rd th e ea rth was l i ke the 





s se ds ·•· 
~~ 
0 ·o O O -r1J. ·.· · h .. 1 d s 0~1. d 
• -, ,1 e c 1 . re n 
it was I ike the mother 
because it gave them cereal to eat. 
T :1 e c h i I d re n s a i d 
the sun \MOS I i ke a f other~ 
ft keot the earth 
t 
_ . warm and bright atrd cozy 
·-·....-:-........ - . ., 
fike the fire the man brought down 
from the volcano~ 
-vv he i1 t he r O j n S ! C a rn 8 I- l·: e y S a i d . t he S U n 
was . po~ r i n g do \I'' n . 'Nater . . 
to give t·tie seeds a dr i rik·; . . · 
When they sow a ra i ()bow in the .sky . • 
they suid the Fot·her Sun 
was a mighty hunter 
. and the.rainbow was his bow~ 
. . -
When the_ 1·ightning flashed in the sky 
t h e y ·-· s a i d . 
+' . . 
.1e z1g.-zag. 
I i 9 ht n i ng, f I ash e $. 
\\!er e his 
~\hr'l\f\\ t4\\\t ,,of\\f;t71i ~ ,,rtvll 
1 i . I" 
~ -
,,. . 
t-3'y the time 
the woman and the g i rl ( 
had -~ big. field ~r gross' 
the man and the boys _ 
had a big. herd of ~;ou+s ·; 
In summer 
~ h e )I t O OJ(~ t' h e Y1 C , ... d 
hi~h up on the mnuniain 
-r o e u t \/I/ i -1 d g r a s s -~ -- ~ ·-- . ~~~~- .. _ 
'' 













· .They mode_tbemseltes a tent 
out of bear skins and goat 
They cal led the place 
where the wi Id grass 
grew best 




-~ " I ,· 
' ·,.,._ 
•, . ' 
. ' 
' l # 
. T h:e . g i' r t,s s t a v e d . at r· h o_me 
and s ti i).f) ed t hi€ b tr tJs aw.ay 
t O _keep ~ l,heml f 1r:om eat J n~, ::s· -~ 
t fJ e gr ass 11 n ·· t he ... f i e l d 
by th.fa; r i V8 r ·• ;1 ·' 
Whe:1 tiie goats 
come down to t1e river 
"i- o drink 
t:,ey 8te the grass seed 
in the fi8ld 
in spite of every thing 
the boys_and the girls 






















The ·g~i-rts _ 
I iked the goats 
mo.re 
than they I iked 
the birds-
because 
.... ···~--.t .b~.t. __ L.L ~~-d 
goats 1 milk 
to eat 
"·-__ on . 
'-their e.ere·o,~ ' 
.. 
. A·t lDST . - -
r h 8 . \~I Om Q n On d t h $ 9 j t' l S 
mrda their field on the other $ide 
- .... . . . . . ·- . 
of the river. They· made_thems$.1V?S 








.··;. . t~ 
1. ~~ u { . \ 1( 1 l 1111) I ~0 ~he 
_ grass ·y 
~\ \ i ~i ~.,,,. -, ,,,,lit//hllll/ t,~(~;;,,t/, 
\u, li\ \\Atf ll1.\ ~,.:'ff, ~ \ u att11,, 





the girls wcntsd 
m i I k ;to. eat , . . • 
on their cereo! 
th~y had to sw,m 
the river 
with o .Pot 
of mi I k! 
/1 
.. •' j 
· W·hen 
-
-· the leaves on the apple tree 
turned red and yellow 
on d be q an to -fe i l <· · .-. . . 
· . · . tO earth .. , ... · 
the -man · and the wornar. .. . 
· ':: fott;! the b6yS o-nd the g ir IS . . . 
t\Wv mu.st · a ht _go bClck to the cove .• 
. .:·· : 
. : . ', I 
! ' 
' i 
' . .. .. -,, 
. . 
. • I < •• • 
. . ., ~ . 
I 
,· •. ,• (< 
I • " 
... --:\· . -,. 
," '.'l .. 
. . 
•.:,;·i:-... 
. --~ rir\i~ ·:·~ ttr · 
. I 
. \~ 
"\J l . l I ,, 
\ ~ '· ,· 





... ,.,. .. 
,'I .-... ·--
'"'f·"': I \,-... r .. iiG 
ond the woman 
and the girls 
went first.' 
Tho man 
.......... __ _,.,:;-,~._...-brought back the fire·~ 
The woman and tho girls 
brought baskets 
of grass seed 
to make c,3rea I 
and pots. 
of water ·.' 
·+··,· ~· .. .,._ ' .. 
i 
-the I eoves· 
were a I' I' gone 
from the apple tree 
the boys 
brought the goats 
back · down _ 
fr6~ the mountoi~. 
d 
• 
When the O!Jld winter nights came 
the woman 
I iked to sit in the cave door 
and look up at the moon • . 
When the moo.n looked thin 
and pale and hungry 
.. 
. \. ~ ~~ . f e tt $ aq • . , A _ · 
thEl ·m.o:o-. w~·$ _· fy ·i l · arfd , :f'o,Jcn:.tl :· . ~, 
~he fe't g)ad~ . . 
·o-
- I 
.- ; i: 
, . r • ,-, . I . 
• 
1
, She was crl otr-
. 'i J . 
for _: hay I n.g .. 
o bow · · · 
' 
": : p ti d a r .r o w 
.and .. ,,f o'r: hav .j ng 
pfitnty of meat 
to eat • . 
. ! . . ' . . . . : 
., . 
: . She ,Nos . g i od 
for hoving ·o net 
to cat~ h _f i $ h in 
Ol':\d :Jor hO¥. i ng '. · .. 
·plenty of f'ishto eoto 
~ . . . . 
She was- glad · 
for having pl enty of wat~r to ~drink 
-, .. ., on 9 for · t~H:\V i n g pots t o c a r :-' y · i t 
··· Uf to the odve. r ,j 
. ,. 
-~ She was . glad 
~- f o r h a v· i n g -~-::· . -~ 
n herd of goats __ to gjve ., mi f!k 
to go gn the cereai~ 
She was g Ii ad 
for having 
p 11 e n t y- o f g r as $ s e e d t o· p I ant 
to mak~ the cerea r ~,,: 
She was . glad 
for tT·ay i ng 
:P _I! entY.iio f . ba$ kef s to c-arr v 
. fh~ grass seed in. ~ 
· When 
she went back 
intp the cave 
. the biggest boy· 
wos:· drawing a picture 
on the c-ave wo I I 
• •4 •• 
with a chorcool stick~ 
f I 
Then 
she was 9. I oddest o·f 
to . be able to keep 
the cave 
•' . - . . 
at I 
warm _ond bright and cozy 
for the boys and the girls 
and the dog o~d the goats 
_ with the fire 
-- the man _ ··brought d~wn 
: from · the vo-1 ca110, 
~-· 
.. ·. in<rf 
t ·hct is t ·he end . 
. . orf trr.e f i· r-st st O"rr · 
ob~o-ut. the, m:a·n and the-_.woman 
an.d the rr chi rdren 













ELEVEN.LINE DRAWINGS FOR COMPARISON WITH FOUR 
SIMULATED PICTOGRAPHS FROM 
"WHEN THE WORLD WAS YOUNG" 
172 
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A COMPARISON OF SOME LINE DRAWINGS 
This appendix includes eleven line drawings to compare 
with four drawings from "When the World Was Young." Among 
the eleven are prehistoric rock drawings, Mexican picto-
graphs, children's drawings, a modern cartoon, and an illus-
tration from Little Black Sambo. Figure XV is a comic book 
diagram reproduced by a nine-year-old third grade language 
problem child. 
Figure I is a petroglyph or "rock drawing" from the 
1 -Capsian culture in North Africa. The interpretation given 
to this drawing in Rank's Art and the Artist2 is that the 
ostrich is drawn as tall as the hunter to emphasize its 
import. The hunter desires to kill it and so must appease 
its ego. The bow is shown conceptually as an extension of 
the hand. The mother protects the hunter from the animals 
in the picture and furthers his good fortune in the chase 
through her prayers. That she is praying is emphasized by 
her conventional ritualistic attitude, hands uplifted to the 
spiritual powers. That she is his mother and not his wife 
is the implication of the umbilical cord joining the two 
human figures. 
1original at Tint, Algeria. 
2see Rank, Art and the Artist, op. cit., pp. 260-261. 
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Figure II is a line drawing from an Egyptian rock tomb 
at Arnarna.3 
Figure III is from the Aztec Codex Mexicana. Hyatt 
Verrill interprets the series of three scenes as a pictori-
alization of the methods, aims, and rewards of education, 
notably o~ instruction, application, and the attainment of 
facility in the art of weaving. Not only does the novice's 
clothing improve with her increase in skill, but also the 
appearance of one, one-and-a-half, and two tortillas hangi ng 
on the wall symbolizes a material reward of another charac-
ter--perhaps the trade value of her occupation.4 
Figure IV, from the Nuttal Codex in the Garcia Library 
at the University of Texas, represents a prehistoric Mexican 
corn festival. 
Figure Vis a cartoon from the Houston Chronicle, May 
12, 1954. It is introduced here for comparison with other 
types of line drawings, prehistoric and modern. 
Figure VI is a "drawing of a man" made by a four-year-
old gir l at the University of Texas Nursery School. This 
child averaged approximately 140 on her intelligence tests. 
The drawing has six points on which to score according to 
t he Goodenough rating: hair [free floatin£7, head, eyes, 
3see Viola, p. 17, for reproduction. 
4see Verrill, pp. 78-79, for reproduction. Original 
at Oxford University. 
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eyebrows, arms, legs. Her score is high for her age because 
she had indicated eyebrows.5 
Figures VII, VIII, and IX are from eight-year-old 
children in Cizek 1 s Art School in Vienna; the first two are 
by girls and the last by a boy.6 
Figure Xis an illustration from Little Black Sambo7 
showing an adult drawing of "the kind children make them-
selves 1' after connnercial reproduction. 
Figures XI, XII, XIII, and XIV are "pictographs" from 
''When the World Was Young." They represent bringing down 
fire from a volcano, carrying home a dead bear, the sun and 
the rainbow, and taking the goats over the mountain. 
Figure XV is a nine-year-old "language problem II child's 
reproduction of a volcano as he found it charted in a comic 
book printed in English and sold on the Texas-Mexican 
Border. It is introduced here not only to show the rela- . 
tionship of the modern comic book to the ancient device of 
the pictograph, but also to show the "flow" of the child 
mind through the media of drawings whether presented as 
pictographs, cartoons, or Isotypes. 
All of these pictures are line drawings, the "natural" 
forniat of children's drawings according to the several 
5Goodenough, op. cit., pp. 35-110. 
6viola, op. cit., pp. 196-197. 




artists and psychologists quoted in this thesis with respect 
to this subject. None of the pictures has perspective other 
than that indicated by relative size, overlapping, and 
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Acculturation, or world culture growth, and individual 
intellectual growth are, ali~e, vested in conceptuality; and 
each is a result of interaction (1) of the individual with 
natural phenomena, (2) of individual with individual, and 
(3) of world culture growth and individual intellectual 
growth, each with the other. This conclusion is based in 
large part on summaries of anthropological thought given in 
Chapter IV, "Theories of Early Mentality," in Alexander A. 
Goldenweiser's book, Early Civilization, and on careful 
study of the references listed in the bibliography of this 
thesis under the heading, "Studies of Conceptual Growth 
Through Child Experiences." 
1. Memory is the dominant factor in acculturation. 1 
2. The distortion of perceptual memory is Magic- -a 
result of identifying the symbol with reality and 
the consequent discrepancies between symbol i c rep-
resentation with t ·rue phenomena.2 
lGordon Willard Allport, Personality (New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, 1937), pp. 3~, 555. Cf. Edna Heidbreder, 
Seven Psychologies (New York Century Company, 1933), p. 94 , 
for Wundt on 11social products. 11 
2cf. Raoul Allier (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and 
Company, 1927), p. 11; Allport, op. cit., p. 23; and 
Alexander A. Goldenweiser, Early Civilization (New York: . 
Alfred A. Knopf Company, 1922), Chapter XV. 
3. Intrinsic interest is a by-product of magical 
as sump ti on. 3 
4. Empathy is the essence of intrinsic interest as 
expressed through activity.4 
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5. Progressive education based on activity is corre-
lated with the experience curriculum.5 
6. Conceptuality is integrated perceptuality. 6 
7. The preprimary and primary years, as periods of 
"emergent understanding," are peculiarly the 
periods of "crucial experiences. 11 7 
As a result of consideration of t he conclusions se t for th in 
the preceding statements (synthesis) it appears 
8 . That the function of the symbol in the educationa l 
process is a major factor in the teaching-learning 
process. 
3Allier, oh. cit., p. 11; cf. William R. Featherstone, 
Curriculum oft e s1ecia l Class (New York: Columbia Uni-versity Press, 1932, p. 89. 
4Herbert Read, Education Through Art (London: Faber 
and Faber, 1945), p. 81; see also Allport, op. cit., p. 523, 
for Wundt on "judgement"; and Featherstone, op. cit,., p. 91., 
on "the socially a.ware person." 
5Grace F. Ramsey, Educational Work in the Museums of 
the United States (New York: H. w. Wilson Company, 1938), 
p. 82. 
6see James Rowland Angell, Psychology (New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, 1904), pp. 86-90: "Loss of discriminat i on 
equals confusion." 
7see Theodore Brameld, Patterns of Educational Philos-
~ (New York: World Book Company, 1950), p. 321; 
Frederick Eby and Charles Flinn Arrowwood, The Development 
of Modern Education (New York: Macmillan Company, 1934), p. 
~on Comenius; and cf. the Freudian maxim: "The child is 
father of the man"; and G. Stanley Hall, Adolescence (New 
York: D. Appleton and Company, 1905), pp. i11-xx. 
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In consideration of the above conclusion, and the original 
conclusion concerning acculturation (further synthesis)., it 
appears that 
9. Heuristic discovery is a learning function; 8 
and that 
10. Logic., as we know it in our culture (Euro-American 
civilization) is a result of heuristic discovery 
resulting in (1) classical typology--the science of 
identification of natural phenomena based on 
Plato's theory of uforms 11 and on Aristotle's 
arrangement of Platonic uforrns 11 as represented by 
natural phenomena into systemic classifications.9 
It would then appear that the magical element which has re-
sulted in distortion due to identifying sym.bolism. wi.th 
reality is vested in a logical but erroneous assumption of 
unchanging fixity of form through laws of family relation-
ship which may be defined as "like invariably produces 
like," ignoring the evidence of possible mutation. Thus it 
becomes evident that 
8see Henry E. Armstrong, Teaching of th!:)_ Silint~JJ.,c. 
Method (New York: Macmillan Company., 1903), 1'Y1:ntroduc:tion. n 
ct7cre'orge Herbert Mead, The Philosophy of the,,_AQ..t (Chicago~ 
University of' Chicago Press., 1938)., p. 68; and Ladislas 
Segy, Buma. .. -African Scul ture S .ea.ks (New York: A. A. Wyn 
Company., 19 2 , po 130 ~ Affinity of Ideas .. " 
9Brameld, loc. cit. 
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11. The idea of evolution or historical descent in the 
and that 
relationship of "forms" in natural phenomena is a 
dynamic factor in modern thought;lO 
12. A shift from the concept of Aristotelian class 
systems among natural phenomena as unalterably 
fixed through the laws of heredity to a concept of 
· .historical descent th.rough mutations as the domi-
nant scientific concept of phenomenal organization 
is the crucial intellectual experience of our 
time.11 
It would thus appear that 
13. Specialization versus universalism, as over,,.all 
speculative philosophies, ends in a draw. 12 
lOsee Adolf Euchen, The Problem of Human Life (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1909), pp. 536-42; and Paul· 
Cohen-Portheim, The Message of Asia (New York: Eo P. Dutton 
Company, 1934), pp. 18, 63-66. ct;· J. s. Brubacher, Modern 
Philosophies of Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1939) 11 p. 24~If there is disagreement about 
first principles as to the nature of reality, it is .. bound to 
be reflected in notable differences of Ofrinion as to the way 
educational practice shall be carried on'; and a comment 
from w. c. Lea in his monumental work, The His~ory of..Jihe . 
.§;p,2;nish Inquisition: "There are few things so indestruc~ 
tible as a srupersti tious belief, once it has become fairly 
implanted in human credulity." 
11 See fn. 10. 
12cr. James Edwin Pearce, Museums--Their Use and Place 
in the Transmissi_on of Culture {Austin~ University of - - ..... 
Texas, i921), pp. ;-6; and flie Tales That Dead Men Tell, 
loc. cit., P• 82, with Robert Briffault, The Making of 
~anity or Rational Evolution (New York, Macmillan Company, 
1930}, P• 1130 
As a result of the four conclusions listed immediately 
above, one .further conclusion is evident. 
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14. Whatever ultimate truth may be with respect to 
specialization and universalism, the philosophy of 
cosmology--that is, the theory of a pattern or 
design of natural laws by which this common sense 
world e>perates-... is the end result of evolutionary 
implements. tion in the production of scientif:i.c 
disciplines. 
In consequence, the introduction of sequential patterning, 
as a concept in the fields of the natural sciences and the 
social sciences, is a felt need in the primary and pre-
primary curriculums of today. 
At this point., insomuch as curriculum and methodology 
cannot actually be separate entities in the tea.ch:i.ng-
learning process,13 the educational question in hand becomes 
the question of how to convey this concept to., or "vehicu-
larize" it for, the "emergent understanding" in the educa-
tional levels below the fourth grade. Conceding, as stated 
above, that memory is the dominant factor in acculturation, 
it is further set forth that 
15. The major mnemonic factor in the theory of univer-
sal acculturation is the drama; and it is set 
forth also that the various aspects of drama» when 
13naniel Bell Leary, Living and Learnin5 (New York: 
Smith Publishing Company, 1931j, p. 77. 
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identified as culture's major mnemonic device, may 
be broadly sub-divided.14 
160 These sub-divisions are, then: 
· ~j=~~!cul/ation ------ mimicry _._ _____ __ 




. " abstract abstract 
' 
realistic realistic 
17. In the shifting of dramatic methodology from 
abstract 
18. 
realistic reproduction to the abstract, synecdoche 
(mimicry) found a vehicle other than music and the 
.dance, the vehicle of self-expression in memory-
image--mimicry through drawingo15 
~ piotorialization~ .,\. 
realistic 
Genius, as today determined by psychologi.sts in 
the field of symbolic creativity, is rooted in the 
power of disassociation-at-will.16 
19. Drawing is the objectifying of memory images.17 
14Ross Lee Finney, A Sociological History of Education 
(New York~ The Macmillan Company, 1940), p. 113., on "The 
Cognitive Capital of Civilization." 
l5Ibid 
-· 
16Cohen-Portheim, OP'o cit o it po 217. 
17Heidbreder, op. cit,., p. 64. 
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20. Objectifying memory images through drawing takes 
the same form with the non-reading adultl8 as it 
takes with the pre-reading chila.19 
In consequence of the several (15 - 20) determinations 
of the historical descent of the practice of symbolizing the 
the cultural heritage, it is obvious that, for condensation 
purposes, 
21. Drawing is a major factor in the learning 
process., 20 and, 
·22. The picture is a major factor in the teaching 
process; 21 and that, 
23. Comic books and cartoons, closely identifiable 
,with the pictograph as a concept•~c onveyor, are 
education, too.22 
l8cr. missionary stories of' nati·ves in Africa failing 
to recognize their own photographs~but drawing themselves by 
the symbol for "man, 11 which is the same as the childVs 
symbolization in GoodenoughVs "drawing a man11 testi and com-
pare outlined figures in the highly sophist:i.cated decorative 
values of Navajo sand painting. 
19see Segy, aE• cit., p. 106., for a comparison of 
African Art with ~iidren's Drawings; and see also Viola's 
biography of Franz Cizek, Vienna Professor of Art. 
20cf'. Grace M. Fernald 9 Remedial Techni ues in Basic 
.§.ghool Sub0,iects ('New York: McGraw- J. 1 Book Company.,: 19 .5), 
for remedial techniques and Ramsey, op. cit.,,, on the "museum 
method." 
2lcr '° Confucius: "One picture is worth a thousand 
words." 
22see Ruth c. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Ele-
mentar~ School (Boston: D. G. 'ffeath and Company, 1951), pp. 
304-30 0 • . 
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In totaling up the statements (20"·- 22) it is evident 
that the picture becomes an instrument of impressionism, 
whereas drawing is a method of expressionism; thus 11art 11--in 
the pictorial sense--partakes of the nature of semanticism; 
that is, 
24. Pictorial art is, culturally speaking, a form of 
conceptual action and interaction, as, for 
instance, Navajo sand painting.23 
One aspect of the drama as the over-all mnemonic device 
in the handing down of the cultural heritage is still to be 
considered in detail. 
25. The story or tale was, and is, the dominant 
mnemonic device for condensing drama; that is, for· 
preserving and handing down, in "package form," 
the dramatic plot;. 
In consequence, the allegory or story form ha~ been combined 
with pictorialization to create ''When the World Was Young" 
as a tool or aid for the introduction of fourteen step con-
cepts in cultural anthropology for the child below the 
fourth grade reading level. 
23see Strickland,~., pp. 305-307. 
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SOJYIE SUGGESTED TEACHING AIDS 
1. How to Make the Book 
11When the World Was Young'' is set up for a pattern to 
be made and used by the teacher in the schoolroom or the 
parent in the home. The format is determined by an econom.i.-
cal use of time and of school supplies. The simplest f'orm 
is 8 1/2 x 11~-,the regular typewriter sheet si.ze and the 
. . 
regulation size stencil .. This sheet fits any typewriter., 
any mimeoscope, and any mimeograph or Ditto machine. 
This book can be made up with any weight paper, using 
one side of the paper only. It can be more attractively 
made up by using a heavyweight paper that can be mimeo-
gI•aphed on both sides of the sheet. The cost is no greater, 
inasmuch as only half as much heavyweight paper is requil"'ed. 
The cover design can be run off on a lightweight cardboard 
which is either white or colored. The extra-heavy co·v-er 
will increase the cost. Page assembling and "binding" can 
be done by each individual in a class., or by a selected 
group working on a class "project., u The method i1s prim:i.tive 
in the bookmaking trade:and consists of (1) punching four 
holes., then lacing with an eighteen-inch length of cord.; 
(2) the cord is laced from the front through the two outer 
holes which should be made six inches apart; (3) the ends 
are even~d at:.the back of the book.,and bt>ought\up. through 
the two center holes which should be half an inch apart; 
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(4) the ends of the cords are then evened on the front of 
the book and tied, (5) catching the six-inch length of cord, 
already laid down, in the knot. 
To make a book for children to color in, the pages can 
be left in mimeograph form. To make a more permanent ·· 
"reader," the book can be run over with a speedball pen and 
India ink--as in the copy here appended. Where there is 
objection to the figure drawings from the point of view of 
art as self-expression (see "Delimitations of the Problem" 
in Chapter I) the nee-pictographs may be omitted and the 
space left for the child to use as motivated to his own 
creative effort by hearing and discussing the story. This 
space also may be used for "paste ups" that have meaning for 
the child who will cut out pictures related to the story. 
2.· . Integration' with General Science 
Readying the Child for a Project (Third Grade) in Malaria 
Control by Use of the Museum Method in the Natural 
Sciences while Readying Him for the Social Concept 
of Man's Increasing Control Over Natural Forces 
and Resources by Means of the Readiness 
Instrument: "When the World Was Young" 
"Malaria Control," because of its familiarity to 
teachers of the Southwest, has been chosen as the project to 
illustrate the use of the museum approach in the primary 
grades (pre-primer through third grade) and to illustrate 
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the integration of the natural sciences and the social sci-
ences below the fourth grade level. This project is easily 
prepared in all its ramifications since public health 
departments everywhere furnish malaria control data for 
teacher consumption. 
The actual project (third grade) consists of (1) deter-
mining mosquito breeding places and (2) effecting their 
destruction (a) by overturning water containers such as tin 
cans and (b) by unstopping drainage catch-holes. 
A generalized skeleton for the readiness project is 
here set forth with the intention that it shall serve to 
ground the teacher in the use of the museum approach for 
inculcating concepts in both the field of the natural sci-
ences and the field of the social sciences. At the same 
time it allows for integration of the two fields and thereby 
justifies the existence and the use of the readiness instru-
ment, "When the World Was Young." 
The first step in the study of malaria control is iden• 
tification of the mosquito. The primer child or the pre-
school child learns merely the identification of this insect 
~: a mosquito. He learns nothing about different kinds 
of mosquitoes and nothing about malaria. He does not even 
learn the classification~ "insect." He may learn the iden-
tification of other common insect types in his home area. 
In either case., he will ha'Ve taken the first experiential 
step in using the scientific method: the observation and 
determination of a natural Ehenomenon. 
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Suppose that a mounted mosquito, a housefly, an ant, a 
dragonfly, and a spider are each set forth in a pillbox. 
The primer child or the preschool child learns to identify 
b,Y name each of these four insects and their cousin, the 
spidero Depending upon the interest level of the class, it 
may or may not be pointed out that while the others have 
each six legs, the spider has-eight. 
'When the children have learned to identify the several 
types by name and to apply that name correctly to living 
types in ·the area, the exhibit will have served its purpose~ 
the inculcation of recognition and of ~tificati2..n by na~ 
of five natural phenomena. 
Over and above this specific learning, a readiness for 
a classification concept of such phenomena will ha·v-e been 
achieved through familiarity with the group aspect of the 
fi·ve insect specimens. For., by virtue of their having been 
displayed together, the similar characteristics of the 
classification insect will be in the observers' experience, 
whether or not the actual word "insect" is in their vocabu-
lary.1 
Had a horned toad, actually a lizard, been added to 
this display, the effort of correct association would not 
1see Wilhelm Wundt, Folk Psychology (New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf Company, 1911), on apperception; Edna Heidbreder, 
The Seven Psychologies (New York: Century Company, 1933, 
p. 141; and Willi.am James, Talks to Teachers (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1924), pp. B0-84, 1~9-168, on 
apperception a.nd association. 
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have been achievedo A horned toad is a natural object, but 
a horned toad is not an insect. 2 To include with the 
insects and the spiders, which are closely related to the 
insects., one or two objects which are not so related3 would 
be to create the 11curio collection11 complex.. This is the 
complex that destroys scientific values in an experiential 
observation. In other words, a museum exhibit, to be true 
to the museum method, mus~ fall within the conceptual,,,sco~ 
..Qf a given scier:rbifie discipline. Therein, a.s a teaching 
method, it differs from mere idle observ'ation of nature, .E.~t 
se. 
-
Yet, were the exhibit to be verbally labelled by the 
teacher as "an animal collection," the horned toad might 
have been added, together with other mounted specimens. In 
this case, the emphasis would be on the concept "animal" and 
not on the concept 11 insect. 11 Since "animal" includes 
insects, birds, fish, frogs, and lizards, as well as 
marmuals--dogs, lions, elephants, etc.,4--at least one speci-
men from each of these classification groups could well be 
2see Webster 1 s New International Dictiona,r][, for defi.ni-
tion of 11 insect..,n 
3see Field's Handbook on Insects for the distinction 
between true insects and spiders. 
L~The classification "animal II should not be confused 
with the classification "ma.mm.al. 11 See Webster rs New 
.IPt~atl,gnal Dictionary for definition of· "mammal .. 1' See 
Figure XVI, "The Ladder of Life.'' 
included in the exhibit to present the over-all concept: 
animal,.5 
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Assuming, then, that an elementary school teacher has a 
class which already has had single specimen and group speci-
men experience of the above nature, that group is ready for 
a new experience based on this kind of trainingo 
A next logical step would be a 11habitat group't1 (st:i.11 
life) showing the mosquito in its natural haunts. Such an 
exhibit, in museum language, is a 11dioramao 11 :;£he breeding 
;g_lace of the mosquito is water. An exhibi.t (still life) 
showing a swamp or a pool with accompanying plant growth may 
be labelled~ "Where the Mosquito Lives" or "This is the 
Mosquito's Hc.:,me o 11 As an ac companyi.ng "real life II exhibit, 
wiggleta::l.ls may be shown in a bowl with the label: 
"Mosquito Babies. 11 6 
A follow-up step could be: "Who are the mosquitoVs 
enemies? 11 Out come two of the familiar pillboxes--the 
mounted spider and the dragonfly. Here is another step in 
associative concepts: the spider and the dr•agonfly ..@:!6 the 
llif'.S,!ilUi,'!?,.9 f S n.§..~l enemie~o 
It is now possible to add the spider and its web (still 
life) and the dragonfly to the habitat group in the d:tor•ama., 
5see 'lflebsteJ:' ts New Interpationa.l Dicti..9p,.:,.ary for defini-
tion of ua.nima.1. 11 
6se e Louis Compton Miall., ~atural History of Aqu§,tic 
1,nsect1;t (New York: Macmillan Company, 1912), pp .. 328-~ .. 
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In the live exhibit, the wiggletails may be fed to the fi.sb. 
in the room aquarium as an actual demonstration of the 
mosquitoVs natural enemies, and the truth may be instilled 
that the "enmity" is not emotion in a human sense: that the 
fish do not 't:b.ate" mosquitoes but are merely accustomed to 
make use o.f them for breakfast and supper. This is hard on 
the wiggletails.but good for the fish; thus is inculcated 
the ''balance in nature" concept. 
At this point, a field ·trip may be organized·"·~a visit 
to a blt of water in some natural surrounding., T'nus the 
class is further trained in the first step of t:he scientifie 
method, this time in the 12urposeful observation of natural 
phenomena. That is, the observatibn is made with the 
purpose of fitting ·the theoretic discipline t,2 actual 
experience with nature at large. The still life exhibi.t is 
natural only as to typeo It is nature frozen under teacher 
£_,ontrol for the sake of inculcat~ns... §;. g~ ven sg_ie!lQ,§, 
(ideology), the ideology of classification based on~ 
Up to this point the actual project of malari.a control 
has not come under class discussion... The pro,ject 9 like the 
necessary definitions, is in the mind of the teachero 
Classwork is "readiness" work, in accord with the educe-
tional philosophy of Comenius: 
In all operations of nature, development is 
, .fr·om within--a subject should be understood before 
any definitions are learnedo 
Nature compells nothi.ng to advance that is 
not driven forward by its own weight. Nothing 
should be taught to the young unless it is not 
only permitted but actually demanded by their age 
and strength.7 
It now can be assumed that the class in questi.on has 
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had two experiences of a general nature leading to the 
specific malaria control concept: (1) the mosquito as a 
natural phenomenon, including its breeding places, and (2) 
the experience leading to the concept of man's increasing 
control over the forces of nature through his accumulative 
steps in civilization (artifactualization) as shown in 11When 
the World Was Young." What transfers can be made from the 
one experience to the other? Suggested examples are~ 
1. The spider has been identified as a web spinner in 
"When the World Was Young" and in the natural habi-
tat groupings made for the schoolroom where it 
appears as an enemy of the mosquito. 
2., The fish has been shown as food for man in 11W:hen 
the World Was Young," and 'the mosquito has been 
shown as food for fish in the school aquarium., It 
may be pointed out that if this last were not ·brue 
the aquarium itself would serve as a mosquito· 
7John Amos Comenius, cited by Frederick Eby and Charles 
Flint Arrowwood in The Develo ment of Modern Education (New 
York: Prentice~Hall, Inc., 193 , p. 21 o 
3. 
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breeding place, ·and the mosquitoes would then feed 
on the children and the teacher. 8 
The bear and the goat are familiar through the use 
. . -·-
of "When the World Was Young, n and visits may have 
been made to a zoo where they will have been 
observed drinking water. Certainly dogs have been 
observed drinking water. 
4. Field trips to look for mosquito breeding places, 
and the still life habitat diorama, will have 
familiarized the children with life along the 
water-edge.9 
5. Their attention may now be specifically called to 
the evidence in 11When the World Was Young" that 
Man's earliest homes, whether in the cave or the 
tent or the house, were all beside the water. 
6. Their attention may further be called to the find-
ing of the reeds for weaving and of the cereal 
grass beside the river and to the need of the 
plants in the field for rain. 
They are now ready for a new natural science concept: 
the necessity of all living things for water. Man's 
8For setting up an aquarium see "The Aquarium in the 
Classroom," The A1uarium Journal., May, 1950; and also 
"Tropical Fishes n the Elementary School, 1• loc. cit., 
March, 1952. · 
9The 16mm fi.lm, Life in a Pond (Coronet Films., Inc.), 
may follow the field trips and enhance any nature observa-
tions the class has made. 
earliest homes were beside the water, and plants and all 
creatures including man share this necessity. 
The teacher may now introduce the concept that man, 
-
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like the mosquito, has natural enemies--a general concept--
and that one of these is the mosguito--a specific concept. 
Originally, when he knew the mosquito only for its nuisance 
value , he controlled it, poorly enough, with smudge fires 
and with mud packs on his person. 10 (The Orinoco River 
Indian controls it by having learned t o keep himself in 
motion while sleeping. He sleeps in a hammock and keeps it 
swishing all night long by the t ouch of his heel to earth.) 
Eventually, after he learned the art of weaving, man shut 
out the mosquito with reed mats, 11 then with cloth "mosquito 
bars" around the beds. 12 Today, reed mats and cloth have 
been replaced by metal window screens, which is yet another 
example of step-by-step acculturation. 
Familiarity with the diorama, already established, 13 
affords a stimulus for a third step in research: the use of 
10see Mary Jourdan Atkinson, The Texas Indians (San 
Antonio: The Naylor Company, 1953), on the Karankawa. 
llill.9,., "The House of Straw. 11 
12see Lyle Saxon, Fabulous New Orleans, and Herbert 
Asbury, The French Quarter, for data on early day mosquito 
protection. 
13cf. Bernice Elliott, "This Museum Belongs to the 
Children," The Nation's Schools, December, 1952, and Leon 
L. Winslow, 11The Standard School Museum Installation," 
School Board J ournal, November, 1948. 
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pictorial and reading materials in planning and constructing 
the diorama.. Initiation of this step is an integral part of 
readying the child for further projects in the natural sci-
ences and the social sciences. 
Such research may begin with scrapbooks and with simple, 
classifications and shelf arrangements of local natural 
history specimens. 14 It may proceed to modeling plants 11 
animals 11 persons, and objects to be used in individual 
dioramas, 15 or in more ambitious class or group dioramas 9 
and to painting backgrounds or murals, all relating to habi= 
tat groups. 
It may end with the assembling of individual dioramas 
and group-made dioramas for an exhibit to other classes or 
for parents' night 11 and with the production of a play char-
acterizing the primitive struggle between man and 
mosquito. 16 
It may be assumed that the children are now at the 
place in the third grade where they are to be given the 
actual ~alaria control project as a class project in 
lLJ·see "A Sample Home Museum," Eugenics Pamphlets, 
no. 66-AA (Sacramento, California). 
15A personal observation of dioramic work in the fifth 
grade at the model school fo~ teacher training at Courtland, 
New York, where an entire class displayed cigar0 -box exhibits 
set up to demonstrate Mexican anthropo-geography, showed 
that ca.gar boxes fronted with cellophane are excellent for 
miniature dioramas. 
16 See fn. 20 o 
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physiology (Health). Having learned that malaria is a 
disease with certain characteristics, 17 they may now learn 
that the mosquito is a malaria carrier.18 It may be empha-
sized that man was fortunate enough, when he learned the 
connection between mosquito and malaria, to have advanced in 
~ivilization sufficiently to be able to screen out the 
mosquito, along with the housefly--another disease carrier. 
But one malaria-bearing mosquito, slipping through an opened 
door, is sufficient to give everybody in the hou~e malaria. 
Here the heroic story of Dr. Walter Reed's Spanish American 
War malaria experiment should have its place as a classic in 
medical annals, this story19 to be followed by an explana-
tion of quarantine practices in American port$, and the 
meaning of the flag called the "yellowjack. 11 20 
It was the relati~ely recent discovery of oil that 
brought the mosquito breeding places under man 1,s control, 
for the wiggletails suffocate where air is cut off by a th!n 
film of oil over the water surface. The general concept 
follows that all living things must have air to breathe~-
well as water to drink. The oorolla.ry, concep'!:; .follows that· 
l 7see Leon J. 
Killer (New York: 
l8Ibid _ .. 
Warshaw, Malaria, the Biography of a 
Rinehardt Publishing Company, 1949}. 
19paul de Kruif, The Microbe Hunters (New York: 
Harcourt-Brace and Company, 1926). 
20~. 
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oil cannot be sprayed into every tin can or other container 
holding stagnant rain water, hence the necessity for the 
malaria control project on the part of the class. The 
project might be emphasized by introducing a bowl of water 
and letting it stand till the wiggletails breed, then oiling 
the water. 
The logical follow-up to this sequence of control-of-
nature concepts is the concept that there is in nature a 
balance man would do well to preserve. For if the mosquito 
is his enemy, the spider and the dragonfly are his friends 
and protectors; thus is the child readied for conservation 
concepts and projects. 
The total sequence offers a stimulus for a nature 
pageant showing the various steps in man's control over the 
mosquito, with a picturesque motif to be drawn for several 
scenes from Charles A. R. Campbell's Bats 2 Dollars, and 
Mosquitoes. 21 Mammals on Wings is a 16mm film the Texas · 
Fish, Game, and Oyster Commission provides without cost, 
showing the habits of bats.22 
It will help the teacher to orient herself in the use 
of the museum approach if she keeps in mind that at all 
21see Charles A. R. Campbell, Bats, Mosquitoes, and 
Dollars (Boston, 192.5), for the story of the Indian cere~ 
monial of welcome to the dragonfly. 
22This picture can be had free of charge from the Film 
Department, Texas Fish, Game, and Oyster Commission, Walton 
Building, Aust:i.n 14, Texas. 
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times she actually is employing Froebel's "object psychol-
ogy" raised to the nth degree,23 combin~d with Leary's 
platform24 for educational philosophy and psychology __ which 
is based on the three fundamentals: sequentiality, rela-
tivity, synthesis; and that the actual em,.phasis in_t~e use 
of objects and audio-visual aids is not on teaching but on 
learning. 
The ideal and the goal is this: the true exReriential 
museum method requires classification and arrangement in 
sequence and/or arrangement in comparative relationship with 
other natural or social phenomena in such a manner that the 
student may observe and acquire, f·or himself the natural sci-
ence concepts and the' social science concepts heuretic dis-
covery inevitably demonstrates ·by.~u~h·~~~~BS~~e~t~~25 
In considering the use of the bibliography here pre-
pared especially for teacher preparation in using the 
suggested integration unit, it is well to keep in mind the 
23cf. Froebel, Comenius, and Ramsey with respect to 
"object psychology" and the use of teaching-learning a.ids. 
24naniel Bell Leary, Living and Learning (New York~ 
Smith Publishing Company, 1931); and Leary, Psyohologt' 
I.formal and Abnormal (Philadelphia~ Lippincott Publisling 
Company, 1928). 
25Margaret Mo Brayton, "A Children's Museum Cura tor 
Looks, at Museum Relations, 11 Museum News, volo 21, January 1, 
1947; Ros'e Ma~ Daily, "Leisure Time Activities for Children 
in the Museum,. Museum News, vol. 27, December 1, 1947; and 
Catherine Steele, "Phiiosophy and Aims of Museum Work with 
Children," Museum News, volo 28, January 1, 1951. 
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ancient adage: he who teaches up to the limit of his prepa-
ration is sure to fall over the edge. This is a polite 
version of the ancient crudity: to teach a dog tricks, it 
is first necessary to know more than the dog. 
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Paul McKee's theories of teaching elementary reading 
prohibit formal questioning and answering with respect to 
textual content but encourage conversation about the 
story.26 In the teacher's own mind a list of questions may 
exist.,, not to be asked_., but for the purpose of guiding the 
conversation. If she can herself answer these questions, 
she will be fu.lly aware o.f the story content. 
1. What made the cave warm? 
2. What made the cave light? 
3 .. 'W'ho brought the fire to the cave? 
4. Where di.d the man get the fire? 
5. What is a volcano? 
6. What is a cave? 
7. Where did the ,~ave people get their water? 
8. 'What did the man catch in the river? 
9. Who went hunting ·bogether almost every day? 
10. What did the man make that helped him to hunt? 
11. D:i.d the bow r•eally look like the moon? 
12. What did the man think the moon looked like? 
13. Who cooked the meat the man and the dog brought 
home? 
14. How did they carry the bear home? 
26Paul McKee 9 The Tea.chi of Readl in the Elementar 
School (New York~ Houghton-Mifflin and Company. 19 :g;;9 0 .,._ ~ 
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15. What did the woman make out of bear skins? 
16. Who wove the first basket? 
17. What did she use to weave the basket? 
18. What did she see that made her think of weaving? 
19. How did she use the baskets? 
20. Where did she find the reeds growing? 
21. What did the man do with his basket? 
22. What did the baby do with the baskets? 
23. Who made the first pot? 
24. How did the woman use the pot? 
25. What did she see holding water that made her think 
of making a pot? 
26. How did the man and the dog oatch the first goat? 
27, What did the boys do with the goats? 
28., What di.d the ehildren eat on their cereal? 
29. Who herded the goats? 
30. Who planted the grain? 
31. Why did the woman and the girls go across the 
river to plant the grain? 
32. Why did they think the earth was like the mother? 
33. What did they think of the rain? 
34. What did they think of the rainbo·w·? ·. 
35. Why did they think the sun was like the fire the 
man brought down from the volcano? 
36. What did the spider do? 
,·. Ci 
37., 'What did the man make after he watched the spider 
spin its web? 
38. How did he use the net? 
390 Who helped him? 
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40 .. What did the woman do while the man and the boys 
fished? 
' 
41. What did the family ·do when the leaves fell from 
the apple tree? 
42. 'What did the man bring back to the cave? 
43., What did the woman and girls bring back to the 
cave? 
4.4. What did the boys and the dog bring back to the 
cave? 
What did the big boy do with a piece of charcoal? 
What is charcoal? 
How did they cook before they had pots?27 
How did they cook after they had pots? 
49. How many children were there in all? 
50. What was the woman gladdest to have? 
6. A Suggestion for Parents and Preschool Teacher~ 
The parents at home with the preschool child start that 
child in the acquisition of language as the child lLstens to 
the parents talk and read. If allowed, and particularly if 
encouraged, to draw without reference to attempted ulike-
ness" of objective material, the child may become facile at 
self-expression through abstracted pictorial qualities .. 
27Atkinson, op. cit., Po 2140 
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Whether or not facility of self-expression is the end 
result of infantile expressionism through this medium, the 
child may gain a familiarity with tool concepts during and 
through use of the infantile drawing urge. To place in the 
child's hands the series of pictographs illustrating "When 
the World Was Young" and to allow him (1) to color the given 
pictographs as he chooses, (2) to encourage him to extend, 
through his own play, the adventures of the children in the 
allegory, and (3) to enter with him into conversation about 
the fourteen steps in the sequence, and any additions he may 
make to the series, is to emphasize familiarity with the 
major concept and its cluster of step concepts in sequential 
acculturation. 
Inasmuch as familiarity amounts to association with a 
given concept, and it is through association that an apper-
ceptive mass is built, the child thus introduced to the 
basis of cultural anthropology in the pre-reading stage will 
be on the road to a ready comprehension of the social sci-
ences and to an integration of the social sciences with the 
natural sciences when he reaches the status of an indepen-
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